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1. INTRODUCTION *) 
The in tegra ted data p roces s ing sys tem (Fig. 1) of the Centra l Bureau 
for Nuclear M e a s u r e m e n t s (CBNM) has mainly been ins ta l led for neu­
t ron c r o s s section m e a s u r e m e n t s at a 90 MeV e lec t ron l inea r a c c e l e ­
r a t o r and a 3 MV Van de Graaff. The sys tem is based on an IBM 1800 
computer (32K, 2 μ sec cycle t ime , 4 disk d r ives : IBM 1810/A3 and 
1810/A1, 3 magnet ic tapes IBM 2401) to which seven data acquisi t ion 
s tat ions a r e connected by special in terface uni ts . 
Six of these data acquis i t ion stat ions a r e equipped with fast t ime-of-
flight mul t i -channel ana ly se r s (five of them having 4096 and one 1600 
channels) and one with a GA 18/30 sate l l i te computer . 
The ana lyse r computer interface units reques t computer i n t e r rup t s 
for data t r a n s f e r s e i ther automat ica l ly according to p r e s e t e x p e r i ­
menta l conditions or by opera tor intervent ion. Having accepted an 
in te r rup t the computer controls the data t r an s f e r by sending spe ­
cial commands to and receiving status information from the c o r ­
responding interface unit, i. e. the computer t akes over complete 
control of the data t r a n s f e r . Severa l val idi ty checks a r e made on 
the t r a n s f e r r e d data before they a r e s tored into genera l disk files 
which a r e used la te r on for in terac t ive data reduct ion and numer i ca l 
analys is with r e spec t to in teres t ing physical p a r a m e t e r s . 
This r epo r t de sc r ibe s the in te r rup t servicing p r o g r a m s for i n t e r ­
active reduct ion of data s tored on disk. These data reduct ion p r o ­
cedures can be ini t iated by the u s e r s of the ana lyser computer in­
ter face units by p r e s s i n g push-but tons and adjusting data entry 
switches at thei r interface un i t s . Typical opera t ions a r e : subtract ion 
of background data, r e t r a n s m i s s i o n of a disk spec t rum to the data 
acquisi t ion station for examination on a display unit, in tegrat ion 
of count r a t e s between channel l im i t s , normal iza t ion of spec t ra , 
examination of available disk s torage , o r d e r s for the computer 
opera tor , e tc . 
All p r o g r a m s of this r epo r t a r e wri t ten in ASSEMBLER language 
for the Time-Shar ing Executive System (TSX). P r o g r a m s sup­
porting other fea tures of the CBNM integra ted data p rocess ing 
sys tem, such as t r a n s f e r s of exper imenta l data from the m u l t i ­
channel ana ly se r s to the computer , satel l i te computer operat ion, 
off-line data reduct ion and ana lys is , a r e r epor t ed e lsewhere 
( (1 ) , (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) ). 
2. OPERATION OF ANALYSER COMPUTER INTERFACE UNITS 
The data reduct ion p rocedures to be descr ibed in this r epor t a r e 
ini t iated by the u s e r of an interface unit. The u s e r specifies the 
operat ion code for the work to be done, en t e r s the data to be 
t r a n s f e r r e d to the computer by adjusting data ent ry switches , and 
finally r eques t s a computer in te r rup t by p re s s ing a special push­
button. 
*) Manuscript rece ived on February 2, 1972 
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In o rde r to pe r fo rm these opera t ions the u s e r mus t not be fami l ia r 
with detai ls of the functional c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ( (7), (8)) of the in -
terface unit. But it is highly recommended that he r eads the in-
s t ruct ion manual for the operat ion of the interface uni t s . 
Digit switches at the interface unit a r e used for the specification 
of control words and s c a l e r s (l) named in the following way: 
ID (control word l) 
PRESET (control word 4) 
BLOCKS (control word 3) 
SCALER 1, . . . , SCALER 9 
For each word six decimal digits and a sign can be defined. 
The information in these words is read by the computer . The 
in te rpre ta t ion of these words depends on the in te r rupt p r o g r a m 
which is specified by two decimal digits in OP. CODE. 
A level switch with two posit ions defines the computer in te r rup t 
level on which an in te r rupt can be reques ted . Only posit ion ON 
LINE L2 is used for the computer operat ions to be descr ibed in 
this repor t . "When the push-button START EXECUTE is p r e s s e d 
an in te r rup t is reques ted . 
The different computer operat ions (programs) which can be s e -
lected by different values of the operat ion code (OP. CODE) a r e 
descr ibed in sections 4 to 17. 
3. FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS 
Data for the interface words ID, BLOCKS, PRESET and SCALER 1 
9 can be introduced via the digit switches in the following way: 
+ D. D_ D . D . D c D, — 1 2 3 4 5 6 
D = 0, 1, . . . 9, n = 1, 2, . . . 6 n 
The following number s a r e used in the p r o g r a m s to be descr ibed 
in sections 4 to 16: 
l) Identification number (3): 
D l , 
) group no. 
D , 1. exper iment no. 
D . 2. exper iment no. 
j s e r i a l no. 
6 
2) Block n u m b e r s : 
D. 1 ) number of blocks in the spec t rum 
number of f i r s t block to be used 
D, 
D 
ι 
D 
ι 
D, 
Both n u m b e r s have to be right justified in the i r field. 
3) In tege r s : 
D, D_ D , D . D_ D, 1 2 3 4 5 6 
D = high o r d e r digit. 
4) Rea l number s 0. D D 2 D^ Ό^ D g Ε + D ^ 
4- sign of exponent 
D. 
1 
D, ι 
D-
D 
¿ 
D, 
m a n t i s s a 0. D, D„ D„ D , D„ 1 2 3 4 5 
D . exponent of power of 10 6 
4. DISPLAY OF SPECTRA 
Data blocks {2 56 channels each) of spec t ra s to red on disk can be 
t r a n s f e r r e d to the ana lyse r m e m o r y for display. The data blocks 
can be mult ipl ied by a normal iza t ion factor 0. XXXXX E + X 
(X = 0, 1, . . . 9) before the t r a n s f e r . Each negative channel 
content Y = -a (a > 0) is rep laced by Y' = Y + 10-> before the t r ans -
fer is s t a r ted . (For the SKIP ana lyse r Y' = Y + IO6 . ) 
Switches: 
ID: 
PRESET: 
SCALER 1: 
Identification no. of spec t rum on disk. 
No. of the ana lyser block in which the f i r s t 
t r a n s f e r r e d block of the disk spec t rum is to 
be s to red . Numbering of blocks s t a r t s with 1. 
Normal iza t ion factor . There is no mult ipl icat ion 
if SCALER 1 is ze ro . 
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BLOCKS: Total number of blocks and the no. of the f i rs t 
block of the spec t rum to be displayed. 
Numbering of blocks s t a r t s with 1. 
OP. CODE: 10 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operation complete: 
ID in blocks . . . . to . . . . normal iza t ion factor . 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check block no. s: The numbers specified in BLOCKS and 
PRESET d isagree or a r e not in the range 1 to 16. 
id not on disk: The spec t rum specified in ID is not on disk. 
check gr. no. : The group number in ID is outside the range 
1 to 15. 
5. INTEGRATION OF SPECTRA 
The channel counts between a lower channel no. (lcn) and upper 
channel no. (ucn) of a disk spec t rum can be summed up. (The 
counts of lcn and ucn a r e included in the sum). The sum can be 
mult ipl ied by 5 rea l numbers and divided by four rea l n u m b e r s . 
Switches: 
ID: Identification no. of spec t rum. 
PRESET: Upper channel no. or lower channel no. 
(Numbering of channels s t a r t s with 0). 
BLOCKS: Lower channel no. or upper channel no. 
SCALER 1-5: Real numbers for mult ipl icat ion. 
SCALER 6-9: Real numbers for division. 
A ze ro in one of the s c a l e r s is in t e rp re ted 
as 1. 0 by the computer . 
OP. CODE: 12 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operation complete : 
id = . . . . lcn = . . . . ucn = . . . . r e s = . . . . 
Real numbers used for mult ipl icat ion (if any). 
Real numbers used for division (if any). 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check chan. no. s: The channel numbers a r e outside the range 
0 to 4095 or they a r e equal inside this r ange . 
id not on disk: The spec t rum specified in ID is not on disk. 
check gr . no. : The group no. ' in ID is outside the range 1 to 15. 
6. DELETING OF SPECTRA 
Spect ra s tored on disk can be deleted if the group number s of the 
identification number s specified for this opera t ion a r e equal to 
the stat ion no. of the ana lyse r used. 
Switches: 
ID, PRESET, BLOCKS, SCALER 1-9: Identification number s 
of the spec t r a to be deleted. 
OP. CODE: 14 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
After START EXECUTE has been p r e s s e d the interface words 
(ID, PRESET, BLOCKS and the 9 s ca l e r s ) a r e pr inted, however 
identification number s with invalid group number s in the s c a l e r s 
have been r e s e t to z e r o . 
When the m e s s a g e R E P E A T has been pr inted check identification 
number s carefully, and in case no co r r ec t ions have to be made 
p r e s s again START EXECUTE. During the t ime the in terface 
words a r e pr inted again change OP CODE to 24. A m e s s a g e 
about the identification number s of the spec t r a deleted is then 
pr in ted . 
If after the print ing of the interface words you have made c o r -
rec t ions p r e s s START EXECUTE and wait for the m e s s a g e 
R E P E A T . If no m o r e co r r ec t ions a r e n e c e s s a r y continue as 
explained above. 
E r r o r m e s s a g e : 
id not on disk: The spec t ra with the identification number s 
specified in the interface words a r e not on disk or they do 
not belong to the group no. which is equal to the station no. 
of the ana lyse r you a r e us ing. This m e s s a g e i s only pr in ted 
if no spec t rum of those specified has been deleted. 
7. TABLE OF IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 
The identification number s of all disk spec t r a with a given 
group number a r e l i s ted . 
Switches: 
ID: Group number into the f i rs t two digi ts . 
OP . CODE: 15 
L e v e l swi tch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
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Messages : 
Operation complete: 
Under the heading id table gr . . . . the identification number s 
(without the group no. ) of spec t ra with 16 blocks a r e l i s ted . 
Identification numbers for spec t ra with l e s s than 16 blocks 
a r e l i s ted under the heading smal l spec t ra . In this case each 
identification number is followed by the number of the f i r s t 
block and the total number of blocks in the spec t rum. 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr. no. : The group number in ID is outside the range 
1 to 15. 
no id on disk: There a re no identification number s for the 
group number specified. 
8. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF SPECTRA 
Up to 11 spec t ra s tored on disk can be added or subt rac ted 
to resu l t in one spec t rum which is s tored on disk. 
Switches: 
ID: Identification number of resul t ing spec t rum. 
BLOCKS, PRESET, SCALER 1-9: Identification number s 
of spec t ra to be added (+ sign) or sub t rac ted 
(- sign). 
OP. CODE: 16 if s ca l e r s a r e to be excluded. 
19 if s c a l e r s a r e to be included. 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operation complete : 
+ id i - id2 +- = ID 
To the left of the equal sign the identification number s of the 
spec t ra which have been added or subtracted a r e given. To 
the right of the equal sign the identification number of the 
resu l t is pr in ted . 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr. no. : The group no. of the identification no. for the 
resu l t (ID) is outside the range 1 to 15. 
id a l ready used: The resu l t is not s tored on disk. Repeat 
operat ion with other ID. 
no s torage : The resu l t is not s tored on disk because of lack 
of disk room. Delete a spec t rum which is no m o r e used. 
- 11 
no id on disk: No spec t rum of those specified for this opera t ion 
is found on disk. 
R e m a r k : If spec t r a of l e s s than 16 blocks a r e used the number 
of blocks in the resu l t ing spec t rum is equal to the highest num-
ber of blocks in the spec t r a which have been added or subt rac ted . 
9. NORMALIZATION OF SPECTRA 
A spec t rum on disk can be mul t ip l ied by a r e a l number 
0. XXXXX E+ X (X = 0, 1, 9) and s to red on disk with 
another identification number . 
Switches: 
ID: Identification number of spec t rum before 
mul t ip l ica t ion. 
PRESET : Identification number of spec t rum after 
mul t ip l icat ion. 
SCALER 1: Multiplication factor . K the mult ipl icat ion 
factor is ze ro t he re is no mult ipl icat ion but 
the spec t rum specified in ID is s tored once 
m o r e on disk with the identification number 
specified in PRESET. 
OP. CODE: 17 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operat ion complete : 
(id. no. before) (id. no. after ) 
(multiplication) (multiplication) 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr . no. : Group number s in ID and PRESET mus t be equal 
and inside the range 1 to 15. 
id not on disk: The spec t rum specified in ID is not on disk. 
id a l r eady used: The r e su l t is not s tored on disk. Repeat 
operat ion with other identification number in PRESET. 
no s to rage : The r e su l t is not s tored on disk because of lack 
of disk room. Delete a spec t rum which is no m o r e used. 
10. AVAILABLE DISK STORAGE 
A m e s s a g e about the avai lable disk room for the s torage of 
spec t r a is pr inted out. 
Switches: 
. . . . 4K, . . . . sm. sp. , . . . . ov. ch. 
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4K: The number of free a r e a s for the s torage of 
spec t ra with 4096 channels . 
sm. sp. : The number of free sec to r s for the s torage of 
spec t ra with l e s s than 16 blocks. 
1 sector = 160 channels if there a r e channels 
with a count higher than 6553 5. 
1 sector = 320 channels if the re a r e no channels 
with a count higher than 6553 5. 
ov. ch. : The number of free sec to r s for the s torage of 
overflow channels (= channels with a count 
higher than 6553 5). If in a spec t rum of 4K l e s s 
than half of the channels a r e overflow channels , 
the spec t rum i s s tored in single p rec i s ion (1 
word = 1 channel) and the overflow channels a r e 
s tored separa te ly . If m o r e than half of the chan-
nels in the 4K spec t rum a r e overflow channels 
then the whole spec t rum is s tored in double p r e -
cision (2 words = 1 channel). In this case two 4K 
a r e a s a re used for one spec t rum of 4096 channels, 
11. PRINTING OF IN/OUT CHECK VALUES 
The numbers used for the check of the IN/OUT ra t io for automat ic 
sample changer operat ion a r e pr inted out ( l ) . 
Switches: 
OP. CODE: 2 1 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Message: 
. . . . 0/0, . . . . seq. , m. v. 
0/0: If the IN/OUT rat io of a sequence of runs differs 
from the mean value (m. v. ) by m o r e than +. . . . %, 
the corresponding sequence is suppressed . 
seq. : F o r sequences of runs after the exper iment 
has been s ta r ted the IN/OUT check is suppressed . 
m. v. : The mean value of the IN/OUT ra t io in the format 
+X. XXXXXXXX E+ XX (X = 0, 9). 
12. CHANGE OF IN/OUT CHECK VALUES· 
The % value and the number of sequences for which the IN/OUT 
check is suppressed can be changed ( l ) . 
Switches: 
PRESET: The number (right justified) of sequences for which 
the check is suppressed . 
BLOCKS: The % value (right justif ied). 
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OP. CODE: 22 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Message : 
The same m e s s a g e as for OP. CODE 21 is pr in ted . 
13. SHIFTING OF SPECTRA 
A spec t rum s tored on disk can be shif ted left or r ight the number 
of channels specified a s shift count. Channels leaving the posit ion 
of the f i r s t or l as t channel in the spec t rum a re los t . The shifted 
spec t rum has the same identification number as the unshifted 
spec t rum which is los t . 
Switches: 
ID: Identification number of spec t rum to be shifted. 
PRESET: Shift count in the range 0 to 4095 (+ sign: shift 
r ight , - s ign : shift left). 
OP . CODE: 23 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operat ion complete : 
ID shift r ight (left) . . . . (channels) 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr . no. : The group no. of the identification no. is outside 
the range 1 to 15. 
id not on disk: The spec t rum specified in ID is not on disk, 
shift count e r r o r : The shift count is g r e a t e r than 4095. 
14. ORDERS 
O r d e r s for l i s t s , in tegra l l i s t s , b inary ca rds (3), and plots (5) 
of spec t ra s tored on disk can be specified at an interface unit. 
These o r d e r s a r e s tored on disk in a special o rde r file. Severa l 
t i m e s per day the computer opera tor examines the o rde r file 
and s t a r t s a p r o g r a m which pe r fo rms the reques ted work. 
Switches: 
ID: Identification number of spec t rum. 
PRESET: The four r igh tmost digits a r e used for o rde r 
specif icat ions: 
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L C Ι Ρ 
L = 1: l i s t 
C = 1: b inary ca rds 
1 = 1 : in tegra l l is t ing 
Ρ = 1: plot 
For a value unequal 1 the operat ion under considera t ion is 
suppressed. 
(only for plot): Length of X-axis in m m 
(maximum length = 3200 m m ) . If SCALER 1 
is 0 a s tandard length of 512 m m is a s sumed 
for the X-ax is . 
(only for plot): Length of Y-axis in m m 
(maximum length = 700 mm) . If SCALER 2 
is 0 a s tandard length of 2 50 m m is a s sumed 
for the Y-axis . 
(only for plot): Maximum count. All channel 
counts g r ea t e r than the m a x i m u m count a r e 
rep laced by the max imum count. If SCALER 3 
is 0 a maximum count of 10ώ υ is a s sumed . 
In this case a 0 is pr inted for the max imum count 
in the interface m e s s a g e . 
BLOCKS: Total number of blocks and the number of the f i r s t 
block to be operated on. 
OP. CODE: 26 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
SCALER 1: 
SCALER 2: 
SCALER 3: 
Messages : 
Operation complete: 
ID 1 c i ρ, no. blocks, 1st. block, X-axis , Y-axis , max. count. 
1, c, i, ρ a r e only pr inted if specified. The values for X-ax is , 
Y-axis , and maximum count a r e only pr inted if a plot is r e ­
quested. 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr . no. ; The group number in ID is outside the range 
1 to 15. 
check bl. no. s: The number s specified in BLOCKS d i sagree 
or a re not in the range 1 to 16. 
e r r o r axis length: The length of the X- or Y-axis i s g r ea t e r 
than the max imum length specif ied above. 
no o rde r s tored: No o rde r is s tored because nothing has been 
specified in PRESET. 
repeat l a t e r : The o rde r file on disk is filled up. Repeat your 
o rder l a te r on. 
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15. CANCELLATION OF ORDERS 
O r d e r s made for l i s t s , in tegra l l i s t s , b inary c a r d s , and plots can 
be deleted from the o rde r file on disk. 
Switches: 
ID: Identification number of spec t rum for which all 
o r d e r s -will be deleted. 
OP. CODE: 2 5 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
Messages : 
Operat ion complete : 
o r d e r s ID deleted. 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
id not on disk: The identification number specified in ID is no 
m o r e (or has never been) in the o rde r file on disk. 
16. ACCORDEON 
The p r o g r a m ACCORDEON has two functions: 
1) A disk spec t rum of 4096 channels can be c o m p r e s s e d to 1024 
or 2048 channels , i. e. the contents of the f i r s t 4 or f i rs t 2 
channels a r e summed up and the sum is s to red as content of 
the f i rs t channel of a new spec t rum, etc. 
2) The f i r s t 1024 or 2048 channels of a disk spec t rum m a y be 
extended to 4096 channels , i. e. the content of the f i r s t 
channel is divided by 4 or 2 and the resu l t s tored in each 
of the f i rs t 4 or 2 channels of a new spec t rum, e tc . 
The or iginal disk spec t rum is not des t royed. The c o m p r e s s e d 
or extended spec t rum is s tored on disk with a new identification 
number . 
Switches: 
ID: Identification no. of spec t rum to be c o m p r e s s e d 
or extended. 
PRESET: +4: extension from 1024 to 4096 channels 
+2: extension from 2048 to 4096 channels 
-4 : compres s ion from 4096 to 1024 channels 
-2 : compres s ion from 4096 to 2048 channels 
BLOCKS: Identification no. of the compres sed or extended 
spec t rum. 
OP. CODE: 24 
Level switch: ON LINE L2 
P r e s s START EXECUTE 
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Messages : 
Operation complete: 
old ID compr . (exten. ) 4 (2) new ID. 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s : 
check gr . no. : The group number in ID is outside the range 
1 to 15. 
check p re se t : The number in PRESET is not + 4 or + 2. 
id not on disk: The spec t rum specified in ID is not on disk. 
same id a l r eady used: The c o m p r e s s e d or extended spec t rum 
is not s tored on disk. Repeat operat ion with other identification 
no. in BLOCKS. 
no s to rage : The c o m p r e s s e d or extended spec t rum is not s tored 
on disk because of lack of disk room. Delete a spec t rum which 
is no m o r e used. 
17. RESERVATION OF DISK ROOM 
The number of 4K disk p laces which is r e s e r v e d for an ana lyse r 
station can be changed in the following way: At station no. Nl 
(group no. in ID) one or m o r e 4K spec t ra a r e deleted and the 
disk place of each deleted spec t rum is then r e s e r v e d for stat ion 
no. N2. 
If you want to t r ans fe r di^k p laces to another ana lyser station 
s ta r t the DELETE operat ion as usual with OP. CODE 14. When 
the m e s s a g e REPEAT has been pr inted check identification number s 
carefully and in case no co r rec t ions have to be made p r e s s again 
START EXECUTE. During the t ime the interface words a r e 
pr inted again change OP. CODE to the group no. (analyser s t a -
tion) to which you want to t r an s f e r the places of the deleted 
spec t ra . A m e s s a g e about the deleted spec t ra and the number 
of the t r a n s f e r r e d spec t ra is then pr inted. 
18. INTERRUPT SERVICING PROGRAM IDOP 
The operat ions descr ibed in sect ions 4 - 1 7 a r e per formed by 
the in te r rup t servicing p r o g r a m IDOP with i ts major subrout ines 
IDOP1, IDOP2, IDOP3, IDOP4. 
The main p r o g r a m IDOP f irs t detects the a d d r e s s of the i n t e r -
face unit (station) which has provoked the in te r rup t . Then the 
four control words and the nine sca le r words (l) a r e r ead in 
data channel operat ion with external synchronizat ion. 
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A c c o r d i n g to the o p e r a t i o n code in c o n t r o l w o r d 2 t h e p r o g r a m 
b r a n c h e s to the s u b r o u t i n e s I D O P 1 , I D O P 2 , I D O P 3 , I D O P 4 o r 
e x e c u t e s a C A L L L E V E L for the i n t e r f a c e t e s t p r o g r a m A T E S T 
( l ) . (The o p e r a t i o n code i s s p e c i f i e d , by the O P . CODE d ig i t 
s w i t c h e s a t t h e i n t e r f a c e u n i t ) . 
E r r o r m e s s a g e s of m a i n p r o g r a m I D O P : 
c h e c k op . c o d e ; O P . CODE and l e v e l s w i t c h (ON L I N E L2 o r 
ON L I N E L I ) do not c o r r e s p o n d o r O P . CODE i s i n c o r r e c t . 
e r r o r w o r d . . . : C o n t a c t e l e c t r o n i c s e n g i n e e r . 
I D O P 1 
The fo l lowing o p e r a t i o n s a r e p e r f o r m e d : 
O P . CODE O P E R A T I O N 
10 DISPLAY O F S P E C T R A 
14 D E L E T I N G O F S P E C T R A 
R E S E R V A T I O N O F DISK R O O M 
IDOP2 
The fo l lowing o p e r a t i o n s a r e p e r f o r m e d : 
O P . CODE O P E R A T I O N 
15 T A B L E O F I D E N T I F I C A T I O N N U M B E R S 
16 ADDITION AND S U B T R A C T I O N O F 
S P E C T R A (SCALERS E X C L U D E D ) 
17 N O R M A L I Z A T I O N O F S P E C T R A 
18 A V A I L A B L E DISK S T O R A G E (MESSAGE) 
19 ADDITION AND S U B T R A C T I O N O F 
S P E C T R A (SCALERS INCLUDED) 
IDOP3 
The fo l lowing o p e r a t i o n s a r e p e r f o r m e d : 
O P . CODE O P E R A T I O N 
21 P R I N T I N G O F I N / O U T CHECK V A L U E S 
22 CHANGE OF I N / O U T C H E C K V A L U E S 
23 S H I F T I N G O F S P E C T R A 
24 A C C O R D E O N 
2 5 C A N C E L L A T I O N O F O R D E R S 
IDOP4 
The following operat ions a r e per formed: 
OP. CODE OPERATION 
12 INTEGRATION OF SPECTRA 
26 ORDERS 
Disk files used by IDOP1, IDOP2, IDOP3, IDOP4 : 
All disk files used have the length of 1 sec to r . 
IDOP1 : SPECN: Rese rva t ion of disk p laces for the different 
data acquisi t ion s ta t ions . 
IDOP2: SPTBL, SPT3L, S P T B 1 : Storage of identification 
number s of spec t ra (3). 
IDOP3: CONSC, CONS1: Control information for automat ic 
sample changer operat ion ( l ) . 
ORDÌ: Storage of o r d e r s given by the u s e r s of the 
data acquisi t ion stat ions to the computer opera to r . 
IDOP4: ORDÌ (cf. IDOP3). 
19. SUBROUTINES OF PROGRAM IDOP 
The subrout ines of IDOP and its main subrout ines IDOP1, IDOP2, 
IDOP3, IDOP4 (except those a l ready published e lsewhere) a r e 
descr ibed in this sect ion. They may only be used in ASSEMBLER 
language calling p r o g r a m s . 
Subroutines published e l sewhere : 
DISKM, MINT, MDISK, MFLT, SPSRC (3) 
BLANK, CHIF, MOVE, MOVEI (4) 
BIDEC, DECBY, FORMT, MOVEF, PER, RESET, TICON(l) 
Subroutines described here: BICA 
CONCA 
CONID 
CONI1 
DECID 
MREAL 
BICA 
Entry point with calling sequence: 
CALL BICA 
DC ADDR1 
DC ADDR2 
DC N 
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Subroutines cal led by BICA: BINDC (TSX System) 
Core locat ions used: 50 (32 hexadec . ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
BICA conver t s a single word b inary number at a d d r e s s ADDR1 
to i ts dec imal equivalent in five ca rd-coded numer i ca l c h a r a c -
t e r s and one ca rd -coded sign c h a r a c t e r . The l a s t N of these 
ca rd -coded c h a r a c t e r s a r e placed into N computer words 
s ta r t ing at a d d r e s s ADDR2. 
CONCA 
Ent ry point with calling sequence: 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
CONCA 
ADDR1 
ADDR2 
Subroutines called by CONCA: BIDEC (1) 
BINDC (TSX System) 
MOVE (4) 
Core locat ions used: 104 (68 hexadec. ) 
Descr ip t ion: 
CONCA conver ts a double word b inary number at a d d r e s s 
ADDR1 to i ts dec imal equivalent in 10 ca rd-coded numer i ca l 
c h a r a c t e r s and one ca rd -coded sign c h a r a c t e r placed into 
11 computer words s tar t ing at a d d r e s s ADDR2. Leading 
ze ros a r e suppressed . The sign cha rac t e r is in the locat ion 
before the f i rs t non -ze ro digit. In case of no non-ze ro digits 
only one zero is put into the las t word of the 11-word zone 
and all other locat ions contain ca rd-coded blanks. 
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CONID 
Entry point with calling sequence: 
CALL CONID 
DC ADDR1 
DC ADDR2 
Subroutines called by CONID: BICA 
Core locat ions used: 52 (34 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
CONID conver ts the f i r s t four words of a spec t rum identification 
number (3) to 6 ca rd-coded digits with per iod in the format 
XX. XXXX (X = 0, . . . , 9). The four-word identification number 
is at a d d r e s s ADDR1. The card code c h a r a c t e r s a r e placed into 
7 computer words s tar t ing at a d d r e s s ADDR2. 
CONI1 
Ent ry point with calling sequence: 
CALL CONU 
DC ADDR1 
DC ADDR2 
DC I 
Subroutines called by CONI1: BICA 
Core locat ions used: 96 (60 hexadec. ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
CONI1 conver ts the f i r s t six words of a spec t rum identification 
number (3) to 4 ca rd-coded digits for 1 = 0 and to 8 ca rd-coded 
digits for 1 = 1 (spect ra with l e s s than 16 data blocks) . The 
s ix-word identification number is at a d d r e s s ADDR1. The ca rd 
code c h a r a c t e r s a r e placed into 8 computer words for 1 = 0 and 
into 12 computer words for 1 = 1 , in both cases s tar t ing at 
add re s s ADDR2. The converted identification number s a r e in 
the following format : 
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1 = 0 : 
1. digit = 1. exper iment no. 
2. digit = 2. exper iment no. 
3. digit = s e r i a l no. (high o rde r digit) 
4. digit = s e r i a l no. (low o rde r digit) 
5. -8. digit = blank 
I = 1: 
1. digit = 1. exper iment no. 
2. digit = 2. exper iment no. 
3. digit = s e r i a l no. (high o r d e r digit) 
4. digit = s e r i a l no. (low o rde r digit) 
5. digit = blank 
6. digl·*" = no. of 1st block (high o rde r digit) 
7. digit = no. of 1st block (low o rde r digit) 
8. digit = blank 
9. digit = total no. of blocks (high o r d e r digit) 
10. digit = total no. of blocks (low o rde r digit) 
11. digit = blank 
12. digit = blank 
DECID 
Ent ry point with calling sequence: 
CALL DECID 
DC ADDR1 
DC ADDR2 
DC ADDR3 
Subroutines cal led by DECID: None 
Core locat ions used: 80 (50 hexadec . ) 
Descr ipt ion: 
DECID conver ts the identification number in BCD format (l) 
(as t r a n s f e r r e d to the computer by control word l) to five 
b inary computer words . ADDR 1 is the a d d r e s s of the ident i -
fication no. in BCD format (2 computer words) . The converted 
identification no. is placed in ADDR2 through ADDR2+4 where 
the content of ADDR2+4 is always 1. ADDR3 is the a d d r e s s of 
an e r r o r indicator which is 1 if the group no. in the identification 
no. is not in the range 1 - 1 5 , o therwise 0. 
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The converted identification no. is s tored in the following way: 
ADDR2 
ADDR2+1 
ADDR2+2 
ADDR2+3 
ADDR2+4 
group no. 
1st exper iment no. 
2nd exper iment no. 
se r i a l number 
1 
MR E AL 
Entry point with calling sequence: 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
MREAL 
ADDR1 
ADDR2 
Subroutines called by MREAL: FDTB (TSX System) 
FSTO (TSX System) 
HOLEB (TSX System) 
MOVE (4) 
Core locat ions used: 114 (72 hexedec . ) 
Descr ipt ion : 
MREAL conver ts an interface word in the format of a r e a l 
number (cf. section 3) to a s tandard p rec i s ion floating point 
number and to 12 ca rd-coded c h a r a c t e r s . The interface 
word at a d d r e s s ADDR1 is rep laced by the s tandard p r e c i -
sion floating point number . The ca rd-coded floating point 
number is placed in ADDR2 through ADDR2+11 in the format 
+. XXXXX E+OX (X = 0, . . . , 9) with a blank in ADDR2 + 11. 
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Inno PROGRAK IDOP PAGE 
ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT FÜR COMMUN' 
ÜFFE 
DFCE 
D FP E 
DFRC 
DF9C 
DF9A 
DD14 
BD14 
BCE4 
BÇD4 
BCD? 
SPEC 
SCAL 
I D E N 
T A B L E 
WORDS 
WCü UT 
BUF SPECI 
SCALI \m\ 
E OU 
EOU E OU 
EOU 
EOU 
EOU EOU EOU 
EOU EOU EOU 
­8194 
­8242 
­8258 
­8260 
­8292 
­8294 
­8940 ­17132 
­17180 ­17196 ­17198 
IDO Ρ 
IDOP 
I DO Ρ 
IDÜP 
IDOP 
IDÜP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
'IDOP 
IDOP 
002 
003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 Oil 012 013 014 015 016 
to 
Oi 
PROGRAM IDOP PAGE 7 
0 0 0 0 20 040565C0 0001 0 10 00 0002 1 OODB 0003 0 0000 
0004 
0006 0008 0009 000Λ OOOR OOOC 0000 
0 00 E 
OOOF 
0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 
01 
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 
1 20 0 1 1 0 
6 5 0000FO 
66800068 C228 D IF E C226 91FE 1801 Ü1FE 
02255103 
OOEO 085935D9 00 00 00E4 0131 0002 
0015 0 0 6600DF9A 
0017 0 CI 07 0018 O 81FE 0019 O D10A 
001 A 01 440000D0 
001C 20 042555C0 0010 0 3000 00 IE 0 0043 001F 0 0000 
0020 
0021 002 2 0023 0024 0025 0026 002 7 0028 
0029 002 A 002R 
002C 
0020 002E 002F 0030 0031 0032 
0033 
0035 
0037 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 
00 
0 
1888 1010 1084 
0200 101Ü 1034 D201 C200 A115 
109 0 8201 Ü12 2 
B121 
7005 7000 B11F 7004 700E 700D 
4C0000C4 
6680009C 
C 122 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;;= :;= * * * * * * * * * :;: * * if if if if if if if if if if if if if if I Uf.it­> 0 1 H 
START L IBF DAUP RESET 1 6 ­ B I T DIGITAL R E G I ­ IDOP 019 DC / 1 0 0 0 STER OUTPUT T(J ZERO IUuP 020 DC AREA2 . IDOP 021 
DC O I DUP 02 2 
* I L ) ü p 023 LDX L I X FIND PISW HIT UF INTERRUPT I UUP 024 LDX 12 104 XR2 TU LWA IUUP 025 LD X2 40 LOAD ADDR.UF WC/SA OF PROG I DU Ρ 026 STO 1 BITNO­X FUR KIT 0 OF PISU FROM ICL IUUP 027 LD X2 38 TABLE AMD SUBTRACT ADDR. IDOP 0?8 S 1 BITNO­X UF WC/SA OF PRUG. FOR IIMJP 029 SRA 1 INTERRUPTING PISl·1 B I T . IDOP 030 STO 1 BITNO­X U I F F . D I V . B Y 2 IS PISW B I T . IDOP 031 
*· IDOP 032 
LIBF BINDC TYPEWRITER CUUfc IUUP 033 DC OUTPT I DUP 034 LIBF HOL PR IDOP 035 DC /OOOO IUUP 036 DC OUTPT+4 IDUP 037 DC Τ"12 I DuΡ 038 DC 2 IDOP 039 
if . I Ui.iΗ 040 
LDX L2 Y IDÜP 041 
* I DOP 042 LD 1 B2­X PREPARE C U M M A N O *READ 1ST IDÜP 043 Δ 1 BITNO­X 16 RIT OF CONTROL HORD ?.■■■ IDüP 044 STÖ 1 AREA3+2­X IDUP 0^5 
*__ ._. . τ — j ϋ 1 ) μ 0 4 6 BSI L A310 COMMAND *READ Cw2* I UUP 047 * I DUP 048 LIBF DINP READ 1ST 16 BIT UF CW2 IDUP 049 DC /3000 IDUP 050 DC 6 7 IUU? 051 DC 0 IDUP 052 * IUUP 053 SR Τ 8 DECODE UPERATIUN CODE IDUP 054 SLA 16 IDOP 055 SLT 4 IDOP 056 STO 2 WCüUT­Y IDOP 05 7 SLA 16 IUUP 058 SLT 4 IUUP 059 STO 2 WCOUT+1­Y IDUP 060 LD 2 wCOUT­Y IDUP 061 M 1 TEN­X IDUP 062 SLT 16 IDOP 063 A ? WCUUT+1­Y IUUP 064 STO 1 OPCUD­X IUUP 065 * ■ . loop 066 CMP 1 0P99­X IDUP 067 MPX A101 IDOP 06 0 MUX * IDUP 069 CMP 1 ÜP80­X IDUP 070 MPX A100 UP­CODE 81­99 IUUP 071 MUX A61 IDUP 072 MUX A61 READ WURUS IUUP 073 * IDUP 074 Δ101 BSC L A53 IDUP 075 
* IDUP 076 
A100 LDX I? 156 STORE BITNU AND OPCOD IDUP 077 
LP 1 (JPCUD­X INTO CUMwUN INSCELETUN IUUP 078 
to 
0045 
0046 
0047 0048 
0 
0 
0 0 
ClOD 
D200 CIOÈ D201 
PROGRAM IDUP PAGE 3 
0038 O D2FF STO 2­1 IDUP 079 0039 O C1FE LD 1 BITNO­X IDOP 080 003A O D2FE # STO 2_­2 IDUP 081 
003B 30 13165153 " CALL LEVEL TEST PROGRAMS FOR IDOP 083 
003D 1 0103 DC LEVL INTERFACE UNITS IDOP 084 
003E 30 09563167 CALL INTEX IDOP 085 
Φ IDOP 086 
0040 O C106 A61 LP 1 B8­X PREPARE CUMMAND*REAO IDUP 087 0041 O 81FE A 1 BITNO­X WORDS* IDUP 088 0042 O D10A STO 1 AREA3+2­X IDOP 089 
# IDOP 090 
0043 O C10B LQ 1 MNPC­X IDUP 091 
4 O D OC STO 1 NPC­X COUNTER NO. OF PAR. CHECKS IDOP 092 
* IDUP 093 
LD 1 WC33­X PREPARE TABLE TO READ IN IDOP 094 STO 2 WCOUT­Y WORDS ON DC IUOP 095 LD 1 AD67­X IDOP 096 STO 2 WCOUT+1­Y IDOP 097 
if , IDUP 098 
0049 20 024C1552 Al LIBF BLANK CLEAR INPUT TABLE FOR IDOP 099 004A O DF9C DC WORDS WORDS IDOP 100 004B 0 0020 DC 32 IDUP 101 
* IDOP 102 
004C 01 44000000 BS I L A310 COMMAND *READ WORDS* IDOP 103 
if !DUP 104 004E 20 042555C0 LIBF DINP READ WORDS SINGLE ADDRESS, IDOP 105 004F 0 1005 DC /1005 EXTERNAL SYNCHR. IDUP 106 0050 O DF9A DC WCOUT IDOP 107 ι 0051 0 0000 DC 0 IDOP 108 M * IDOP 109 <i 0052 00 660000C8 LDX L2 200 WAIT 200*10 MICROSECONDS IDOP 110 , 0054 0 1010 A2 SLA 16 ) IDOP 111 0055 0 72FF MUX 2 ­1 )=10 MICROSECONDS IDOP 112 0056 0 70FD MDX A2 ) IDOP 113 * IDOP 114 0057 20 042555C0 L IBF DINP RESET DINP IDOP 115 0058 0 4005 DC / 4 0 0 5 IDOP 116 0059 00 66000F9A LDX L2 Y IDOP 117 
if I U U P 1 1 8 A3 CALL PER IDOP 119 DC WORDS IDUP 120 DC 16 IDUP 121 DC *­* ERROR INDICATOR IDUP 122 DC *­* NO.OF DOUBLE WURD IN ERROR IDOP 123 MDX A4 ERROR EXIT OF PER IDOP 124 0062 01 4C00009D BSC L A5 NO­ERRÜR EXIT UF PER IDUP 125 * IDOP 126 0064 Ol 74FF00EC A4 MDX I NPC,­1 IDOP 127 0066 0 70E2 MDX Al READ WORDS AGAIN IDOP 128 0067 0 C0F8 LD A3+5 IDOP 129 0068 0 9112 S 1 ONE­X IDOP 130 * IDOP 131 0069 20 02255103 L IBF BINDC . IDOP 132 006A 1 OOEO DC OUTPT CARD CUÜE FOR SCALER OR IDOP 133 006B 0 C104 LD 1 0UTPT+4­X CONTROL WORD NO. IDUP 134 006C Ol U4000112 STO L A M l l IDOP 135 006F 0 C105 LP 1 0UTPT+5­X IDOP 136 006F Ol D4000113 STO L AM11+1 IDOP 137 
if I ü 0p 1 3 8 
0071 20 08593509 LIBF HOLPR TYPEWRITER CODE FOR SCALER IDOP 139 
B 
D005E F606 1 
30 
0 0 
 
17159000 
DF9C0010 000 0 070 2 
PROGRAM [JU Ρ PAGE 4 
0072 O OOOO 
0 0 7 3 1 0 0 E 4 
0 0 7 4 1 0 1 2 F 
0 0 7 5 O 0 0 0 2 
0 0 7 6 
0 0 7 7 
0 0 7 8 
0 0 7 9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C 1 1 8 
Ü 0 0 9 
C 1 1 6 
DO 12 
007Δ O C 1 1 3 
Ü 0 7 B O 81FE 
007C O D10A 
0 0 7 0 0 1 4 4 0 0 0 0 D 0 
007F 
0 0 8 0 
0 0 8 1 
0 0 8 2 
20 
O 
O 
O 
2 3 Δ 1 7 1 5 5 2 0 0 1 OOOO OOOO 
0 0 8 3 3 0 2 3 2 4 3 5 9 5 
0085 1 0 1 4 0 
0 0 8 6 20 2 3 Δ 1 7 1 5 5 0 0 8 7 O 2 0 0 1 0088 1 013D 
0 0 8 9 O OOOO 
0 0 8 Δ 2 0 0 4 0 5 6 5 C 0 
0 0 8 B O 1 3 1 0 
0 0 8 C O OOOO 
008D O OOOO 
Ö08E 30 1 9 1 6 2 1 6 3 
0 0 9 0 1 0 1 3 1 
0 0 9 1 1 0 0 9 2 
0 0 9 2 0 0 9 3 0 0 9 4 
0095 
0 0 9 7 
0 0 9 8 
0 0 9 9 
0 0 9 A 
0 0 9 B 
0 0 9 D 
009F 
0 0 9 F 
OOAO 
OOAl 
0 0 Δ 2 
00A3 
00Δ4 
0 
0 
0 
01 
20 
0 
1 
0 
3 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C 1 1 4 
81FE 
D10A 
4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 5 6 5 C 0 
1 0 0 0 
OOEF 
OOOO 
0 9 5 6 3 1 6 7 
C 1 2 2 
B05B 
7 0 0 4 
7 0 0 3 
C H E 
D 1 2 2 
701C 
B 0 5 6 
DC /OOOO OR CUNTRUL WORD NO. IDUP 1 4 0 
DC ü U T P T + 4 IDUP 1 4 1 
DC TM 11 IDUP 1 4 2 
DC 2 IDOP 143 
* . ­ ­ : ­ i DOP 1 4 4 
LP 1 A ü T Y P ­ X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE IUUP 145 
STD Δ 1 7 *WÜRD ERROR* IDOP 146 , 
■ L P · 1 ADAPR­X IDUP 1 4 7 STO A18 IDOP 148 
* I D 0 P 1 4 9 Δ13 LP 1 Bl—X PREPARE COMMAND *PRINT IDOP 150 A 1 BITNO­X ALPHAMERIC* IDUP 151 STO 1 AR­EA3 + 2­X ■ · IDUP 152 
if _ _ _ T I Ü O p 1 5 3 
BS I L A310 COMMAND *PRlNT ALPHAMERIC* IDUP 154 
* I o u p 1 5 5 
LIBF TYPEN TYPEWRITER ERRUR MESSAGE IDUP 156 
DC /2001 IDUP 157 
Δ17 DC *­* IDUP 158 
DC ΰ IDUP 159 
* I ü u p 1 6 0 
CALL TICOM IDUP 161 
DC TM102 IDOP 162 
* I D O p 1 6 3 LIBF Τ "ΈΜ IDOP 164 DC /2001 IDOP 165 DC TM100-1 IDOP 166 
, DC 0 IDOP 167 
LIBF DAOP "INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGE ~ .IDOP 169 DC /1310 SINGLE ADDR.,EXTER.SYNCH. IUUP 170 A18 DC *-* IDOP 171 DC 0 IDOP 172 
* I D Op 1 7 3 CALL RESET IDOP 174 DC TM12 IDOP 175 DC A273 GO TO Δ273 IDOP 176 
ψ I L ) ü p 1 7 7 Δ 2 7 3 LP 1 B 1 5 - X PREPARE COMMAND *END UF IDOP 1 7 8 
A 1 B I T N O - X I N T E R R U P T * IDOP 179 
STO 1 A R E A 3 + 2 - X IDOP 1 8 0 
if IDOP- 181 
BS I L Δ310 COMMAND *END OF INTERRUPT* IDOP 182 
if I D Op 1 8 3 LIBF DAOP IDOP 184 DC /1000 IDOP 185 DC RESET : IDOP 186 DC 0 IDOP 187 * -1 IDOP 188 
CALL INTEX IDOP 189 
* _ ID(Jp l g o 
A5 LP 1 OPCOD-X IDOP 191 
CMP 0P12 IDOP 192 
MDX A64 IDOP 193 
MDX A64 IDOP 194 
if I D O p 1 9 5 LD 1 0P30-X IDOP 196 STO O COP-X 7MUX Δ71 8* ., I u o p l g 9 Δ 6 4 CMP 5 D  2 0 0
to 
co 
PROGRAM IDÜP PAGE 
OOA5 
00Δ6 
00A7 
OOA8 
00Δ9 
ΟΟΔΑ 
OOAR 
OOAP 
OOAE 
OOAF 
OORO 
TO 
00B4 OOB5 
00R6 00R7 OOR8 00B9 OORB OORC 
OOBD 
OOBE OOBF OOCO OOC2 00C3 
00C4 OOC5 OOC7 00C8 
OOCA OOCC 
OOCE 
OODO OODI OOD2 
0003 
00D4 
00D5 
00D6 00D7 
00D8 
0009 
OODB OODC 
OODD 
OODE 
OOEO 
00E6 
00E7 
00E8 
00E9 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
30 
1 
1 
0 
0 
30 
1 1 
0 0 0 30 1 
1 
0 
0 0 30 1­1 
0 01 
0 01 
01 01 
01 
0 20 0 
1 
0 
20 
0 1 
0 01 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
7009 
7 0 0 1 
7007 
B04C 7001 7019 
0 9 1 1 6 5 F 1 
0102 
OODE 
B04C 
7005 
091165F2 
0102 OODE 
B046 
7005 
7000 
091165F3 0102 
OODE 
B040 7005 
7000 
091165F4 
0102 OODE 
C119 
D400008 1 C117 D400008C 
C4000131 D400013C 
4C00007A 
OOOO 
040565C0 1000 
OOEF 
OOOO 
040565C0 100 0 00E8 OOOO 4C8000D0 
0002 007B OOOO 
OOOO 0006 
4200 
22F0 
0002 
007C 
A68 
A67 
Δ69 
A70 
A71 
A53 
.*· 
j 
A310 
»t» 
if if if * * : 
AREA2 
BITNO 
OUTPT 
B8 
R2 
AREA3 
MDX 
MDX 
MDX 
CMP 
MDX 
MDX 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
CM Ρ 
MPX MDX CALL 
DC DC 
CMP 
MPX 
MPX CALL 
DC 
DC 
CMP MDX 
MDX CALL 
DC 
DC 
LD STO L LD STO L 
LD L STO L 
BSC L 
DC LIBF DC 
DC 
DC 
LIBF DC DC DC _BSC _ I 
' DC ' DC DC 
DC BSS E DC 
DC 
DC. DC 
A67 
# + 1 
A67 
TEN 
A68 
A53 I DOPI 
OPCOD 
BITNO 
0P20 
A69 
ï DO Ρ 2 
OPCOD BITNO 
OP25 
A70 Φ 
ID0P3 OPCOD BITNO 
0P30. A53 if 
ID0P4 
OPCOD 
BITNO 
1 ADTYP+1­X A17 
1 ADAPR+1­X A18 
TM12 
TM111 
A13 
if — if 
DAOP 
/ 1 0 00 
RESET 
0 
DAOP / 1 0 0 0 AREA3 0 A3 10 
'2 123 0 
if—if 
6 
/4200 
/22F0 
2 
124 
ERROR EXIT OP­CODE= 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 3 , 1 4 
OP­CODE= 1 5 ­ 2 0 
OP­CODE= 2 1 ­ 2 5 
OP­CPDE= 26­30 
PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE *CHECK OPERATI UN CODE* 
INTERRUPT EXIT 
C O M M A N D RESET 
INTERFACE COMMAND 
;': ;': ;'; ;'; ;'; ;'; ¿; ;'; ;'; ;'ΐ ;': ;'; ;'; ;'; ;'; :'; ;'; ;'c ;'; ;'; ;'; ;'* »'- ;'- ;'; ;'; ;'; 
PISW BIT NUMBER 
READ WURDS UN DC 
READ 1ST 16 B IT UF CW2 
AREA FUR INTERFACE CUMMANU 
IDUP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDUP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDUP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDUP 
IDOP IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IUOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDUP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDOP 
IDUP 
IDUP 
IDUP 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
\\l 215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
to 
CO 
PROGRAM IDUP PAGE 
OOEA 
OOEB 
OOEC OOED OOEE OOEF OOF 0 0 0 F 1 00F2 
00F3 
00F4 
00F5 00F6 
00F7 
00F8 00F9 
OOFA OOFB OOFC OOFO OOFE 
OOFF 0 1 0 0 0101 0102 0103 
OOEO DF9A 
0104 
0105 0106 0107 0108 
0109 
010A 
010B 010C 010D 010E 010F 0110 
O H I 0112 0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 0117 0118 0119 O l l A 
011B 011C 011D O H E 011F 
0 1 2 0 
0121 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 1 
1 
1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
oooo 0003 
oooo 0 0 2 1 0043 0002 007C oooo 0001 
1400 
BOOO 
OOOA 0104 
0115 
0127 0132 
OOOC 000F 0014 0019 001E 
0050 005 E 0063 
OOOO 000F 
0010 
007B 09 00 8100 4010 
4 0 1 0 
4080 
4010 OOOO 2080 4080 40.10 8200 
OOOO 
OOOO OOOO 0500 
0011 
007B 09 00 8400 80 20 8100 
8400 4800 OOOO 4080 4040 
8420 
OOOO 
MNPC NPC WC33 AD67 RESET 
ONE 
B l 
B15 TEN ADAPR 
ADTYP 
0P12 
0P15 0P20 0P25 0P30 0P80 0P94 0P99 OPCOD LEVL X 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
DDCC 
DC DC 
DC 
DC EOU EOU •Ar ¿J «t, «'­ J» j '< % 
AMI 
AM11 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC PC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
AM6 DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
*—* 
3 
if— # 
33 67 2 1 2 4 0 1 / 1 4 0 0 
/BOOO 10 AMI 
AM 6 
Τ M 1 ­ 1 
TM H 2 ­ 1 
12 15 20 25 
3 0 8 0 9 4 99 
»1­ «Α­Ι» ~ 'f 
15 OUTPT WCOUT 
ι* Ι- ι­ *r* ι* Ί 
16 
1 2 3 
/ 0 9 0 0 
/ 8 1 0 3 
/ 4 0 1 0 
M O I O 
/ 4 0 8 0 
/ 4 0 1 0 
/OOOO 
/ 2 0 8 0 
/ 4 0 8 0 
/ 4 0 1 0 
/ 8 2 0 0 
/OOOO 
·>- «ι* 
"c — 'f 
J¡Í — ;,. 
/ 0 5 0 0 
COMMAND 
MAX.NO.OF PAR.CHECKS COUNTER NO.OF PAR.CHECKS 
WORD COUNT 
ADDRESS UF DIGITAL INPUT ' 
RESET CUMMAND UUTPUT 
COMMANU=0 
PRINT ALPHAMERIC UN INTER­FACE TYPEWRITER END OF INTERRUPT 
ADDRESSES UF INTERFACE 
ADDRESSES UF TYPEWRITER 
. ­ „ , · . , 1 . - · ' - ' ' ->' ■*> 
* Λ* *f 'ι· 'ι* "ι* Ύ* Ί 
RED 
E 
R 
R 
U 
R 
J* ->. -Ar »·» » 
w 
Û R D 
BLACK 
123 
/ 0 9 0 0 / 8 4 0 0 
/ 8 0 2 0 / 8 1 0 0 
/ 8 4 0 0 
/ 48 00 /OOOO / 4 0 8 0 / 4 0 4 0 
/ 8 4 2 0 
/OOOO 
RED C 
Η E 
C 
Κ 
U Ρ 
• 
IDUP IDUP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDUP IDUP IDUP IDUP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDUP IDUP IUUP IDUP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDUP IDUP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDUP IUUP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IUOP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDUP IDOP IDOP 
262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 2 80 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 
CO 
o 
PROGRAM IDÜP PAGE 
0 1 2 2 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 4 0 1 2 5. 0 1 2 6 
0 1 2 7 0 1 2 8 0 1 2 F 0 1 3 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 3 2 
0 1 3 2 0 1 3 3 0 1 3 C 013D 
013D 0 1 3 E 0 1 4 0 0 1 4 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 4 0 0 4 0 8 0 8 2 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 
OOOA OOOE OOOO 0 0 0 2 OOOO OOOO 
OOQA 0 0 1 2 OOOO OOOO 
0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 OOOO 
0144 OOOO 
ï * * r ' I s " I e «v 
TMI TM11 
TM12 TM 2 
DC 
DC DC 
DC DC •A, - · , .<- J, ->- .<-'f ' ι ' -Ρ - ι * - Ι - 'f 
DC 
DMES DC 
DMES DC BES 
/ 8 4 0 0 
/ 4 0 8 0 / 8 2 0 0 
/ 8 1 0 0 / 0 5 0 0 
• f *f· *r *PT f f f· 'f f *r f'< 
TM2­TM1 
JR^AERROR 
ϊ , ί — V 
, ΑΈ 
I s — 3 i * 
0 
C 
0 
D 
E 
ΒLACΚ_ 
f· «τ* " I " * · * * 1 * "<* τ * *Γ" 
WORD ·Ε 
WORD NO 
BITNO 
' 1 * ' Y " Ï · ' Ρ ι * ■ I, . 1 , «I- . · * »t, -t» sir 
TM121­TM112 • R ' A OP­CODE ERROR,A'E * ­ * BITNO O 
DC TM112 DMES TM 111 DC TM121 BES 
* 
DC TM101­TM100 TM100 DMES ' B ' 2 X ' E TM102 BSS 3 TIME 
TM101 BES 0^ , , , , „ . ., 
END START 
IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP * * * * * * ÌDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP 
; iDOP 
IDOP IDOP IDOP IDOP 
IDOP 
IUUP IDOP IDOP IDOP IDUP IDOP 
* * * 
NO ERRORS I N ABOVE ASSEMBLY. IDOP DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED / / DUP «STORECIM I UA 1 IDOP IDOP 
* L 0 C A L I D 0 P 1 , I D 0 P 2 , I D 0 P 3 , I D 0 P 4 *CCEND 
32 3 3 24 325 3 26 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 
IDOP 347 IDOP 348 IDOP 349 
IDOP 350 
ι 
CO 
IBM 1 8 0 0 SUBROUTINE I D 0 P 1 PAGE 
OOOO 
UFFE 
DFCE DFRF DFBC 
UF9C 
DF9A ÜD14 Β D14 BCE4 BCD4 
BCD2 
091165F1 ENT 
.1 , Α- Ί' -'* -'- -'- ­■­ ··· ­'­ ­ · ­ «.V -·* »'­rf.3f.rfi ­,» *,» ­,­3? *,­ ­ r ­1* *V T "V* 
* AODRE.SS 
V -ï* V - i : :i» V -V V HC V -1* +fi ·Υ> 
SPEC EOU 
SCAL ECU IDEN EOU TABLE EOU 
WORDS EOU 
WCUUT EOU BUF EOU SPEC1 EOU SCALI EOU IDEIMI EOU TABL1 EOU 
I DOPI 
5¡í ΐ , ί ;,; ìfi 5¡í rfi »|» rfi ; , ; ; , ( ; , ; : , : ;,; »,í ;,; , r ;,í Ï , : S,; ;,; ;,£ ;,í ï,; 
ASSIGNMENT FÜR CÜMMUN 
5¡c 3¡c ΐ|ε s¡! s¡í 5¡t 3¡; ; ¡ : í^ ; ¡ ; >¡í ψ ­*îc a¡: J¡ : ; ¡ : ; ¡ : ;¡í ;¡í ;¡c ; ¡ : ; ¡ ; ; ¡ : 
­8194 
­8242 ­8258 ­8260 
­8292 
­8294 ­8940 ­17132 ­17180 ­17196 
­17198 • -Ar V' Ά* -Ar -Ar -A- At Ar 
IDUP1002 
I U U P 1 0 0 3 
I U U P 1 0 0 4 
I D U P 1 0 0 5 
IUÜP1006 
I D U P 1 0 0 7 
I D U P 1 0 0 8 
I Ü U P 1 0 0 9 
IDUPIOIO 
I U O P l O l l 
IDUP1012 
I U U P 1 0 1 3 
I D U P 1 0 1 4 
I U U P 1 0 1 5 
IUUP1016 
I D U P 1 0 1 7 
CO 
to 
SUBRUUTINE IDOPl PAGE 2 
* Ar Ar Ar ^ » 1 . Ar tXr tjr Ar Ar Ar rir O» Ar ->r Ar «'.. Ar -Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar -Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar -Ar -Ar A, -Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar .Ir ■.Ir .Ir .Ir -J- Ar Ar -Ar Ar Ar .'r Τ I Ν Γ 1 Γ\ 1 Γ\ Ί f \ 
r. Af rf rf. rf r,. rf. r^ rf, rf. rf. rf rf ff rfi rf rf rf. rf 3 f rf. rf, rf. rf. rf. rf. rf, r,. rfi r,. rf. r,. rf. rf. rf. rf. rf. rf. rf. rf. rf. rfi rf. rf. rf rf. rf. rf* rf. rf. rf. X'(J U Γ J. \J L 7 
8881 8i $880000 ID0P1 EDX i i ìBoVr 1081181? 
0003 0 C100 LD 1 0 IDOP1022 0004 0 D001 STO * + l IDOP1023 0005 00 6 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 LDX 12 * ­ * 0P­C0DE INTO XR2 IU0P1024 0007 00 C5800001 LP I I 1 IUUP1025 0009 01 6 5 0 0 0 3 1 6 LDX L l X IÜ0P1026 000B 0 D1A9 STO 1 BITNO­X STORE BITNU ID0P1027 
_ IDOP102 8 
IÜUP1029 ID0P1030 IDUP1031 IDUP1032 IDUP1033 IÜOP1034 IDOP1035 
* IÜUP1036 
0013 01 4E8002D3 BSC 12 PRGlO­ lO BRANCH TO DIFFER. 0P­C0DES IDOP1037 
* ■: · ID0P1038 
* ID0P1039 
* IÜ0P1040 
* ID0P1041 
ί * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ! ! : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * IUÜP1042 * SPECIAL DELETE OP.CODE 11 * IDÜP1043 * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * # * # ψ * * * « * * # # # # * # # # # # * # # # # * # £ j DO Ρ1044 
0015 0 1010 O P C l l SLA 16 SPECIAL DELETE IDÜP1045 
0016 0 D192 STO 1 DELET­X IDUP1046 
oooc 0000 
000E 000F 
0 0 1 0 0011 0012 
20 
■1 . 
20 0 
1 1 0 
02255103 
02B8 
085935D9 0000 
02BC 02A1 0002 
 
 
 X  X  
L IBF 
DC 
LIBF DC DC 
DC 
DC 
I 1 
 
  1 I  
rfi — ι ί 
I DO P I
0 
l 
- * 
 
 
-
BINDC 
0UTPT 
HULPR 
/oooo OUTΡΤ+4 
TM 12 
2 
O - O
Β 
0018 
001 A 
OOIC 
OOIE 
00 IF 
0 0 2 0 
01 
01 
30 
0 
0 
1 
7405001F 
74FE001E 
0 4 1 4 3 2 4 4 ÜFB4 DFB9 02A2 
Δ200 
A203 A201 A202 
MDX L 
MPX I CALL DC DC DC 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ψ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * £ * * £ $ £ # # £ * # ; ; , : # i n i i D I η ς ! 
* DELETE SPECTRA OP.CODE 14 * ID0P1052 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # £ * * # $ # # # ψ * # # # $ # * * * * * * * ID0P1O53 
0017 0 6200 0PC14 LDX 2 0 DELETE SPECTRA ID0P1054 
* — . I DOP 105 5 
Α 2 0 2 , 5 ο IDOP1056 
Δ 2 0 1 . - 2 I0UP1057 
DECID CONVERSION OF ID TO ID0P1058 
W0RDS+24 BINARY WORDS ID0P1059 
IDEN-5 IÜÜP1060 ERIN ID0P1061 
if : I DOPI062 
0 0 2 1 01 740002Δ2 MDX L ΕΚΙΝ,Ο ID0P1063 0023 0 700Ü MDX A204 I N T E R . N O . I N ERROR ID0P1064 0 0 2 4 0 7032 MDX A205 NO ERROR IDÜP1065 
R0?.5 ° i k J J U m i A A 5 ° i P o . l ΑΰΤΥΡ+4-Χ PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE IDUP1067 
0026 01 D400027A STO L A17 «CHECK INTER. N O . * IU0P1068 
0028 0 C1BD LP 1 ADAPR+4-X IDÜP1069 0029 01 D400028 5 STO L A1.8 ID0P1070 * I D O P 1 0 7 1 002B 01 C40002A1 LD L TM12 ID0P1072 
002 D 01 D4000445 STO L TM91 IDÜP1073 
002F 01 4C000273 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT ID0P1074 
* ­ · : I DüP 107 5 A204 LP 1 C12­X RESET INTERFACE WORD TO 0 ID0P1076 
S A 1 ONE­X IÜ0P1077 SLA 4 IDUP1078 
A 1 B4­X PREPARE COMMAND *WRITE IDÜP1079 
I DUP 1047 ' ID0P1048 w IU0P1049 ω 
ID0P1050 , 
0031 
0032 0033 
0 0 3 4 
0 
0 0 
0 
C1U6 
918D 1004 
81D7 
0048 
004A 004B 004C 004D 004E 004 F 
01 
0 0 20 0 1 0 
65000316 
1010 D196 040565C0 1000 02AA 0000 
A208 
-', 
LDX 
SLA STO LIBF PC DC DC 
L I 
1 
Χ 
16 AREA2+2­X DAOP /ÌOOO AREA2 0 
RESET 1 6 ­ B I T DIG.REGISTER 
OUTPUT 
SUBROUTINE IDOPl PAGE ­3 
0035 0 81A9 A 1 BITNO­X WORD* IDUP1080 
0036 0 D19A STO 1 AREA3+2­X ID0P1081 
i? IDUP 1082 
0037 O 1010 SLA 16 IU0P1083 
0038 O D196 STO 1 AREA2+2­X ' ID0P1084 
if I DOP1085 
0 0 3 9 O 6102 LDX 1 2 IDOP1086 003A 20 040565C0 A206 L IBF DAOP WRITE­HALF WURU ON DIGITAL IUUP1087 003R 0 1000 DC / 1 0 0 0 OUTPT IUUP1088 003C 1 02AA DC AREA2 IDUP1089 003D 0 OOOO DC O IDUP1090 
* I DU P I 0 9 1 
003E 01 44000296 BSI L A310 COMMAND *WRITE HALF­WORD* IÜUP1092 *— — — — — —— ——— ——— — i D0P1093 0040 0 71FF MDX 1 ­1 ID0P1094 0041 0 7001 MDX A207 IÜ0P1095 0042 0 7005 MDX A208 ID0P1096 0043 01 C40002EE A207 LD L W0RD1 ID0P1097 0045 01 D40002AC STO L AREA2+2 ID0P1098 7 7 F2 MDX A206 IÜUP1099 IUUP1100 IÜ0P1101 ID0P1102 ID0P1103 IDUP1104 IDUP1105 IUÜP1106 IUUP1107 IU0P1108 ' 0050 01 74FF02EC MDX I C12,­l IU0P1109 co 0052 0 70C7 MDX A200+2 DECODE NEXT ID IDÜP1110 *■ 0053 0 1010 SLA 16 ID0P1111 ι 0054 01 D480001F STO I A202 ID0P1112 0056 0 700D MDX Δ209 CONTINUE IU0P1113 * IDUPII14 0057 01 740002A8 A205 MDX L DELET,0 ID0P1115 0059 0 7001 MDX A410 NORMAL DELETE ID0P1116 
005A 0 7005 MDX Δ411 SPECIAL DELETE ID0P1117 
if IDOP 1118 
005B 01 C480001F A410 LD I A202 GROUP NU.OF SPECTRUM MUST IDDP1119 005D 0 B1A9 CMP 1 BITNO­X BE EQUAL TO INTER. NO. ID0P1120 005E O 70D2 MDX Δ204 IÛ0P1121 005F 0 70D1 MDX A204 IÜUP1122 
if I DOPI 123 
0 0 6 0 0 7201 Δ411 MPX 2 1 IDÜP1124 0061 01 74FF02EC MDX I C 1 2 , ­ l ID0P1125 0063 0 70B4 MDX A200 DECODE NEXT ID ID0P1126 
if I D 0 P 1 1 2 7 
0064 0 C1Ü9 A209 LD 1 B14­X PREPARE COMMAND *PRINT ID0P1128 
0065 0 81A9 A 1 BITNO­X WORDS* IDUP1129 
0066 0 D19A STO 1 AREA3+2­X IDUP1130 
* I DOPI131 
0067 01 44000296 BSI L A310 COMMAND *PRINT WORDS* ID0P1132 
if ID0P1133 
0 0 6 9 0 6328 LDX 3 40 WAIT 4 0 * 0 . 3 S E C ID0P1134 
006A 00 65007530 A210 LDX L I 30000 )WAIT 3 0 0 0 0 * 1 0 MICROSEC ID0P1135 
006C 0 1010 SLA 16 ) ) ID0P1136 
006D 0 71FF MDX 1 ­ 1 ) ) ) = 1 0 MICROSEC ID0P1137 006E 0 70FD MDX A210+2 ) ) IDÜP1138 F 3 F 3 ­ 1 0 97 0 9  40
SURROUTINE IDOPl PAGE 4 
0071 00 67800067 LDX 13 103 ID0P1141 
0073 Ol 65000316 LUX LI X ID0P1142 
0075 
0076 0077 0078 0079 
0 
0 0 0 ü 
C lüB 
1004 81DA 81A9 Ü19A 
0083 
0085 0086 0087 0088 0089 
Ol 
0 0 0 0 0 
740002A8 
7004 B193 7000 7017 701E 
MDX 
MDX C MP MDX MDX 
MDX 
L D E L E T , 0 A4Q9 1 C55­X 
* A212 
A213 
IDUP1143 LD 1 AD15­X PREPARE COMMAND *READ 1ST. ID0P1144 SLA 4 HALF ÜF CW2* IU0P1145 A 1 B2­X IÜÜP1146 Δ 1 BITNO­X ID0P1147 STO 1 AREA3+2­X IDÜP1148 IDÜP1149 
007Δ Ol 44000296 BSI L A310 COMMAND *REAU HALF­WORD* ID0P1150 
* _ IDUP1151 
007C 20 042555C0 LIBF DINP READ 1ST.HALF OF CW2, IÜOP1152 0070 0 3000 DC /3000 SEOUENTI AL,UPC IÜÜP1153 007E 0 0043 DC 67 ID0P1154 007F O OOOO Δ211 DC O IDÜP1155 
* IÜUP1156 
0080 O 1888 SRT 8 UP­CODE MUST BE 24 IF ID0P1157 
ÕQ81 Q 1010 SLA 16 *DELETE* IS CONFIRMED BY ID0P1158 0082 O 1088 SLT 8 OPERATOR OF INTERFACE UNIT IDUP1159 ID0P1160 
IDÜP1161 
NORMAL DELET ID0P1162 
SPECIAL DELETE IDUP1163 
ID0P1164 
ID0P1165 CONTINUE IUUP1166 * IDOP1167 008A 0 B1DC A409 CMP 1 C24­X IÜ0P1168 008R 0 7000 MDX * ID0P1169 ' 008C 0 7001 MDX A 2 1 7 I D 0 P 1 1 7 0 co 008D 0 701A MDX A213 CONTINUE IDUP1171 <■" * ID0P1172 ι 008E 0 6110 A217 LDX 1 16 ID0P1173 008F 01 B5000348 A301 CMP LI STAOO­1 ID0P1174 MDX * IDOP1175 MDX A300 IÜÜP1176 MDX A304 UP.CODE = STATION NO. ID0P1177 0094 O 71FF A3ÕÕ~~MPX ï~­î ID0P1179 0095 0 70F9 MDX A301 ID0P1180 0096 Ol 65000316 LDX LI X UP.CODE UNEQUAL STAT. NO. IÛ0P1181 0098 O 7007 MDX A212 IÜ0P1182 * I DOP 1183 0099 01 65000316 A304 LDX L l X ID0P1184 009R O 1001 SLA 1 IDÜP1185 009C O D143 STO 1 STAAD­X SAVE(STATION ADDRESS * 2) ID0P1186 0090 O 1010 SLA 16 IDOP1187 009F O D144 STO 1 T R A N S ­ X INDICATOR FOR TRANSFER OF ID0P1188 
009F O 7008 * MDX Δ213 Ρ Ι Λ ° " ^ røttiå 
if IDOP 1191 
00Δ0 O C1B4 Δ212 LP 1 ADTYP+7­X EXIT IN CASE OF NO CONFIR­ ID0P1192 00A1 01 D400027A STO L A17 MATION BY OPERATOR IDÛP1193 00A3 0 C1C0 LP 1 ADAPR+7­X ID0P1194 00A4 01 D4000285 STO L A18 . ID0P1195 00A6 01 4C000273 BSC L A13 IÜ0P1196 * IDÜP1197 00Λ8 01 740500AC A213 MDX L A 2 1 4 , 5 DELETE SPECTRA ID0P1198 OOAA 30 145A5140 CALL MOVE ID0P1199 OOAC 0 DFB9 A214 DC IDEN­5 ID0P1200 OOAD 1 02F3 DC ID ID0P1201 
91 92 0 0 9 3 
0 
 
0 
700  70 1 7005 
OOAF 
OOBO 
OOB1 
OOB2 OOB3 OOR5 00B7 00B9 
0 
0 
0 
0 01 01 01 01 
C18D 
D102 
Cl 80 
DIED 44 0000C4 74010303 44 0000C4 74010303 
00C4 
00C5 00C7 00C8 00C9 OOCA OOCB OOCC 
0 
30 1 0 1 1 1 1 
oooo 225E2643 02F3 DD14 0303 0304 0311 0312 
SUBROUTINE IUUP1 PAGE 5 
OOAF 0. 0005 DC 5 IDOP1202 
* ID0P1203 
LD 1 ONE­X I N D I = 1 , S P . N 0 T FOUND IDUP1204 
STO 1 I N D I ­ X INDI=0 ,SP.DELETED IDOP1205 
* I DOP 1206 
LD 1 ONE­X DELETE ONE SPECTRUM IUUP1207 STO 1 TABNR­X IUUP1208 BSI L Δ215 SPTBL I0ÜP1209 MDX L TABNR,1 IDUP1210 BSI L A215 OVTBL IDUP1211 
MDX L TABNR,1 IÜ0P1212 
if IÜÜP1213 
OORB 01 74000318 MDX L ΙΝϋΙ,Ο , IDUP1214 OORD O 7003 MDX A219 CHECK SPTB1 IU0P1215 OORE 01 74010374 MDX L NUPL,1 COUNT DELETED SPECTRA IDUP1216 OOCO 0 701A MDX A221 PREPARE ID FUR INTER. PR. IU0P1217 
if I DUP 1218 
1 1 440000C4 Δ219 BSI L A215 SPTB1,SMALL SPECTRA IDUP1219 
3 0 7010 MDX A218 ID0P1220 
if. ID0P1221 
A215 DC *—* IF ID IS FOUND IN AT LEAST IDÜP1222 CALL SPSRC UNE TABLE INDI IS SET TO O IÜÜP1223 DC ID ID0P1224 DC BUF IU0P1225 DC Τ 3NR I0ÜP1226 DC NRENT ID0P1227 DC ERRSW IÜOP1228 DC SWITC IDUP1229 OOCD 01 74000311 MDX L ERRSW,O IDOP1230 ι OOCF 0 7002 MDX A216 IÜÜP1231 ω OODO 0 1010 SLA 16 ID0P1232 σ> OODI O D102 STO 1 INDI­X ID0P1233 , 
00D2 Ol 4C8000C4 Α216 BSC I A215 IDÜP1234 
if . I Ü0P1235 
00D4 01 74000318 A218 MDX L INDI,0 ID0P1236 00D6 0 7001 MDX A220 IÜOP1237 00D7 0 7003 MPX A221 PREPARE ID FUR INTERF.PR. IDUP1238 
if ID0P1239 
00D8 0 72FF A220 MPX 2 ­1 IDÜP1240 
00D9 0 70CE MDX A213 DELETE NEXT ID IÜ0P1241 
OODA 0 7019 MDX Δ225 IDUP1242 
* IU0P1243 
OODB 01 74010315 A221 MDX L C0,1 ID0P1244 OODD 30 03595244 CALL CONID CONVERSION ÜF 4­WURD ID TO ID0P1245 OODF 1 02F3 DC ID CARD CUDE XX.XXXX IDÜP1246 OOEO 0 E3E6 A223 DC SPEC+1000 ID0P1247 * ■ IDOP1248 MDX L A223,7 CHECK FOR BLANC OR LINE­ ID0P1249 LD 1 CO­X FEED BEHIND XX.XXXX IDOP1250 CMP L END IÜOP12 51 MDX *+l IDOP1252 MPX A222 IDOP1253 LD 1 LIFE­X ID0P1254 STO I A223 LINEFEED ID0P1255 SLA 16 IÜ0P1256 STO 1 CO­X IÜOP1257 MDX Δ224 I0ÜP1258 Δ222 SLA 16 ID0P1259 STO I A223 BLANK ID0P1260 A224 MDX L A223,l ID0P1261 0 2
00E1 
00E3 00E4 00E6 00E7 00E8 00E9 OOEB OOEC OOED OOEE OOEF 00F1 
00F3 
01 
0 01 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 01 01 
0 
740700EO 
C1FF B4000330 7001 7006 C119 D48000E0 1010 Ü1FF 7003 1010 D48000E0 740100E0 
70E4 
SUBROUTINE IDOPl PAGE 
00F4 
OOF5 OOF6 OOF 7 OOF8 OOF9 OOF Β 
OOFC 
OOFD OOFE OOFF 0101 
0102 
0 
0 0 0 0 01 0 
0 
0 0 00 0 
00 
COEB 
B100 7005 7004 C IBB D4000285 704B 
UOOA 
9100 8 1 0 1 D400E3E4 C123 
D400E3E5 
0 1 0 4 30 145Δ5140 0106 1 02E5 0 1 0 7 0 OOOO 0108 0 0007 
0109 01 7400035A 010B 0 7038 
010C O C946 
010D 00 DCOODFBC 
010F 20 04262495 0110 0 1000 O l l i 0 DFBC 0112 0 OOOO 
0113 20 04262495 0 1 1 4 0 0100 
0115 0 DFBC 0116 O 70FC 
0 1 1 7 01 66800359 
0119 00 C600ÜFBE 011B 0 815 E 011C 00 Ü600DFBE 
011E O C1A9 
011F 0 1001 
0120 O DOOI 
0 1 2 1 00 66000000 
0123 00 C600DFBE 0125 O 915E 0126 00 D600DFRE 
0128 20 04262495 
0129 0 3000 
012A 0 DFBC 
012B 0 OOOO 
012C 30 0 2 2 4 3 0 4 0 012E 1 0374 012F 1 035F 0 1 3 0 0 0002 
* _ . I DUP 1263 Δ225 LD A223 CALCULATE WORD COUNT FOR IU0P1264 CMP 1 ASPEC­X IDÜP1265 MDX A228 IÜ0P1266 
MDX A228 I 0 0 P 1 2 6 7 LD 1 AÜAPR+2­X MESSAGE*IU NOT ON D ISK* IÜ0P1268 STO L A18 IP0P1269 MDX A229 IÜ0P1270 
* _._. IDÜP 1271 
A228 STO Δ226 IU0P1272 S 1 ASPEC­X INTERFACE MESSAGE ABOUT ID0P1273 A 1 WCOU­X DELETED I D ' S IÜ0P1274 STO L SPEC+998 ID0P1275 LD 1 MES1+1­X IU0P1276 STO L SPEC+999 IDÜP1277 
* . j D0P1278 CALL MOVE ADD «DELETED* TO MESSAGE IUÜP1279 DC MES4 ABOUT DELETED ID'S ID0P1280 A226 DC *­* ID0P1281 DC 7 ID0P1282 *­■ IDOP 1283 
MDX L TRANS,0 ID0P1284 
MDX A305 IDÜP1285 
* __ ; IDÜP12 86 LDD 1 ABC­X STORE WCOUNT AND SECT.ADDR I0UP1287 * Ο Τ Γ , T A r FUR ERFIL IÜ0P1288 STD L TABLE IDÜP1289 * IDUP1290 LIBF DISKN READ ERFIL IÜ0P1291 DC /1000 IÜ0P1292 DC TABLE IU0P1293 „. DC 0 _ IDÜP1294 A306 LIBF DISKN TEST IFERFTL~7S~RIÃÕ IÜÜP1296 DC /0100 ID0P1297 DC TABLE IDÜP1298 
MDX A306 IÜÜP1299 
* j D0P1300 
LDX 12 STAAD INCREASE NO.OF PLACES FOR ID0P1301 LD L2 IDEN STATION TO WHICH PLACES ID0P1302 A 1 NOPL­X ARE TRANSFERRED IUOP1303 
STO L2 IDEN IU0P1304 
if __ IDÜP 1305 
LD 1 BITNO­X IDOP1306 
SLA 1 IDOP1307 STO * + l IÜUP1308 LDX L2 * ­ * IDOP1309 
* ID0P1310 LD L2 IDEN DECREASE NO.OF PLACES FOR ID0P1311 S 1 NOPL­X STATION BITNO ID0P1312 STO L2 IDEN IÜOP1313 
* __ _ ID0P1314 
LIBF DISKN STORE ERFIL ON DISK IÜOP1315 DC /3000 ID0P1316 DC TABLE IÜOP1317 DC O IÜUP1318 * r IDOP1319 CALL BICA CONVERT NOPL Tü CARD CODE IDOP1320 DC NOPL FOR INTERFACE MESSAGE IUOP1321 DC MES51 IDÜP1322 DC 2 IÜ0P1323 
CO 
SUBROUTINE IDUPl PAGE 
0131 013? 0133 
C143 1801 D 143 
LP 1 SR A STO 1 
STAAD­X 
1 STAAD­X 
0134 30 02243040 CALL BICA 
0136 
013 7 
0138 
0359 
0372 
0002 
DC 
DC DC 
STAAD 
MES52 
2 
CONVERT NO.OF TRANSFERRED 
PLACES TU CARD CODE FUR 
INTERFACE MESSAGE 
0139 01 74070107 013R 0 COCB 013C 0 D003 
MPX 
LP 
STO 
A226 Δ226 A307 
, 7 
013D 0 1 3 F 0 1 4 0 0 141 
30 
1 
0 
0 
145Δ5140 0 35 E OOOO 0016 Δ307 
CALL 
DC DC DC 
MOVE 
MES5 
* — * 
22 
ADD MESSAGE ABUUT TRANS­
FERRED PLACES 
0142 00 7416E3E4 MDX L SPEC+998,22 CHANGE WURD CUUNT FOR 
ADDITIONAL MESSAGE 
0144 0145 0147 0148 014Δ 014C 014E 
0 
01 
0 
01 
01 
01 
01 
C1C1 D4000285 Clb5 Ü400027A C40002A1 D40003FF 
4C000273 
Δ305 
Δ229 
LP 
STO 
LD 
STO LD STO BSC 
ADAP 
A18 
ADTY 
Δ17 
TM12 
TM17 
A13 
R+8­X 
P + 8­X 
BITNO INTO TYPEWRITER MES­SAGE INTERRUPT EXIT 
0150 30 04143244 
0152 O ÜF9C 
0153 0 DFBE 0154 1 02A2 
0PC10 
DISPLAY 
'CA LL ' ' ' 
DC 
DC 
DC 
OP.CODE 10 
DECID 
WORDS 
IDEN 
ERIN 
DISPLAY 
CONVERSION OF ANALYSER ID 
TO BINARY WORDS IN IDEN 
0 1 5 5 0 1 5 7 0 1 5 8 0 1 5 9 0 1 5 B 015D 0 1 5 E 
01 
0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 
74Ό002Α2 
7 0 0 1 
7 0 0 2 
4 C 0 0 0 0 2 5 
14645053 
DF9E 
03CC 
015F O C1A9 
0160 O B121 
0 1 6 1 O 70GF 
0162 O 700E 
275 2/6 
MPX 
MDX MDX BSC CALL 
DC DC 
LD 
CM Ρ 
MDX MP X 
L 
L 
1 
1 
E RΙ Ν , 0 
A275 Δ276 A50 MREAL W0R0S+2 AM94 
BITNO-X 
SPERN-X A405 A405 
CONVERT MULTIPLIER TO STAN DARD FLOATING POINT NUMBER ANALYSER MESSAGE 
IS BITNO EQUAL TO NO. OF 
SKIP ANALYSER NU MO 
0163 
0164 0165 0166 0167 016 8 
0 
0 0 0 0 01 
C U F 
D107 C H E D109 C91C DC000214 
LP 
STO 
LP 
STO 
LPD 
STD 
M200-X 
M512-X 
M100-X 
M256-X 
A0D1-X 
Δ402 
YES(MUD I FY IDOP) 
ID0P1324 
IDOP1325 
ID0P1326 
IDÜP1327 
IDÜP1328 
IÜ0P1329 
IDOP1330 
ID0P1331 
IDÜP1332 
IDUP1333 
IDUP1334 
IÜÜP1335 
IDUP1336 
IÜÜP1337 
ID0P1338 
IDUP1339 
IDUP1340 
IU0P1341 
IDÜP1342 
ID0P1343 
IDUP1344 
ID0P1345 
IÜ0P1346 
ID0P1347 
ID0P1348 
IÜ0P1349 
ID0P1350 
IDÜP1351 
IDOP1352 
IÜ0P1353 
IDÜP1354 
IDOP1355 
ID0P1356 
ID0P1357 
IÜOP1358 
IDÜP1359 
ID0P1360 
IDÜP1361 
ID0P1362 
I DO Ρ1363 
IDÜP1364 
ID0P1365 
IÜ0P1366 
IDUP1367 
IÜ0P1368 
I00P1369 
IDÜP1370 
IÜ0P1371 
IDÜP1372 
ID0P1373 
ID0P1374 
ID0P1375 
IDÜP1376 
IÜ0P1377 
IÜ0P1378 
IÜ0P1379 
IUÜP1380 
ID0P1381 
IÜOP1382 
ID0P1383 
IUÜP1384 
CO 
co 
SUBROUTINE IDOPl PAGE 8 
LP 1 M202­X IDOP1385 STO 1 M514­X IÜÜP1386 LP 1 M200­X IDÜP1387 STO L A268+1 IÜÜP1388 A 1 ONE­X IDÜP1389 STO 1 WC­X IÜ0P1390 
* IDOP1391 
A405 LDX L2 Y DECODE 1ST. BLUCK ANU NO. IDUP1392 
LD 2 WORDS+20­Y OF BLOCKS IUÜP1393 
AND 1 AND1­X IÜ0P1394 
SRT 8 IÜOP1395 STO 1 BL1­X IDUP1396 SLA 16 IDOP1397 SLT 4 IDOP1398 STO 2 IDEN+5­Y IUOP1399 * __ I D0P1400 LD 1 BL1­X IU0P1401 M 1 TEN­X IÜUP1402 SLT 16 IDÜP1403 A 2 IDEN+5­Y ID0P1404 STO 1 BLNO­X NUMBER OF BLOCKS IU0P1405 
* ιD0P1406 
LD 2 WORDS+21­Y IDÜP1407 SRT 8 ID0P1408 SLA 16 IDOP1409 SLT 4 IÜÜP1410 STO 2 IDEN + 8­Y 1ST .D IG .UF NU.UF 1ST.BLOCK I D 0 P 1 4 H SLA 16 IU0P1412 SLT 4 ID0P1413 ' 
STO 2 IDEN+11­Y 2ND.DIG.OF NO.UF 1ST.BLOCK IU0P1414 co 
* Γ" IDOP 1415 » 
LD 2 IDEN+8­Y ID0P1416 ι M 1 TEN­X ID0P1417 SLT 16 IDUP1418 A 2 IDEN+11­Y IDÜP1419 S 1 ONE­X ID0P1420 STO 1 BL1­X NO. OF 1ST. BLOCK ID0P1421 
* ID0P1422 
LD 2 W0RDS+23­Y DECODE ADDR. OF 1ST.BLOCK ID0P1423 SRT 8 FÜR STORAGE OF SPECTRUM IN ID0P1424 SLA 16 ANALYSER IÛ0P1425 SLT 4 IÜ0P1426 STO 2 IDEN+6­Y ID0P1427 SLA 16 I0UP1428 cLn Λ 4. , Λ ν ID0P1429 STO 1 BL ΙΑ­X IÜ0P1430 LD 2 IDEN+6­Y IÜ0P1431 M 1 TEN­X IÜ0P1432 S L T ι Ι,6, Α ν IDÜP1433 c \ £K­,£AVX ID0P1434 S 1 ONE­X I00P1435 STO 1 BLIA­X 1ST. BLUCK IN ANALYSER IÜ0P1436 CMP 1 AD15­X CHECK ADÜR.ÜF 1ST7~BLÜCK~~ IU0P1438 MDX A250 IN ANALYSER ID0P1439 MDX * IUÜP1440 
CMP 1 ZERO­X IÜUP1441 UR$ *A%ìri ID0P1442 MDX A250 IUÜP1443 * . j D0P1444 
0 1 A 1 0 C103 LP 1 BL1­X CHECK OF ADDR. OF 1 . BLOCK IUUP1445 
016A 
016B 016C 
016D 016F 0170 
0171 
0173 0174 0175 0176 0 1 7 7 0178 
0 1 7 9 
017Δ 
017B 017C 
017D 017E 
017F 
0180 0 1 8 1 0182 
0183 
0184 0185 0186 
0187 
0188 0189 018A 018B 
018C 
018D 
018E 018F 0190 0 1 9 1 
0192 0193 0194 
0195 
0196 0 1 9 7 0198 
0 1 9 9 
019A 
019B 
019C 019D 019E 
019F 
01A0 
0 
0 0 
01 0 0 
00 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
C120 
D10F C11F 
D400022C 818D D IOC 
6600DF9A 
C216 E1CU 1888 D103 1010 1084 
D229 
C103 
A1AB 1090 
8229 D104 
C217 
1888 
1010 
1084 D22C 
1010 1084 D22F 
C22C 
ΑΙΑ Β 1090 822F 918D 
D103 
C219 
1888 1010 1084 D22A 
1010 
1084 Ü105 C22A 
AlAB 
1090 8105 918D 
D105 
BIDB 
701E 7000 B18E 
7001 
701A 
01A2 
01Δ3 01Δ4 01A5 01A6 01A7 
01A8 
01A9 01ΔΑ OlAB OlAC m 
OIBO 
01B1 01B2 01B3 01B4 
01B5 
01B6 01B7 01B8 01B9 OlBA 
OIBB 
OIBC 
OIBE OIBF 01C1 01C3 01C5 
01C7 
01C9 OICA OlCB 
OICC 
OICD 
OICE 
OÍDO OIDI 
01D2 
01D3 01D5 01D6 01D8 OÍDA Ol DC 
OIDE 
OIDF OlEO 
01E1 01E2 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
Ol 
0 Ol Ol Ol Ol 
30 
0 1 0 0 1 
Ol 
0 0 
0 
Ol 0 Ol Ol Ol Ol 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
B1DB 
7017 7000 B18E 7001 7013 
C104 
B18E 7002 700F 700E 
C106 
9103 B104 7001 7006 
C 106 
9105 B104 7001 7001 700C 
C1B6 
D400027A 
C1C2 D4000285 C40002A1 D400040C 4C00027.3 
04262494 
DFBE 0311 DD14 DFBE 02A4 
74000 311 
7001 700C 
C1B7 
D400027A C1BB D4000285 C40002A1 D400041A 4C000273 
C103 
A107 1090 
8108 0018 
SUBROUTINE ID0P1 PAGE 9 
CMP 1 AD15­X OF SPECTR. TO BE DISPLAYED ID0P1446 
MDX A250 ID0P1447 
MPX * IÜ0P1448 CMP 1 ZERO­X IÜ0P1449 MDX *+l ' IDÜP1450 
MDX A250 IÜ0P1451 
*__ IDOP1452 
LD 1 BLNO­X CHECK NO. OF BLOCKS OF ID0P1453 CMP 1 ZERO­X ID0P1^54 MDX *+2 ID0P1455 MDX A250 ID0P1456 
MDX A250 ID0P1457 
CMP 1 HEXDE­X SPECTRUM TU BE DISPLAYED IDÜP1458 MPX A250 IÜÜP1459 MDX * IDUP1460 
* . ID0P1461 
LD 1 HEXDE­X CHECK NU.OF BLOCKS AND NO. ID0P1462 S 1 BL1­X OF 1ST. BLOCK ID0P1463 CMP 1 BLNO­X IDUP1464 MDX *+l 16­1ST.BL.GREATER NO.OF BL ID0P1465 MDX A250 16­1ST.BL.SMALLER NO.OF BL ID0P1466 * · I DUP1467 LP 1 HEXDE­X ID0P1468 S 1 BLIA­X IÜ0P1469 CMP 1 Β iO­X IÜ0P1470 MDX *+l ID0P1471 MDX A250 IÜ0P1472 MDX A251 CONTINUE ID0P1473 
* IDOP1474 ' 
Δ250 LD 1 ADTYP+9­X PREPARE MESSAGE' «BLOCK IÜ0P1475 *. STO L A17 NO. ERROR* ÌD0P1476 o LD 1 ADAPR+9­X ID0P1477 , STO L A18 ' ID0P1478 LO L TM12 BITNO INTÜ TYPEWRITER MES­ ID0P1479 STO L TM191 SAGE ID0P1480 BSC L A13 ID0P1481 
if IDOP 1482 
Δ251 CALL DISKM READ SPECTRUM FROM DISK ID0P1483 DC IDEN ID0P1484 DC ERRSW ID0P1485 DC BUF ID0P1486 DC IDEN ID0P1487 DC ZERO SPECTRUM NUT DELETED ID0P1488 * ■ ID0P1489 MDX L ERRSW,O ID0P1490 MDX A255 SPECTRUM NOT FOUND ID0P1491 
MDX Δ252 SPECTRUM FOUND ID0P1492 
if _ ι D0P1493 
A255 LD 1 ADTYP+10­X ERROR MESSAGE «ID NOT ON ID0P1494 STO L A17 DISK* ID0P1495 LD 1 ADAPR+2­X ID0P1496 
STO L A18 ID0P1497 
LD L TM12 BITNO INTO TYPEWRITER ID0P1498 
STO L TM211 MESSAGE IDÜP1499 
BSC L A13 IÜOP1500 
if ι D0P1501 
A252 LD 1 BL1­X CALCULATE STARTING CHANNEL IUUP1502 M 1 M512­X AND NO.OF CHANNELS FOR IÜÜP1503 SLT 16 MULTIPLICATION ID0P1504 A 1 MULT­X IÜÜP1505 STO A258 ADDR. ÜF 1ST. CHANNEL U0 6
01E3 
01E4 01E5 01E6 01E7 01E8 01E9 OlEA OlEB OlEC 
OlEO OlEE O lEF OlFO 01F1 
01F3 01F4 01F6 01F7 
01F8 
01F9 
OlFB 
OlFC 
O lFP 
OlFE 
OlFF 0200 0 2 0 1 
0202 
0203 0204 
0205 
0207 
0208 
0209 020B 
0200 020E 
02 OF 
0210 
0212 
0214 
0216 
0217 
0218 
021A 
021R 
02 IC 
021E 
021F 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 
0 01 0 0 
0 
3 0 
0 
1 
20 
0 
20 0 20 
0 
0 0 
30 
0 
1 
00 00 
0 0 
0 
00 
0 
00 
0 
0 
30 
0 
0 
01 
0 
0 
D023 
D035 91FD D017 D01A D023 D027 C104 A109 1090 
D02D 1001 D01A DOOI 65000000 
CA04 BC0002A6 7000 7001 
7010 
141938C0 
OOOO 
021B 
064C49C0 
OOOO 
06517A00 DF9E 068A35A7 
OOOO 
71FE 70F8 
142558C0 
OOOO 
021B 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 CDOOOOOO 
4810 7007 
8804 
DDOOOOOO 
7003 
000186Δ0 
71FE 
70F3 
0 6 5 9 9 5 2 3 
OOOO 
OOOO 
65000316 
C104 
D10E 
... 
, 
A256 
A258 
A259 
A261 
A262 
A263 
o. 
A264 
A265 
A257 A400 
.Ir _ 
A403 
A402 
A401 
Ar 
A266 
A267 
SUBROUTINE ID0P1 
STO 
STO S STO STO STO STO LD M SLT 
STO SLA STO STO LDX 
LDD DCM MDX MDX 
MDX 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
L IBF 
DC 
L IBF DC LIBF 
DC 
MDX MDX 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
LDX LDD 
BSC MDX 
AD 
STD 
MDX 
DEC 
MDX 
MDX 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
LDX 
LD 
STO 
1 
1 1 
L I 
2 L 
1 
L I L I 
L I 
1 
L I 
1 
1 
A264 
A266 TWO­X Δ262 Δ263 A400+1 A403+1 BLNO­X M256­X 16 
A267 1 A257+1 * + l Ar Ar 
1* ·" *¥· 
WURDS+2­Y NULL Ar 'ι-
A256 
Δ257 
MFLT 
y. ^Ar 
A267 
FLDX 
*—* FMPY WORDS+2 FSTOX 
.>, Ar 1* —­f 
­ 2 A261 
MINT 
rfi —tf" 
A267 
*—* * — * — A401 
A402 
if—if 
A401 
100000 
­ 2 
A400 
FORMT 
*—* * — * 
X 
BLNO­X 
BLCOU­X 
PAGE 10 
NÜ. OF CHANNELS 
BLN0*516 INTU XR1 
NO MULTIPLICATION 
CONVERSION UF CHANN. FROM 
BINARY TO STANDARD FLOAT. 
POINT NUMBERS 
MULTIPLICATION OF CHANNELS 
MULTIPLIER 
CONVERSION OF CHANNELS 
FROM FLOATING POINT (STAN­DARD) TU DOUBLE WORD BINA ­RY NUMBERS 
NO. OF CHANNELS * 2 ADDR. 1ST. CH. MINUS 2 
IF BINARY VALUE IS NEGAT. 100000 ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 FOR SK IP ) 
IS ADDED 
ADDR. 1ST. CH. MINUS 2 
π 
CONVERSION UF CHANNELS 
FROM DOUBLE WORD BINARY 
NOS. TO ANALYSER FORMAT 
IÜOP1507 
IDÜP1508 I 0 0 P 1 5 0 9 IÜ0P1510 ID0P1511 ID0P1512 IÜ0P1513 IDÜP1514 IDOP1515 IU0P1516 
ID0P1517 IDOP1518 ID0P1519 ID0P1520 IDOP1521 
IDOP1522 
ID0P1523 ID0P1524 IDOP1525 ID0P1526 IDÛP1527 ID0P1528 IDUP1529 
IDUP1530 IÜÜP1531 IDUP1532 IDOP1533 
ID0P1534 
ID0P1535 ID0P1536 IDOP1537 
IUÜP1538 
IUÜP1539 ID0P1540 
ID0P1541 
IÜ0P1542 
IDÜP1543 ID0P1544 
ID0P1545 
ID0P1546 ID0P1547 
ID0P1548 IDÜP1549 
ID0P1550 ID0P1551 ID0P1552 
ID0P1553 IÜ0P1554 
IDÜP1555 IÛ0P1556 ID0P1557 
IDOP1558 ID0P1559 ID0P1560 IÜ0P1561 
IDÜP1562 ID0P1563 IÜÜP1564 
IDOP1565 IÜÜP1566 
IDÜP1567 
I 
0 2 2 0 0221 0222 0223 0224 0225 
0226 0227 0228 0229 
Q2.2R 0220 022E 0230 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 00 
8o 00 0 
C105 918Ü 1004 81A9 810A U19A 
C0F3 910F DOOI 66000000 
760,00200 
DEOOOOOO 6Δ07 
SUBROUTINE IUÜP1 PAGE 1­1 
LP 1 BLIA­X PREPARE COMMANU *WRITE IUUP1568 S 1 UNE­X BLOCK* IDOP]569 SLA 4 IUUP1570 Δ 1 BITNO­X IUUP1571 A 1 B6­X ' IUUP1572 
STO 1 AREA3+2­X IUÜP1573 
* IDÜP 1574 
LD A266 IDUP1575 S 1 M514­X IDÜP 1576 STO *+l IDÜP1577 LDX L? *­* IÜUP1578 
* ι DOPI 579 
A268 MDX L? 512 STORE WÜRD COUNT +DIG.OUTP IUDP1580 
LDD 1 WC­X ADDR. INTU SPEC­AREA IUUP1581 STD L2 O IUUP1582 STX 2 A269 ID0P1583 
* IDOP1584 
0231 O C19A LD 1 AREA3+2­X STORE BLOCK A O U R . I N T U CUM­ IUUP1585 
0232 O 8106 Δ 1 A D l ­ X MAND «WRITE BLUCK« IDUP1586 
0233 0 D19A STO 1 AREA3+2­X IDUP1587 
IDOP1588 
0234 01 44000296 BSI L A310 COMMAND «WRITE BLOCK« ID0P1589 « I UUP 1590 0236 20 040565C0 LIBF DAOP OUTPUT UF BLUCK,SINGL.ADDR IÜUP1591 0237 0 1310 DC / 1 3 1 0 EXTERN. SYNCH. IDUP1592 0238 0 OOOO A269 DC « ­ « IUUP1593 0239 0 OOOO DC O IDUP1594 « I DU Pi 595 023Δ 00 67000BB8 LDX L3 3000 WAIT 3000«10 MICROSEC ID0P1596 023C 0 1010 A270 SLA 16 ) IDÜP1597 023D 0 73FF MDX 3 ­ 1 )=10 MICROSEC IDOP1598 w 023E 0 70FD MDX A270 ) IÜ0P1599 023F 00 67800067 LDX 13 103 ID0P1600 
IÜ0P1601 
0241 20 040565C0 LIBF DAOP IDUP1602 0242 0 0310 DC /0310 ID0P1603 0243 0 7001 MPX A271 BUSY ID0P1604 0244 0 700C MDX A272 NOT RUSY IUOP1605 
Δ271 
Ar 
LIRF 
DC 
MP
MPX 
LIBF 
DC 
LD STO L L 
DAOP 
/ 0 3 1 0 
A271 
A272 
DAOP / 4 3 1 0 
TM12 TM231 
BUSY 
NOT RUSY 
RESET 0AÛP ID0P1606 0245 20 040565C0 B D O ID0P1607 0246 0 4310 4  ID0P1608 0247 01 C40002A1 ID0P1609 0249 01 D4D00425 2 ID0P1610 
IDÜP1611 LIBF TYPEN IDÜP1612 . DC /2001 IDUP1613 DC TM23­1 IU0P1614 DC 0 ID0P1615 BSC L A273 INTER. EXIT ID0P1616 
if ι D0P1617 
Δ272 MDX I BLC0U,­1 IDÜP1618 MDX A268 IDÜP1619 CALL CONID PREPARE MESSAGE FOR NORMAL ID0P1620 DC IDEN INTER. EXIT IUUP1621 DC ΔΜ91 ID INTO MESSAGE ID0P1622 
* IDUP1623 
MDX L B L 1 A , 1 IDUP1624 
CALL BICA NO. OF 1ST. BLUCK OF DISPL IUUP1625 
DC BL1A AYED SPECTRUM INTU MESSAGE IÜUP1626 
DC AM92 ID0P1627 
DC 2 IÜ0P1628 
024B 024C 024D 024E 024F 
0 2 5 1 0253 Q254 0256 02 5 7 
0258 025A 025C 025D 025E 
20 
0 1 0 01 
01 
0 
30 0 
1 
3°0 
1 
1 
0 
23Δ17155 2001 041B OOOO 4C00028B 
74FF0324 
70D7 
035 95 244 DFBE 03B4 
7401Q31B 
02243040 
0 31Β 
03C3 
0002 
* " ■ 
SUBROUTINE IDOPl PAGE 12 
025F O C105 
0 2 6 0 0 8104 0261 O 918D 
0262 O D103 
0263 30 02243040 0265 1 0319 0266 1 03C8 0267 0 0002 
0268 0 0 2 6 9 01 026B 0 026C 01 026E 01 0 2 7 0 01 0272 0 
0273 0 02 74 0 0275 0 
C1B8 D4000 2 7A C1C3 D4000285 C40002A1 
D40004 2C 7000 
C1A8 81A9 D19A 
0276 01 4 4 0 0 0 2 9 6 
0278 20 
0 2 7 9 0 027A 0 02 7B 0 
027C 30 
027E 1 
027F 20 
0 2 8 0 0 0281 1 0282 0 
0 2 8 3 20 0284 0 
0285 0 0286 0 
0287 30 02 8 9 1 028A I 
028B 0 Q28C 0 028D 0 
028E 01 
23A17155 2001 OOOO OOOO 
23243595 
0430 
23A17155 2001 042D OOOO 
040565C0 1310 OOOO OOOO 
1916216 3 02A1 028B 
G1.AA 81A9 DI9A 
44000296 
0290 
0 2 9 1 
0292 
0293 
20 0 1 0 
02 94 3 0 
0296 0 
040565CO 1000 02B5 OOOO 
09563167 
OOOO 
« ■ IDOP1629 LD 1 B L I A ­ X CALCULATE NO. ÜF LAST BL. ID0P1630 A 1 BLNO­X ÜF DISPLAYED SPECTRUM ID0P1631 S 1 ONE­X IÜOP1632 STO 1 BL1­X ID0P1633 
* j D0P1634 
CALL BICA NO. OF LAST BLOCK INTO ID0P1635 DC BL1 MESSAGE IDUP1636 DC AM93 IÜ0P1637 DC 2 ID0P1638 
* IDUP1639 
LD 1 ADTYP+11­X ID0P1640 STO L A17 ID0P1641 LP 1 ADAPR+10­X IUUP1642 STO L A18 ID0P1643 LD L TM12 ID0P1644 STO L TM251 ID0P1645 MDX A13 INTER. EXIT ID0P1646 *< — IDOP 1647 A13 LD 1 B l ­ X PREPARE COMMAND «PRINT IDUP1648 A 1 BITNO­X ALPHAMERIC« IDÜP1649 STO 1 AREA3+2­X ID0P1650 
* .__w_ IDOP 1651 
BSI L A310 COMMAND «PRINT ALPHAMERIC« ID0P1652 
* I DOP 1653 
LIBF TYPEN TYPEWRITER ERRÜR MESSAGE ID0P1654 DC /2001 ID0P1655 A17 DC «­* ID0P1656 DC O IU0P1657 
* __ IDUP1658 
CALL TICON ID0P1659 DC TM102 ID0P1660 
* : I DOP 1661 
L IBF TYPEN ID0P1662 
DC / 2 0 0 1 IÜ0P1663 
DC T M 1 0 0 ­ 1 ID0P1664 
DC O ID0P1665 
* IDQP1666 
LIBF DAOP INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGE ID0P1667 DC /1310 SINGLE ADDR.,EXTER.SYNCH. ID0P1668 A18 DC «­* IDOP1669 DC O ID0P1670 
* I DOP 1671 
CALL RESET ID0P1672 
DC TM12 ID0P1673 
DC A273 GO TO A273 IUUP1674 
* IDÜP1675 
A273 LD 1 B15­X PREPARE COMMAND «END OF ID0P1676 sVo ¡ unu-x INTERRUPT* ¡men 
* IDÜP1679 
BSI L A310 COMMAND «END OF INTERRUPT* IDOP1680 
* ­ — ­ ­ ­ ­ ­ ­ ­ ­ — — ­ ID0P1681 
DC /1000 IÜÜP1683 DC RESET IÜÜP1684 DC O ID0P1685 *_—._._—_____ mm 
t õ T ^ 7 l D0P1688 A310 DC * ­ * I 9 
CO 
SUBROUTINE Ï D Ü P I PAGE 1­3 
02 97 0298 
0299 
029Δ 
029R 
029C 
029P 
029E 029F 
02Δ1 
02A2 02A3 02A4 02A6 
02A8 
02Δ9 
02ΔΔ 
02AR 
02AC 
02ΔΡ 
02AE 02AF 
02B0 02B1 02B2 
02B3 
02B4 02B5 
02B6 
02B7 
02B8 02BE 
02RF 
02C0 02C1 
02C2 
02C3 
02C4 
02C5 
02C6 
02C7 
02 C 8 
02C9 
02CA 
02CR 
02 CC 
02 CO 
02CE 
02CF 
02 0 0 
0201 02D2 
02D3 
0204 
02P5 
02R6 
0207 
0208 
20 
0 
1 
0 
20 
0 
1 
0 01 
0 
0 0 0 00 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
040565 CO 
1000 
02B5 
OOOO 
040565C0 
1000 
02ΔΕ 
OOOO 4C800296 
OOOO 
OOOO 0001 OOOO 00000000 
0001 
0073 
000 2 
007B 
OOOO 
4200 
0002 007C 
OOOO 0003 OOOO 
0021 
0043 0002 
007C 
OOOO 
0006 1400 
OOOO 
BOOO OOOA 
OOOC 
OOOO 
OOOO 
oooo oo'oo 043B 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0433 
03F9 
0400 
040D 
0426 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0375 OOOO 
0387 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0398 
E3E4 
03A0 
' 
TM12 ' 
ERIN ONE ZERO NULL 
DELET 
C55 
AREA2 
B8 
AREA3 
MN Ρ C 
NPC 
WC33 
AD67 RESET 
OUTPT Rl 
BITNO 
B15 TEN 
TWELF 
ADTYP 
ADAPR 
LIRF 
DC 
PC 
DC 
LIBF 
DC 
PC 
PC . Rsc t 11 
'DC ' ' ' DC DC DC DEC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC DC 
DC PC DC 
DC 
PC DC 
DC 
DC 
BSS E DC 
DC 
DC DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
DC DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
DAU Ρ 
/1000 
RESET 
0 
DAOP 
/ÌOOO 
AREA3 
0 A310 
*—* 
* — * 1 0 0. 
1 
/0073 
2 
123 
0 
/4200 
2 124 
3 *—* 
33 
67 2 
124 
0 
6 /1400 
if—if 
/BOOO 10 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TM9­1 
0 
0 
TM15­1 
TM17­1 
TM19­1 
TM21­1 
TM2 5­1 
0 
0 
ΔΜ3 0 
AM 5 
0 
0 
AM7 
SPEC+998 
AM8 
COMMAND RESET 
INTERFACE 
: if :;: * * * if if if if if if 
BITNO 
COMMAND 
OP­CODE CONFIRM. HOCU DEL. 
READ WURDS ON DC 
AREA FUR INTERFACE CUMMANU 
COMMAND MAX.NO.OF COUNTER NC 
WORD CUUNT 
ADDRESS OF RESET COMM 
COMMANO=0 
PAR.CHECKS I.UF PAR.CHECKS 
DIGITAL INPUT AND UUTPUT 
PRINT ALPHAMERIC ON INTER­
FACE TYPEWRITER 
PISW BIT NUMBER 
END OF INTERRUPT 
ADDRESSES 
NOT USED 
NUT USEU 
NOT USED 
NOT USED 
NOT USEU 
ADDRESSES 
MESSAGES 
NOT USED 
NOT USED 
NOT USED 
OF TYPEWRITER 
OF INTERFACE 
IDÜP1690 
IDÜP1691 
ID0P1692 ID0P1693 
IU0P1694 
ID0P1695 
IÜÜP1696 
ID0P1697 
ID0P1698 ID0P1699 
IÜ0P1700 
IU0P1701 
ID0P1702 IÜ0P1703 ID0P1704 IDOP1705 
ID0P1706 
ID0P1707 
IDÜP1708 
I DO PI 709 
ID0P1710 
ID0P1711 
ID0P1712 ID0P1713 
IÜÜP1714 IDÜP1715 IÜÜP1716 
IÜ0P1717 
ID0P1718 IU0P1719 
IDÜP1720 
IÜ0P1721 
IÜÜP1722 ID0P1794 
ID0P1724 
IDOP1725 
ID0P1726 IÜÜP1727 
ID0P1728 
IÜ0P1729 
ID0P1730 
IÜÜP1731 
ID0P1732 
ID0P1733 
ID0P1734 
IÜ0P1735 
ID0P1736 
ID0P1737 
IÜ0P1738 
IÜ0P1739 
ID0P1740 
ID0P1741 
ID0P1742 IÜ0P1743 IDÜP1744 
IÜ0P1745 
ID0P1746 
ID0P1747 
IÜ0P1748 
ID0P1749 
ID0P1750 
it»· 
lt> 
02 0 9 
SM 02DC 
020P 02DE 
02DF 
02 EO 
02E1 
02E2 
02E3 
02E4 
02E5 
02E6 
02 E 7 
02E8 
02E9 02EA 02ER 
02EC 
02 EP 02EE 02EF 02F0 02F1 02F2 02F3 0303 0304 
0310 0311 0312 
0313 0314 0315 0316 0317 
0318 0319 031A 
031R 031C 031D 031E 031F 0320 0321 0322 0322 0323 0324 0325 0326 0327 03 2 8 
0328 
032Δ 
1 
î 
1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 00 
03B2 mî 
03EB 
0150 0015 
02E2 
02E2 
0017 
70A8 
OFFF 
0013 
8200 
8100 
4400 
8100 
2400 8100 
8200 
OOOC 
2400 
1000 
AOOO 
2200 
000F 0024 0010 
OOOO 
OOOC 
FFFF 
OOOO 
0001 
0002 
000 3 
OOOO 
E3E6 
0008 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0010 0200 
DFFE 
0100 
3400 
0010 
OOOO 
0201 
007B 
OOOO 
0202 
0005 
OOOO 
OOOO 
9D00DP14 
8R00DD14 
PRG10 PRG11 
PRG12 
PRG13 
PRG14 
JUMP 
AMDI 
C19 
MES4 
C12 
B4 WORDl 
B14 B2 AD15 
C24 ID TABNR 
NREMT 
ERRSW 
SWITC 
TWO THREE 
CO ASPEC 
WCOU 
INDI 
BLI BLNO 
BLIA 
HEXDE M5 12 
MULT 
M256 
B6 ADI 
WC 
BLCOU 
M514 
FIVE 
IND2 
SUB ADD 
SURROUTINE IDOPl 
DC 
Bc 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC MDX PC PC 
PC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC BSS DC BSS 
DC DC PC 
DC PC PC PC PC 
DC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC BSS DC DC DC DC DC DC BSS SD AD 
AM9 
8 Mill 
AM 12 
0PC10 0PC11 
JUMP 
JUMP 
0PC14 
A273 
/OFFF 
19 
/8200 
/8100 
/4400 
/8100 
/2400 /8100 
/8200 
12 
/2400 
/1000 
/AOOO 
/2200 
15 /00 24 
16 * — Φ 
12 
­1 *—* 
1 
2 3 0 SPEC+1000 
8 
*—* 
* ­ * 
16 512 SPEC 
256 /3400 
/0010 
E 0 
513 123 *—* 
514 5 0 E 0 
LI SPECl+8192 
LI SPECl+8192 
PAGE 14 
NOT USEU 
DISPLAY SPECIAL DELETE 
DELETE SPECTRA 
D E L 
E Τ E D 
WRITE WURD 
FOR RESET OF INTERF. WORD 
PRINT WURDS 
READ BIT 0­15 UF WORD 
OP­CODE CONFI RMING«DELETE« 
DELETE SPECTRUM 
COUNTER FUR ERASE 
USED FUR MESSAGE ABOUT DE­
LETED ID'S 
NO. OF 1ST. BLOCK 
NO. OF BLOCKS 
1ST. BLOCK IN ANALYSER 
WRITE BLUCK 
MODIFIC. OF BLUCK ADDR. 
COUNTER NU. OF BLOCKS 
ID0P1751 \m\m IÜ0P1754 
I00P1755 
ID0P1756 IÜÜP1757 
ID0P1758 
IÜ0P1759 
IÜ0P1760 ID0P1761 
ID0P1762 
ID0P1763 
IU0P1764 
ID0P1765 
ID0P1766 
IDUP1767 
ID0P1768 IDÜP1769 
IDÜP1770 
IÜÜP1771 
ID0P1772 
IDUP1773 
ID0P1774 
ID0P1775 ID0P1776 
ID0P1777 
ID0P1778 
ID0P1779 IÜÜP1780 
ID0P1781 
IÜ0P1782 
ID0P1783 ID0P1784 
IDÜP1785 
IÜ0P1786 
ID0P1787 
ID0PI788 
ID0P1789 
IÜÜP1790 
ID0P1791 
IU0P1792 
ID0P1793 
ID0P1794 
IDÜP1795 
ID0P1796 
ID0P1797 
ID0P1798 
IUÜP1799 IUÛP1800 
ID0P1801 
IDUP1802 
IDOP1803 IU0P1804 
IDÜP1805 
ID0P1806 
ID0P1807 ID0P1808 
ID0P1809 
ID0P1810 
ID0P1811 
it­eri 
SUBROUTINE IPUPl 
032C 0 
0 3 2 0 0 
0 3 2 E 0 
032F 0 
0 3 3 0 0 
0 3 3 2 00 
0 3 3 4 0 
0 3 3 5 0 
0 3 3 6 0 
0337 0 
0338 0 
8 i f A9 8 
033B 0 
033C 0 
033D 0 
033E 0 
033F 0 
0340 0 
0 3 4 1 0 
0 3 4 2 0 
0 3 4 3 0 
0 3 4 4 0 
0 3 4 5 0 
0 3 4 6 0 
0 3 4 7 0 
0 3 4 8 0 
0 3 4 9 0 
034A 0 
034B 0 
034C 0 
034D 0 
034E 0 
034F 0 
0350 0 
0 3 5 1 0 
0352 " 
0353 
0354 
0355 
0356 
0 3 5 7 0 
0358 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
80Δ0 
4 0 0 0 
OOAO 
0300 
000 A 
0OOF424O 
0064 
00C8 
OOCA 
OOOC 
OOOO 
ra 
8 2 0 0 
OOOO 
2 4 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
8 8 0 0 
4 4 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
OOOO 
8 0 4 0 
4 0 1 0 
8 4 2 0 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 5 
0 0 0 5 
0 0 0 7 
0 0 0 7 
0 0 0 9 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 Ί 2 
0 0 1 2 
0359 0 OOOO 
0 3 5 Δ 0 0 0 0 1 
035C OOOO 
035C 3 1 2 2 5 C 5 0 D 5 
0 3 5 F 
035C 0 
035D 
035E 0 
035F 0 
0360 0 
0 3 6 1 0 
0 3 6 2 0 
0 3 6 3 0 
0020 
0300 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
4040 
4400 
APLUS 
AMIN 
EQUAL 
LIFE 
END 
ADDI 
M100 
M200 
M202 
SPERN 
MESI 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DEC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
MESH 
STAOO 
STA01 
STA02 
STA03 
STA04 
STA05 
STA06 
STA07 
STA08 
STA09 
STAIO 
STA11 
STA12 
STA13 
STA14 
STA15 
DC BE 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
STAAD DC 
TRANS DC 
ABC 
MES5 
MES51 
BSS 
DSA 
ORG 
DC 
ORG 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
/80A0 
/4000 
/OOAO 
70300 
10 
1000000 
100 
200 
202 
12 
CARD CODE +SIGN 
CARD CÜDE ­SIGN 
CARD CUDE =SIGN 
LINE FEED 
^ o 3 i o 
/8200 
/OOOO 
/2400 
/90 00 
/8800 
/44 00 
/8100 
/OOOO 
/8040 
/4010 
/8420 
/0300 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
/0010 
/0010 
/0012 
/0012 
/0012 
/0012 
0 
SPECN 
ABC 
32 
ABC + 2 
/0300 
/OOOO 
/4040 
/4400 
PAGE 1­5 
IÜÜP1812 
IDÜP1813 
ID0P1814 
IDOP1815 
I00P1816 
ID0P1817 
ID0P1818 
IÜ0P1819 
IOÜP1820 
ID0P1821 
ID0P1822 
IÜ0P1823 
I D 
Τ 
Δ 
Β 
L 
E 
G 
R 
LINE FEED 
ADDRESSES OF STATIONS WHICH DISK PLACES MAY 
TRANSFERRED 
TO 
BE 
IF 14 IS USED UP.CODE FOR 
DELETE MUST BE CHANGED. 
ADDR.OF STATION TO WHICH 
DISK PLACES WILL BE TRANS­
FERRED (MULTIPLIED BY 2) 
1=N0 TRANSFER UF PLACES 
0=TRANSFER UF PLACES 
LINE FEED 
Ρ 
L 
ID0P1824 
IDÜPI825 
ID0P1826 
IDUP1827 
IDDP1828 
IÜ0P1829 
IÜ0P1830 
IDOP1831 
IDUP1832 
ID0P1833 
IDÜP1834 
IÜOP1835 
ID0P1836 
I DOPI 837 
IDOP1838 
IDUP1839 
ID0P1840 
IÜ0P1841 
ID0P1842 
IÜÜP1843 
ID0P1844 
ID0P1845 
I00P1846 
ID0P1847 
ID0P1848 
ID0P1849 
ID0P1850 
ID0P1851 
IDOP1852 
IU0P1853 
ID0P1854 
IDUP1855 
ID0P1856 
I DO PI 85 7 
ID0P1858 
ID0P1859 
ID0P1860 
ID0P1861 
ID0P1862 
ID0P1863 
ID0P1864 
IDÜP1865 
ID0P1866 
ID0P1867 
IDÜP1868 
ID0P1869 
ID0P1870 
ID0P1871 
IÜ0P1872 
CO 
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0364 
036 5 0366 0367 0368 
0369 036A 036B 036C 0360 036E 036F 0 3 7 0 0371 
0372 
0373 
0374 
0316 
DF9A 
03 75 
0376 03 77 0378 0379 03 7 A 037B 037C 037D 
037E 037F 0380 0 3 8 1 
0382 
0383 
0384 0385 0386 
0387 
0388 
0389 
038A 038R 038C 
038 0 
038E 038F 0 3 9 0 
0391 0392 0393 0394 
0395 
0396 0397 
0398 
0 3 9 9 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
9000 
8400 8100 28 00 OOOO 
2400 4080 OOOO 
8040 4010 4080 2200 4040 OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0011 
007B 0900 8010 8200 OOOO 
4100 4080 2400 
OOOO 
4080 4100 
OOOO 
8200 
8010 
2800 4800 0500 
0010 
007B 
0900 
8400 8020 8100 
8400 
4800 OOOO 
8040 
4010 8420 OOOO 
4100 
4080 
8420 0500 
0007 
007B 
MES52 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
NOPL DC 
X Y 
Ar Ar Ar A 
AM 3 
AM5 
EOU 
EOU 
' De' 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
Bf 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
/ 9 0 0 0 / 8 4 0 0 / 8 1 0 0 / 2 8 0 0 /OOOO / 2 4 0 0 / 4 0 8 0 /OOOO / 8 0 4 0 / 4 0 1 0 / 4 0 8 0 / 2 2 0 0 / 4 0 4 0 /OOOO 
A 
C 
E 
S 
Τ 
o 
G 
R 
0 
U 
Ρ 
N O . OF PLACES TO BE TRANSF 
ASPEC 
WCOUT 
Ar Ar Ar *1­ .1, O, « rf rf r,+ rf rf η« r 
17 1 2 3 
/ 0 9 0 0 / 8 0 1 0 / 8 2 0 0 /OOOO 
/ 4 1 0 0 / 4 0 8 0 
/ 2 4 0 0 /OOOO / 4 0 8 0 / 4 1 0 0 
/OOOO 
/ 8 2 0 0 
/ 8 0 1 0 / 2 8 0 0 / 4 8 0 0 / 0 5 0 0 
if rfi if ìfi rf if rfi rf 
RED I 
Ü 
Ν O 
T 
O 
Ν 
D I S Κ BLACK 
16 
1 2 3 
/ 0 9 0 0 
/ 8 4 0 0 
/ 8 0 20 
/ 8 1 0 0 
/ 8 4 0 0 
;¿o888 
/ 8 0 4 0 / 4 0 1 0 / 8 4 2 0 /OOOO / 4 1 0 0 / 4 0 8 0 / 8 4 2 0 / 0 5 0 0 
RED 
C 
H 
E 
C 
K 
G 
R 
Ν 
U 
BLACK 
ΑΜ7 DC 
DC 
7 
1 2 3 
IDUP1873 ID0P1874 IU0P1875 ID0P1876 IÜ0P1877 IDÜP1878 IU0P1879 ID0P1880 ID0P1881 ID0P1882 ID0P1883 IÜÜP1884 ID0P1885 I DOPI 886 ID0P1887 ID0P1888 IDUP1889 IDUP1890 IÜÜP1891 IÜÜP1892 ID0P1893 ID0P1894 IÜÜP1895 IÜÜP1896 ID0P1897 IDÜP1898 IDÜP1899 IÜ0P1900 IDÜP1901 IU0P1902 ID0P1903 ID0P1904 ID0P1905 ID0P1906 IÜ0P1907 IÜÜP1908 ID0P1909 IÜ0P1910 ID0P1911 ID0P1912 IU0P1913 IÛ0P1914 ID0P1915 ID0P1916 IDÜP1917 IÜ0P1918 IDUP1919 IDÜP1920 I D 0 P Ì 9 2 1 ID0P1922 IÜÜP1923 IÜÜP1924 ID0P1925 IÜ0P1926 IÜÜP1927 ID0P1928 IDÜP1929 IDUP1930 IDÜP1931 IDUP1932 IDUP1933 
>t> 
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03 9Λ 
039R 
03 9C 
039P 
039E 
039F 
03Δ0 
03Δ1 
03Δ2 
03A3 
03Λ4 03 A 5 03A6 
0 3 A 7 03Δ8 
03Δ9 
03ΑΔ 03AR 
03AC 03 Δ Ρ 
03AE 03 A F 
03B0 
03 Bl 
03 Ρ 2 
03B3 
03B4 03RB 03BC 03R0 03RE 03BF 03C0 03C1 03C2 03C3 03C4 03C5 
03C6 03C7 03C8 03C9 03CA 03CR 03CC 
03 Ρ 8 
03D9 
03 ΡΑ 
03DB 
03DC 
03DD 
03DE 
03DF 
03Ε0 
03Ε1 
03Ε2 
03Ε3 
03 Ε4 
η 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 η 
η 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
4010 
8100 
4040 
8100 
9000 
2400 
0011 
007Β 
0900 
8400 
8020 8100 84 00 4 80 0 0000 
8800 
4400 8420 
0000 4100 
4080 
8420 
2800 
0500 
0025 
007Β 
0007 
0000 
8010 
4100 
0000 
88 00 4400 
8420 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
4000 
0000 
οσοο 00 00 
0000 
0000 OOOC 
0012 007Β 
0900 
8010 
8200 
0000 
9000 
44 00 
4010 
8100 
9000 
8200 
2020 
ΑΜ8 
Δ Μ 9 
ΔΜ91 
ΑΜ92 
ΑΜ93 
ΑΜ94 
Α Μ 1 Π 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
OC DC DC DC DC DC DC PC PC DC DC DC 
PC 
DC 
BSS 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
BSS 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
/4010 
/8100 
/4040 
/8100 
/9000 
/2400 
17 
123 
/0900 
/8400 
/8O20 
/8100 
/84 00 
/4800 
/OOOO 
/8800 
/4400 
/8420 
/OOOO 
/4100 
/4080 
/8420 
/2 8 00 
/ ">00 
37 
123 
7 
/OOOO 
/8010 
/4100 
/OOOO 
/8800 
/4400 
/8420 
/OOOO 
/OOOO 
/4000 
/OOOO 
/OOOO /OOOO 12 
18 
123 
/0900 
/8010 
/8200 
/OOOO 
/9000 
/44 00 
/4010 
/8100 
/9000 
/8200 
/2020 
R 
E 
Ρ 
E 
Δ 
Τ 
REP 
C 
Η 
E C Κ 
a 
L 
IM 
O 
• 
S 
B L A C K 
I 
Ν 
RED 
I 
D 
A 
L 
R 
E 
A 
Ρ 
Y 
IUUP1934 
IPÜP1935 
IUUP1936 
IUUP1937 
IUUP1938 
IUUP1939 
IUUP1940 
I UOPI941 
IDUP1942 IUUP1943 
IUUP1944 
IUUP1945 
IDUP1946 IUUP1947 IUUP1948 
ÍIJUPI 949 
IUUP1950 
IUÜPI 951 
IUUP1952 
IUUP1953 
IÜUP1954 
I OL) Ρ195 5 
IUUP1956 
IDUP1957 
IUUP1958 
IUUP1959 
IU0P1960 
IDÜP1961 
IDUP1962 
IDUP1963 
IDUP1964 
IÜÜP1965 
IUUP1966 
IDÜP1967 
ID0P1968 
IDUP1969 
IUUP1970 
IUUP1971 
IUUP1972 
IUUP1973 
IUÜP1974 
I DU PI 975 
IUUP1976 
IUUP1977 
IUUP1978 
IUUP1979 
IÜUP1980 
IUUP1981 
IDUP1982 
IUUP1983 
IUUP1984 
ID0P1985 
ID0P1986 
ID0P1987 
IDUP1988 
ID0P1989 
IDÛP1990 
I0UP1991 
IDUP1992 
IDÜP1993 
ID0P1994 
it­
οο 
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0'3E5 O OOOO DC /OOOO IUUP1995 
03E6 O 2200 DC /2200 U IDUP1996 03E7 0 2800 DC /2800 S IDUP1997 03E8 0 8100 DC /8100 E IDUP1998 03E9 0 8200 DC /8200 D IDÜP1999 03FA 0 0500 DC /0500 BLACK ID0P1000 ID0P1001 IDÜP1002 ID0P1003 IDÜP1004 ID0P1005 IÜ0P1006 IDÜP1007 ID0P1008 IDUP1009 IUUP1010 IDUP1011 IÜ0P1012 ID0P1013 ID0P1014 ID0P1015 IDÜP1016 ID0P1017 ID0P1018 IU0P1019 IÜ0P1020 IPUP1021 IU0P1022 IUOP1023 ' IUÜP1024 ^ I DOP 1025 a IÜÜP1026 , IÜUP1027 IUUP1028 IUÛP1029 ID0P1030 IDUP1031 IUUP1032 IDUP1033 IUUP1034 IDOP1035 IDUP1036 IDOP1037 IDÜP1038 ID0P1039 IDÜP1040 IÜ0P1041 IDÜP1042 IÜÜP1043 IÜUP1044 IDOP1045 I DO PI 046 IDUP1047 IP0P1048 IDÜP1049 
043B 0 OOOA DC TM10­TM9 IDUP1051 
043C 0012 TM9 DMES ' 'R'AERR. INT. ΝΟ.,ΑΈ IDUP1052 0445 0 OOOO TM91 DC *-* BITNO IDOP1053 0446 OOOO TM10 BES O IUÜP1054 
Φ Φ Φ Φ * Φ * Φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ Φ φ Φ * * φ φ * :;: φ * * φ φ ­, * * * * ¡;: :;: :;: ι D Ο Ρ 1 Ο 5 5 
03ER 
03EC 03ED 03ΕΕ 03EF 03F0 03F1 03F2 03F3 03F4 03F5 03F6 03F7 03F8 
03F9 
03FA 03FF 0400 
04 00 
0401 040C 0400 
040Ρ 
040Ε 041 Λ 04 IR 
04 IB 
04 IC 0425 0426 
0426 
0427 042C 0420 
042Ρ 
042Ε 0430 0433 
0433 
0434 043Β 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 OD 
007B 09 00 4100 4080 OOOO 2800 2400 4080 4010 9000 8040 8100 0500 
0006 
OOOA OOOO OOOO 
OOOC 0016 OOOO OOOO 
OOOD 0018 OOOO OOOO 
OOOA 
0012 OOOO OOOO 
0006 
OOOA OOOO OOOO 
0005 0004 0003 OOOO 
000 7 OOOE OOOO 
AMI 2 
:¡: ;¡Í ;¡Í ;¡: ;¡; ; 
TM17 
TM 171 TM18 
TM 19 
Τ Ml 91 TM20 
TM21 
TM211 
TM22 
TM 2 3 TM231 
TM 24 
TM2 5 
TM 251 
TM2 6 
TM 100 
TM 102 
TM 101 
TM15 
TM 16 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC :'fifif if if if φ 
DC DMES 
DC BES 
DC 
DMES 
DC BES 
DC 
DM E S 
DC BES 
DC 
PM E S 
DC BES 
DC 
DMES 
DC BES 
DC 
DMES 
BSS BES 
DC 
DMES 
BES 
13 
123 /0900 RED 
/4100 Ν 
/4080 0 /OOOO /2800 S /2400 Τ /4080 0 /4010 R /9000 Δ /8040 G /8100 E /0500 BLACK if if if φ if if if if if φ if φ if φ if if if φ φ φ if φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ 
ΤΜ18­ΤΜ17 
'R'BDELETE,A'E 
«­« BITNO 
0 
ΤΜ20­ΤΜ19 
■RBL. NO. ERR.,DISPL.,A'E «­« BITNO 
0 
TM22­TM 21 'RID NOT ON DISK,DISPL.,Α·Ε 
*­* BITNO 
0 
TM24­TM23 'ROC ERR.,DISPL. ,Α·E 
*­* BITNO 
0 
TM26­TM25 
■RDISPL.,A'E 
*­* BITNO .0 
TM101­TM100 
' Β ' 2 X ' E 3 T I M E 
0 
TH16­TM15 •R'ANO CONFI RM.'E 
0 
******* 
SUBROUTINE I DOPI 
0446 END 
NO ERRURS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
UUP FUNCTIUN CUMPLETEU 
PAGE 1-9 
IUUP1056 
CJi 
Ο 
ciooo 
UFFE 
UFCE 
DFBE 
DFBC 
DF9C 
DF9A 
DD14 
BD14 
BCE4 
BCP4 
BCD2 
091165F2 
IBM 
EMT 
,1 - Α. Ar Ar -Ar Ar Ar Ar .1, Ar 
rf rf rf ,f r,. rf rfrfrf rf 
1800 SUBROUTINE IUUP2 
I OU Ρ 2 
•γ. 'f 'f ry· . . . ^ • ^ . ^ . ^ W ^ V ' i ' ' ^ ή · ν ν Ί * Ί " 1 * 'f 'f -I» ^" 
* ADDRESS 
■Ar Ar Ar Ar .<r Ar Ar Ar .Ir Ar rf rf rf .f rf rf r,-. rf rf rf 
SPEC EOU 
SCAL EOU IDEN EOU 
TABLE EOU 
WORDS EOU WCÛUT EOU RUF EOU SPEC1 EOU SCALI EOU IDENÏ EOU 
TARLI EOU 
r,Z r,Z S'fi ί',Ζ i\i if" 5¡S rf" ï j î 5¡! 
.,. ... .,. . 
ASSIGNMENT FOR CUMMÜN 
•r Ar Ar Α. Ar Ar .-r O. ,1 - Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar »·- Ar Ar Ar Ά, Ar Ar 
f rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf -f-f f 'f ',. -,» -f r,. r,. 
- 8 1 9 4 
- 8 2 4 2 
- 8 2 5 8 
- 8 2 6 0 
- 8 2 9 2 
- 8 2 9 4 
- 8 9 4 0 
- 1 7 1 3 2 
- 1 7 1 8 0 
- 1 7 1 9 6 
- 1 7 1 9 8 
* if if φ φ φ * φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ : 
rf rf r,·. rf r,. 
- ï» ­r* ·*· τ ι » ι 
PAGE 1 
IUUP2002 * * * * * IDUP2003 IUUP2004 * * * * * IDUP2005 IUÜP2006 IUUP2007 IUUP2008 IDÜP2009 IUÜP2010 I U U P 2 0 H IUUP2012 IUUP2013 IUUP2014 IUUP2015 IDUP2016 * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * ι D0P2017 
ι 
en 
SUBROUTINE IDI.) Ρ 2 PAGE 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0007 
0009 
OOOR 
0 
0 
00 
00 
Ol 
0 
Clüü 
POOI 
66800000 
C580000 1 
650002 07 
D1E4 
f φ Φ Φ if :f Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * * Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * .f.f.f.fif ι D U Ρ 2 0 1 9 
0 0 0 0 Ο OOOO I 0 U P 2 PC * ­ * I U U P 2 0 2 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 6 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 LPX I I I R U P 2 I U U P 2 0 2 1 
~ ~ ' LP 1 0 I U U P 2 0 2 2 
STO * + 1 ' ' I D U P 2 0 2 3 
LPX 12 * ­ * UP­COPE INTO. Χι<2 I U U P 2 0 2 4 
LP I I 1 I U U P 2 0 2 5 
LPX L I X I U U P 2 0 2 6 
STI) 1 B I T N U ­ X STURE B I T N U I D 0 P 2 0 2 7 
Φ I Ü O P 2 0 2 8 
OOOC 20 0 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 L I B F B INDC I I J Ü P 2 0 2 9 
OOOP 1 0 3 0 8 DC UUTPT I U U P 2 0 3 0 
OOOE 20 0 8 5 9 3 5 P 9 L I B F HOLPR I U U P 2 0 3 1 
OOOF 0 OOOO DC /OOOO I D U P 2 0 3 2 
0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 C PC OUTPT+4 I U U P 2 0 3 3 
0 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 F DC TM12 I D U P 2 0 3 4 
0012 0 0002 DC 2 I D U P 2 0 3 5 
:;·. IDUP 2 036 
0 0 1 3 0 1 4 E 8 0 0 3 1 R BSC 12 P R G 1 5 ­ 1 5 BRANCH TU D I F F E R . OP­CODES I D Ü P 2 0 3 7 
Φ I D O P 2 0 3 8 
* ID0P2039 * IUUP2040 * I U U P 2 0 4 1 Φ Φ Φ * * Φ Φ Φ * Φ Φ * χ.-* .f if if if if if if if if if φ φ if i, if if if if if φ if φ φ if.f if.f if φ sif if if if if.fif ï D U Ρ 2 0 4 2 
* SUM (IF SP .TRA UP.CODE 19 * I D U P 2 0 4 3 
* ' (SCALER I N C L U D E D ) * I D U P 2 0 4 4 
if if Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ φ Φ * * Φ φ φ φ φ φ φ .f .f.f if iff φ if if φ if φ φ if if φ if if if if if φ φ φ φ φ φ φ if^if^ Ι D U Ρ 2 Ο 4 5 
0 P C 1 9 LD 1 Α Β 1 ­ Χ PROGRAM CHANGE TO INCLUDE I U U P 2 0 4 6 
STO Δ 3 5 6 + 1 SUM OF SCALERS I U 0 P 2 0 4 7 ' 
LP 1 Δ Β 2 ­ Χ IDOP 2 0 4 8 υ* 
STO Λ 4 1 0 + 1 I Ü O P 2 0 4 9 <*> 
STO A 3 5 7 + 3 I D Ü P 2 0 5 0 ι 
LP 1 Α Β 3 ­ Χ I D Ü P 2 0 5 1 
STO Δ 3 5 7 + 1 I D O P 2 0 5 2 
MPX ÜPC16 I Ü Ü P 2 0 5 3 
Φ if if if if if if if if Φ if Φ * if φ Φ φ φ if i, φ φ if .f if φ φ φ φ φ φ φ :;: φ if .f.-χ Φ φ *φ Φ φ φ Φ # Φ * * * ΙD U Ρ 2 Ο 5 4 * SUM OF SPECTRA UP.CODE 16 * I D O P 2 0 5 5 
* (SCALER EXCLUDED) * I U U P 2 0 5 6 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I U U P 2 05 7 
0 P C 1 6 LPX L2 Y SUM OF SPECTRA I U U P 2 0 5 8 
L I B F öLANK ZERO SUM AREA I U O P 2 0 5 9 
PC IDEN I D U P 2 0 6 0 
PC 8 2 5 6 I D 0 P 2 0 6 1 
* IDUP2062 
0022 30 04143244 CALL DECID CONVERSION OF ID OF SUM IDUP2063 
0024 0 DF9C DC WORDS · IUUP2064 
0025 0 DFBE DC IDEN . IDÜP2065 
0026 1 02BA ^ DC ERIN . IDUP2066 
0027 01 740002BA " M D X ~ ~ L ~ ~ Ê R T N 7 Õ IDUP2068 
0029 0 7001 MDX A350 ID0P2069 
002A 0 7002 MPX A351 ID0P2070 
I DOP2071 
GROUP NO. IN ERROR IUÜP2072 
IDUP2073 
IUÜP2074 
I DU P2 07 5 
IÜUP2076 
I DûP2077 
1UUP2078 
IDÜP2079 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
001Δ 
001B 
001C 
001 Ρ 
001F 
002 0 
0021 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
20 
0 
0 
C124 
U050 
C125 
D050 
Ü053 
C126 
D04F 
7000 
6600DF9A 
Û24C1552 
DF.BE 
2040 
002 Β 
002D 
002E 
0030 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
01 
0 
01 
01 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4C000 16B 
620B 
7402003B 
C480003B 
4810 
7003 
ίσιο 015E 
A350 
A351 
A352 
BSC 
LDX 
MPX 
LP 
BSC 
MDX 
SLA 
STO 
L 
2 
1 
1 
1 
A50 
11 , 
A353,2 
A353 
A354 
16 
INÜ.2-X 
SUBROUTINE IOOP2 PAGE 
0036 003 7 0039 003B 003C 003 0 
003 E 0040 
0041 0043 0044 0045 0046 0047 
0048 004 A 004C 004P 004E 004F 
0051 0052 
0054 
0056 
0057 0059 00 5 A 005B Ú05C 0050 005F 
0060 0061 0063 0064 0065 
0066 0Q6 8 006A: 0 06C 006F 006 F 
0070 0072 0074 0076 0077 0078 
007Λ 
007B 
0 
01 30 0 
1 
1 
01 0 
30 0 
0 1 1 
00 
00 
0.' 0 0 00 
0 
0 0 
01 0 
01 0 0 0 0 01 0 
0 01 0 0 0 
00 00 00 00 0 0 
01 
0] 
30 0 1 01 
0 
0 
7002 
74010335 
04143244 0F9C 0308 
02ΒΔ 740002 RA 
7039 
04 26 249 4 
BCD4 
DDÍ4 0308 0313 
C400BCD9 
B4 00DFC3 7002 7000 7002 
D4 000FC3 
C12E D400DFC4 
74000333 7023 
74000335 7006 C15F DOOE C162 Ü4800077 7006 
C161 D48000 77 C160 D005 7000 
6500E000 CPOOFFFE 8P00DD14 DDOOFFFE 7102 70F8 
65Ü002D7 74010077 0 35 95 244 BCD4 033 F 74070077 
72FF 
70B­2 
MPX A 4 0 0 " ID0P2080 
A354 MPX L IND2,1 . IND3=1 IF SPECTR.TO BE ADD IDÜP2081 A400 CALL DECID DECODE ID UF SPECTRUM TO IUÜP2082 A353 DC WORDS BE ADDED OR SUBTRACTED IÜOP2083 DC OUTPT ID0P2084 
DC ERIN IDOP2085 
if _ , I D0P2086 
MPX L ERIM.O ID0P2087 
MPX A359 GO TO NEXT ID IDÜP2088 
if IDUP 2089 
CALL DISKM READ SPECTRUM FROM DISK ID0P2090 DC IDENÏ IÜUP2091 DC ERRSW ÍÜ0P2092 DC BUF IUÜP2093 DC OUTPT IUÜP2094 DC ZERO SPECTRUM NOT DELETED ID0P2095 
if ; ι D0P2096 LD L IDENl+5 STORE LARGEST NO.OF IÜÜP2097 CMP L IPEN+5 BLOCKS INTO IDEN+5 IÜ0P2098 MPX A500 IDÜP2099 MDX * I DUP2100 MDX A501 IDÜP2101 Δ500 STO L IPEN+5 IDUP2102 
if IU0P2103 
A501 LD 1 ONE­X NO OF l.BLOCK=l IDÜP2104 
STO L IDEN+6 IDOP2105 
if I D 0 P 2 1 0 6 
MPX L ERRSW,O IDÜP2107 
MDX Δ359 GO TO NEXT ID IDOP2108 
if _ ._ IDÜP 2109 MDX L IND2,0 IÜÜP2110 MPX A355 ADDITION ID0P21H LP 1 SUB­X SUBTRACTION IDÜP2112 STO A357 IUUP2113 ■LP 1 AMIN­X · ■ ID0P2H4 STO I A358 IDUP2H5 MDX A356 ■·' IDUP2116 
if . IDOP 2117 
A355 LD 1 APLUS­X IDOP2118 STO I A358 ID0P2119 LP 1 ARD­X HJÜP2120 STO A357 IDOP2121 MDX A356 IUOP2122 
if _ __ I DUP 21 23 A356 LPX LI ­8192 ID0P2124 Δ410 LPD LI SPEC+8192 IDUP2125 A357 AD LI SPECl+8192 ' IÜ0P2126 STD LI SPEC + 8192 " IÜUP2127' MDX 1 2 IDÜP2128 MDX A410 IDÜP2129 
if ; I DOP2 130 
LPX LI X IÜOP2131 MPX L Λ358.1 CONVERSION OF ID ID0P2132 CALL CONIÒ IUUP2133 DC I DENI · ID0P2134 Δ358 DC AM141 IDOP2135 MPX L A358,7 ID0P2136 
if _ _ I DOP 2137 
A359 MDX 2 ­1 IUOP2138 
MPX A352 GO TO NEXT IU IÜ0P2139 
if . j DUP2 140 
Ol 
CO 
SUBROUTINE IDUP2 PAGE ·4 
007C O COFA LD A358 IUUP2141 
0070 O B165 CMP 1 AM014­X IUUP2142 
007F O 7003 MPX A425 IUUP2143 007F O 7002 MPX A425 IUÜP2144 0080 01 4C0Ü015F BSC L Δ26 ID NUT UN DISK ' IDUP2145 
Φ . I DUP 2146 
0 0 8 2 00 6 6 0 0 D F 9 A A 4 2 5 LPX L2 Y I D U P 2 1 4 7 
0 0 8 4 O C 2 2 9 LP 2 I U E N + 5 ­ Y I D 0 P 2 1 4 8 
0 0 8 5 0 B 1 6 4 CMP 1 HEXO­X I D U P 2 1 4 9 
0 0 8 6 0 7 0 0 0 MPX * I U U P 2 1 5 0 
0 0 8 7 0 7 0 0 1 MDX A 4 2 7 I U 0 P 2 1 5 1 
0 0 8 8 0 7 0 0 2 MDX A 4 2 6 I D U P 2 1 5 2 
if IDOP2153 
0089 0 1010 A427 SLA 16 GROUP NU. = 0 FUR SMALL IUUP2154 008A 0 U228 STO 2 IDEN+4­Y SPECTRA IÜÜP2155 
Φ IDÜP2156 
0 0 8 B 30 1 4 1 0 9 8 9 2 Δ 4 2 6 CALL MDISK STURE SUM UN D I S K I U U P 2 1 5 7 
0081) 0 UFBE DC IDEN I U U P 2 1 5 8 
008E 1 0 3 3 3 DC ERRSW I U U P 2 1 5 9 
0 0 8 F O DD14 DC RUF I U Ü P 2 1 6 0 
0 0 9 0 1 0 3 0 8 DC OUTPT I U Ü P 2 1 6 1 
Φ I DUP 2 1 6 2 0091 01 74000333 MPX L ERRSW,O IUUP2163 0093 0 7001 MDX A360 SPECTRUM NUT STORED IUUP2164 0094 0 7014 MDX Λ361 SPECTRUM STUREÜ IU0P2165 
* I UUP 2166 
A 3 6 0 LD 1 ERRSW­X I D 0 P 2 1 6 7 
CMP 1 F I V E ­ X I 0 Ü P 2 1 6 8 
MDX Δ 3 6 5 I D Ü P 2 1 6 9 ' 
MDX Δ 3 6 5 . I U U P 2 1 7 0 oi 
LD 1 A Ü A P R + 2 ­ X I D ALREADY USEU I U U P 2 1 7 1 *­
STO L A18 I D U P 2 1 7 2 ι 
MPX Δ 3 6 3 I U U P 2 1 7 3 
Φ I DUP 2 1 7 4 
0 0 9 0 0 C14E A 3 6 5 LD 1 A Ü A P R + 3 ­ X NU MORE STORAGE I Ü Ü P 2 1 7 5 
0 0 9 E 0 1 U 4 0 0 0 1 4 E STO L A18 I D Ü P 2 1 7 6 
OOAO 0 C 1 4 5 A 3 6 3 LP 1 A P T Y P + 2 ­ X I U 0 P 2 1 7 7 
0 0 A 1 0 1 D 4 0 0 0 1 4 3 STO L A17 I D O P 2 1 7 8 
0 0 A 3 0 1 C 4 0 0 0 3 0 F LP L Tel 12 I U 0 P 2 1 7 9 
0 0 A 5 O l U 4 0 Ü 0 4 3 3 STO L T M 3 1 1 I D Ü P 2 1 8 0 
00Λ7 0 1 4 C 0 0 0 1 3 C BSC L A 1 3 INTERRUPT E X I T I D U P 2 1 8 1 
if I D U P 2 1 8 2 
O0A9 0 C 1 6 3 A 3 6 1 LD 1 E O U A L ­ X I D O P 2 1 8 3 
ΟΟΑΛ 0 1 D 4 8 0 0 0 7 7 STO I A 3 5 8 I D U P 2 1 8 4 
OOAC 0 COCA LP Δ 3 5 8 I U 0 P 2 1 8 5 
OOAP 0 8 1 2 E A 1 UNE­X I U U P 2 1 8 6 
OOAF 0 D 0 0 3 STO A 3 6 2 I D 0 P 2 1 8 7 
•f_­—­__­—_­___­_­_­—_­_­_­_­_­_­_­_­__—___.____­___­ ———_._ __________ _________ __ Τ I)f)P "? 1 8 8 
OOAF 30 03595244 CALL CONID CONVERSION UF IU FOR SUM IUUP2189 00R1 0 DFBE DC IDEN IDOP2190 00B2 0 OOOO A362 DC *­* IDÚP2191 
if I U U P 2 1 9 2 
0 0 R 3 0 1 7 4 0 6 0 0 R 2 MDX L A 3 6 2 , 6 PREPARE RESULT MESSAGE I U 0 P 2 1 9 3 
0 0 R 5 0 COFC L P A 3 6 2 I D U P 2 1 9 4 
0 0 B 6 0 9 1 6 6 S 1 A M 1 4 ­ X I D Ü P 2 1 9 5 
0 0 R 7 0 0 1 6 6 STO 1 A M 1 4 ­ X I D U P 2 1 9 6 
Φ I Ü U P 2 1 9 7 ID0P2198 IÜUP2199 IUUP2200 IDÜP2201 
0 0 9 5 
0 0 9 6 
0 0 9 7 
0 0 9 8 
0 0 9 9 
0 0 9 Δ 
009C 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
O l 
0 
C15C 
B15D 
7 0 0 5 
7 0 0 4 
C14D 
U 4 0 0 0 1 4 E 
7 0 0 3 
OOP Η 
00Ρ.9 
OORB 
OOBC 
f ) , O l 
0 
O l 
C 1 4 F 
D 4 0 0 0 1 4 E 
C 1 4 6 
U 4 0 0 0 1 4 3 
stVi 
LP 
STO 
1 L 
1 
L 
A D A P R + 4 ­ X A 1 8 
A U T Y P + 3 ­ X 
A 1 7 
SURROUTINE IDUP2 PAGE 
OORE Ol C400030F OOCO Ol 04000438 00C2 Ol 4C 00013C 
00C4 00 66 00DF9A 00C6 30 04143244 00C8 O UF9C 0OC9 O DFBE OOCA 1 02ΒΔ 
OOCB 01 740002RA OOCP 0 7 0 0 1 OOCE 0 7002 
OOCF 01 4C00016B OODI 30 14645053 0003 O DF9E 0ÜD4 1 03EF 
00D5 30 04143244 0007 O UFB2 
0008 1 0308 0009 1 02BA 
OOPA O C131 
OOPB O B224 
OOOC 0 7000 
OOPD O 70F1 
OODE 30 04262494 OOEO 0 DFBE OOEl 
00E2 
00E3 
00E4 
OOF 5 00E7 00E8 
00 E 9 
OOEB OOEC OOEP OOEE OOEF OOFO 
OOFl 00F3 00F4 
00F5 
00F7 
1 0 0 l 
01 0 0 
01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 
1 
00 
20 
0333 DD 14 DFBE 0313 
74000333 
7001 7002 
4C00015F 
CA04 B941 7000 7002 7015 1000 
141938C0 OFFE OOFO 
6500E000 
06 4C49C0 
LO L TM12 IDUP2202 STO L TM331 IUUP2203 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IUUP2204 
Φ IUUP2205 
* IU0P2206 * IUÜP2207 * IUÜP2208 
A, %ßr .Ir .*r Ar .Ir Ar »· . Ar «■. «J. Ar A, Ar «.'« Ar Ar Ar .1, Α. 4, Ar -.'r Α. Λ. .-r Ar Ar Ar Ar . · . .>. .1» . ' . Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar -Ar Ar Ar .-r Ar .-r Ar KiflD ΟΟΛΟ 
rf rf r,. r,. r,. r,. rf r,. r,. rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf rf 3 f rf rf r,. rf - , . . , . - , - rf r,. r,. r,. rf t.. r,. rf rf rf rf r,. rf , , . rf rf r,. rf *, , r,. ï,- r,. r,. rf rf lUUK ¿/U" 
* MULTIPLICATION 0P.CODE 17 * IU0P2210 
Ar Ar Α. Λ * · . Ar O* . · , Ar %>. -Ar .1. .¡r -Ar Ar Ar .1, Ar Ar ^r .-r ^r Ar Ar -Ar .fr Ar Ar .¡r Ar Ar Ar Ar -Ar Ar .ir Ar .'r Ar Ar .1. .1, .-r -Ar Ar Ar -Ar A. Ar ·■; Ar T | \ f l D O O I 1 
rf rf if rfr,.rfrfrfrfrfrf rf rf rf rf rf rf .,. r,. r,. tf rf r,. rf rfi r¡. »,. r,. rf rf _ . rf rf tf »,. r,. rf rf »,» rf rf r,. r,. r . rf rf rf rfrfirfrf H J U T _£ 1 1 ÜPC17 LDX L2 Y IUÜP2212 CALL DECID CUNVERSIUN ÜF ID UF SPECTR IUUP2213 PC WORDS UM TU BE MULTIPLIED IUUP2214 DC IDEN IUÜP2215 DC ERIN IÜÜP2216 
Φ___ _ ; IÜÜP2217 MDX L E R I N , 0 ID0P2218 MPX A300 IUÜP2219 MPX A301 IDÜP2220 
Φ IDUP2221 
Δ300 BSC L A50 INTER. NÜ. IN ERROR IUOP2222 Δ301 CALL MREAL CONVERT MULT I PL 1ER TU IUOP2223 DC WÜRÜS+2 FLOATING PUINT NUMBER IU0P2224 DC AM102 IU0P2225 
Φ . IU0P2226 
CALL DECID CONVERSION UF ID FOR MULTI IDÜP2227 DC WORDS+22 PLIED SPECTRUM IUÜP2228 DC OUTPT IUOP2229 DC ERIN IDUP2230 
Φ IDUP2231 
LD 1 0UTPT­X INTER.NÜ OF URIGINAL AND ID0P2232 CMP 2 IUEN­Y MULTIPLIED SPECTRUM MUST I0ÜP2233 MPX « BE EQUAL IÜÜP2234 MDX A300 IDÜP2235 
* _ j D0P2236 
A304 CALL DISKM READ SPECTRUM FROM DISK IÜ0P2237 
DC IDEN IUUP2238 DC ERRSW IDÜP2239 DC BUF ID0P2240 
DC IDEN ID0P2241 
DC ZERO SPECTRUM NUT DELETED IUUP2242 
if _ I DUP 2243 
MPX L ERRSW,0 IÜUP2244 
MPX A302 SPECTRUM NUT FOUND IÛ0P2245 
MPX A303 SPECTRUM FOUND IU0P2246 
* « I OOP 2247 
A302 BSC L A26 ID NOT UN DISK IÜÜP22"48 
ID UP 2 249 
A303 LPD 2 WORpS+2­Y IÜÜP2250 DCM 1 NULL­X IÜÜP2251 MDX ­" IÜUP22 52 f'DX A305 IÜUP2253 . , K NPX A306 MU MULT I PL I CAT IUN IUÜP2254 A315 DC 4096 IUUP2255 
s¡í _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ τ n n p p p C í A A305 CALL MFLT CONVERSION ÜF SPECTRUM I 0 0 P 2 2 5 7 DC SPEC FROM BINARY TU FLOATING IUUP2258 DC A315 POINT NUMBERS IUUP2259 
Φ j u o P2P6Q 
LPX L I ­ 8 1 9 2 MULTIPLICATION UF CHANNELS IUÜP2261 
A307 L IBF FLUX IU0P2262 
Ol 
Ol 
00F8 
00F9 
OQF.A 
OOFB 
OOF C 
OOFO 
OOFE 
OOFF 
Ο Ι Ο Ι 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0107 
0108 
0109 
Ol OB 
O l OC 
Ol OP 
010E 
0 1 1 0 
O l l i 
0112 
0113 
0114 
8ίΓ76 
0118 
0119 
011A 
O H R 
011C 
8 1 rV? 
0120 
8_& 
012 4 
0126 
0128 
012Δ 
012C 
012E 
012F 
0130 
0 1 3 1 
0133 
0 1 3 4 
0136 
0 13 fi · 
013A 
0 
20 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
Ol 
30 
0 
1 
30 
0 
1 
30 
1 
0 . 
0 
30 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Ol 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ol 
0 , 
0 
o01 
Ol 
Ol 
Ol 
Ol 
30 
0 
1 
0 
Ol 
0 
01 
Ol. 
Ol 
Ol 
FFFE 
065 17A00 
DF9E 
068A35A7 
FFFE 
7102 
70F8 
65000207 
142558C0 
DFFE 
OOFO 
' 03595244 
DFBE 
03E5 
' 145A5140 
0308 
DFBE 
0004 
14109892 
D.FBE 
0333 
DD 14 
03.08 
74000333 
700 1 
7014 
C15C 
Β15 D . 
7000 
7004 
C14Ü 
D400014E 7003 
C14E 
D400014E C 14 7 
Ü4000143 
C400030F Ü4000463 4C00013C 
0 3 5 9 5 2 4 4 
DFBE 03FE 
C148 
D4000143 C150 D400014E 
C400030F D4000469 4C00013C 
013C O C 1 3 7 
SUBROUTINE I D 0 P 2 PAGE ·6 
DC . S P E C + 8 1 9 2 · I D Ü P 2 2 6 3 ' L I B F FMPY ID0P2264 DC WORDS+2 M U L T I P L I E R IDUP2265 LIBF FSTOX IÜ0P2266 DC S P E C + 8 1 9 2 ' IDUP2267 , MPX 1 2 — · IDUP2268 MPX A30 7 IDÜP2269 LPX L I X IÜÜP2270 
if : : ___. IDUP22 7 I 
CALL MINT CONVERSION OF SPECTRUM ID0P2272 DC SPEC FROM F L O A T I N G POINT TO ID0P2273 • DC Δ 3 1 5 ' B INARY NUMBERS I D U P 2 2 7 4 
«— - '■ ­ ­ — ­ ­ ­ _ ­ ­ —■-■ IUÜP2275 Δ306 CALL CONID CONVERSION ÜF URIGINAL IP ID0P2276 'DC " " "IPEN. TO CARD CUOE ID0P2277 DC AMlOl IDÜP2278 « < ■ ; ID0P2279 CALL MOVE NEW ID INTO IDEN IÜ0P2280 DC " OUTPT IDÜP2281 DC IDEN IDÛP2282 DC 4 I0ÜP2283 
if IDOP 2 2 8 4 
CALL MDISK STORE MULTIPLIED SPECTRUM IU0P2285 DC IPEN ON PISK ID0P2286 DC . E sSW '' IÜ0P22 8 7 • DC " BUF IUUP2288 DC OUTPT IDÜP2289 « — —■ ; IDOP 2290 MDX L ERRSW,O IÜOP2291 MDX A308 IDOP2292 MDX . Δ311 NO ERRORS IDOP2293. « I DOP 2294 A308 LP 1 ERRSW­X ID0P2295 CMP 1 FIVE­X IÜÜP2296 MPX ■* IÜÜP22 97 MPX ' ' A309 NO STORAGE ID0P2298 LP 1 ADAPR+2­X MESSAGE «SAME ID ALREADY ID0P2299 STO L A18 USED* ' IDOP2300 
' MPX A310 . IDOP2301 
*___. :_.. _ _____ IDOP 2302 
A309 LP 1 ADAPR+3­X MESSAGE *NU MURE STORAGE* IU0P2303 STO L A18 IDÜP2304 A310 LP 1 ADTYP+4­X IU0P2305 STO L A17 IÜ0P2306 "LP L TM12 ID0P2307 STO L TM271 ID0P2308 BSC L Λ13 INTER. EXIT IÜÜP2309 
if _ — _ _ „ , _ I DOP 2310 
A311 CALL CONID CONVERSION UF NEW ID TO IÜÜP2311 DC IDEN CARD CODE IDÜP2312· DC AM103 ID0P2313 
Φ . .__ I DOP 2314 
LP 1 APTYP+5­X IDUP2315' STO L Δ17 IDÜP2316 LP 1 APAPR+5­X IU0P2317 . STO. L A1.8 IDÜP2318 LP L TM12 ­·· . · ID0P2319 STO L TM291 IDOP2320 BSC L Al 3' NORMAL EXIT IÜÜP2321 
* _ : IDÜP2322 
A13; LP 1 B l ­ X PREPARE COMMAND *PRII\IT IDOP2323 
Ol 
en 
ι . ' SUBROUTINE ID0P2 PAGE 7 
0130 0 81E4 A l BITNO­X ALPHAMERIC* IU0P2324 
013E 0 D123 STO 1 AREA3+2­X IDUP2325 
if __ . . IDÜP2326 
013F 01 4400029Δ BSI L A600 COMMAND «PRINT ALPHAMERIC« ID0P2327 
Φ__ : ■__ : ID0P232 8 
0141 20 23A17155 LIBF TYPEN TYPEWRITER ERROR MESSAGE ID0P2329 0Ü42 0 2001 DC /2001 ID0P2330­0143 0 OOOO A17 DC «­« ID0P2331 0144 0 OOOO . DC O ID0P2332 
Φ ___ _ ___■ _ IDOP2333 
0145 30 23243595 CALL TICON IÜÜP2334 
0147 1 0480 DC TM102 IUÜP2335 
Φ . IDÜP2336 
0148 20 23A17155 L IBF TYPEN ID0P2337 0149 0 2001 DC / 2 0 0 1 IÜ0P2338 014Δ I 047Ü DC . TM100­1 ID0P2339 
Ö14R 0 OOOO DC O ID0P2340 
Φ _ ID0P2341 Q14C 20 04Ó565C0 LIBF DAOP INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGE IÜ0P2342 0140 0 1310 DC 71310 SINGLE ADDR.,EXTER.SYNCH. ID0P2343 014E 0 OOOO A18 DC «­* IÛ0P2344 
014F 0 OOOO DC 0 ­ IU0P2345 
ir. _ . IDÜP2346 
0150 30 19162163 CALL RESET ID0P2347 0152 1 030F DC TM12 IDÜP2348 0153 1 0154 ­ DC A273 GO TO A273 ID0P2349 
Φ___ : _ . _ ID0P235 0 
0 1 5 4 0 C139 Δ273 LD 1 B15­X PREPARE COMMAND «END ­OF IUUP2351 0155 0 81E4 A l BITNO­X INTERRUPT« ID0P2352 ι 0156 0 D123 STO 1 AREA3 + 2­X ID0P2353 o, 
Φ _ ID0P2354 ­J 
0157 01 4400029Α BSI 'L Α600 COMMAND «END OF INTERRUPT* IÜOP2355 , 
if, . _ . . , ID0P2356 
0 1 5 9 20 040565C0 L IBF DAOP ; . · IÜ0P2357 015A 0 1000 DC / 1 0 0 0 IÜOP2358 015R 1 0302 DC' RESET ID0P2359 015C 0 OOOO DC O IÜÜP2360 
*___. . . I DOP 2361 
015D 30 09563167 CALL INTEX ID0P2362 
# _ — ID0P2363 
Q15F 0 C143 A26 LD 1 ADTYP­X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE * I D ID0P2364 0 1 6 0 01 040C0143 STO L A17 NOT ON D I S K * ID0P2365 0162 0 C14R LP 1 ADAPR­X ID0P2366 0163 Ol Ü400014E STO L A18 ID0P2367 
Φ ID0P2368 
0165 01 C400030F LD L TM12 ID0P2369 
0167 01 D4000447 STO L TM51 . . ID0P2370 
0 Γ 6 9 01 4C00013C BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT ID0P2371 
Φ ; IDÜP2372 
016B 0 C144 A50 LP 1 ADTYP+1­X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE IÜ0P2373 016C Ol Ü4000143 STO L A17 «­CHECK INTER. N O . * ID0P2374 016E 0 C14C LP 1 AüAPR+1­X ID0P2375 016F 01 D400014E STO L A18 IÜ0P2376 
Φ . IDOP2377 
0171 Ol C400030F LD L TM12 IÜÜP2378 0173 01 D4000453 STO L TM91 ID0P2379 0175 Ol 4C00013C BSC L Δ13 INTERRUPT EXIT IDÜP2_380 
Φ . . . IDOP 23 81 
* ID0P2382 * ID0P2383 «   84 
SUBROUTINE ID0P2 PAGE ­8 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * IDUP2385 
* ID TABLE UP.CUDE 15 * IUUP2386 
* * Φ * * * * * * * * * * Φ Φ * * Φ Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * φ φ φ * φ φ φ φ φ * * * ι DO Ρ 2 3 8 7 
0177 30 04143244 0PC15 CALL PECIO ID TABLE IDÜP2388 
0179 0 DF9C PC WORDS CONVERSION UF ANALYSER IP IUUP2389 
017A 0 DFBE PC. IPEN TO 5 BINARY WORDS IDUP2390 
017B 1 02BA PC ERIN IDUP2391 
if I DUP 2 392 MPX L ER ΙΝ,Ο I DUP2393 ""OX A62 IUUP2394 MPX Δ63 IUUP2395 * ■ ■ I DOP 2 396 Λ62 BSC L A50 ERROR EXIT IDÜP2397 
* I DUP 2398 
A63 LPX LI X IUUP2399 LPX L2 Y IU0P2400 * — ID0P2401 LP 2 IREN­Y GROUP NU. FUR MESSAGE IUUP24C2 LIBF BINDC *ID TABLE GR.XX* IDÛP2403 DC UPTPT IUUP2404 LPR 1 ÜUTPT+4­X IUUP2405 STO L MESH IUÜP2406 SLT 16 IUUP2407 STO L MES11+1 IU0P2408 
Φ j D0P2409 
LP A66 RPEPARE ADDR. FOR STORAGE IDUP2410 
A 1 TH992­X UF CARU CODE ID IN SPEC+ IDUP2411 
STO L Λ69 1000 ID0P2412 
if ! D0P2413 
LO 1 FILE1+1­X IDÜP2414 STO 2 SPEC­l­Y IUÜP2415 » LT 1 ì­'C320­X IUÜP2416 STO 2 SPEC­2­Y IUÜP2417 BSI L Δ60 SPTBL IUÜP2418 
Φ . IDÜP2419 
LP 1 FILE2+1­X IUÜP2420 STO 2 SPEC­l­Y IDÜP2421 BSI L A60 SPT3L IDÜP2422 
if j D0P242 3 
MPX L Δ69,7 IDOP 2424 
LP 1 LIFE­X I00P2425 
STO Ι Δ69 IÜÜP2426 MPX L A6 9,l IDÜP242 7 LP L A69 IÜUP2428 STO A70 IÜ0P2429 * ' I DOP2430 01A7 30 145Δ5140 CALL MOVE IDUP2431 01Δ9 1 02U7 DC MES2 IDUP2432 01ΛΑ 0 OOOO A70 PC *­* IÜÜP2433 01ΔΒ 0 OOOF DC 15 IUÜP2434 * IU0P2435 01AC 01 74030252 MPX L A69,3 IDÜP2436 01AE 01 C4000252 LP L A69 IUUP2437 OIRO 0 DIEE STO 1 CUMP­X IUUP2438 
if j DÜP2439 
LP 1 FILE3+1­X IDÜP2440 STO 2 SPEC­l­Y IDUP2441 LP 1 TWELF­X IDUP2442 STO L Λ69+1 IUUP2443 SLA 1ft IDUP2444 TO COUNT U 5
017C 017E 017F 
0180 
0182 0184 
0186 0187 0188 0189 018Δ 018C 0180 
018F 0190 0191 
0193 0194 0195 0196 0197 
0199 019A 019R 
019P 019F 01Λ0 01Δ2 01Δ4 01Δ6 
01 0 0 
01 
01 
00 
0 20 1 0 01 0 01 
0 0 01 
0 0 0 0 0 ] 
0 0 01 
01 0 01 
01 
01 0 
740002ΒΛ 
70Ü1 
7002 
4C000 16 Β 
650002P7 
6600UF9A 
C224 
02255103 0308 
C935 D4000 2P4 1090 D40002P5 
C07C 81EP D4000252 
C IE 6 D263 C1EB D262 440001F4 
C1E8 Ü263 440001F4 
74070252 C1EC D4800252 
74Ό1025 2 
C4Ú002 52 
D003 
Oi 
01B1 
01R2 
R3 
B4 
01B6 
01B7 
0 
0 
 
 
 
0 
C1EA 
Ü263 
C13F 
U 3 
1010 
D056 
SUBROUTINE IDOP2 PAGE 
01R8 Ol 7401020F 
OIRÁ OI 74010232 
OIRC Ol 440001F4 
MPX 
MPX 
BSI 
L 
L 
L 
A6R,1 
AI 12,1 
A60 SPTB1 
01BE 
0 1 C 0 
0 1 C 1 
0 1 C 2 
01C3 
01C4 
0 1 C 6 
01C7 0 1 C 9 01CR 
OICC 
01CD 
01CÉ 
0 1 P 0 
01D2 
0 1 P 3 
0 1 0 4 
0 1 D 5 
0 1 D 6 
01D7 
0 1 D 8 
0 1 0 9 
01ΡΔ 
0 IRC 
01PP 
O I R E 
0 1RF 
0 1 E 0 
0 1 E 2 
01E3 
01E5 
0 1 E 7 
0 1 E 9 
0 1 E B 
OlEC 
0 1 EP 
01EE 
0 1 F F 
0 1 F 0 
0 1 F 1 
0 1 F 2 
0 1 F 4 
0 1 F 5 
0 1 F 6 
0 1 F 7 
0 1 F 8 
0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 1 
0 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 
0 
0 1 
3 0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 1 
0 
01 
0 1 
0 1 
00 
2 0 
1 
2 0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 1 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
C 4 0 0 0 2 5 2 
B1EE 
7 0 0 2 
7 0 0 0 
7 0 0 3 
7 4 0 C 0 2 5 2 
7 0 0 F 
7 4 F D 0 2 5 2 ¿ 4 0 0 0 2 5 2 B 0 4 1 
7 0 0 0 
7 0 0 8 
7 4 1 E 0 2 C 6 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
0 2 E 6 
E3E6 
OOOE 
7 0 0 4 
C07B 
9 0 3 4 
9 1 E 2 
D I E F 
1 4 5 A 5 1 4 0 
0 2 C 6 
E3D5 
O O H 
C 1 4 9 
0 4 0 0 0 1 4 3 
C 1 5 1 
Ü 4 0 0 0 1 4 E 
C 4 0 0 0 3 0 F 
U 4 0 0 0 4 74 
C400DFRE 
0 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 
0 3 0 8 
0 8 5 9 3 5 P 9 
OOOO 
0 3 0 C 
0 4 7 2 
0 0 0 2 
4 C 0 0 0 1 3 C 
OOOO 
0 4 2 6 2 4 9 5 
1 0 0 0 
UFFC 
OOOO 
' 
A 7 1 
A72 
A H O 
, 
A l l i 
Ar 
, 
, 
A 6 0 
LP 
CMP 
MPX 
MPX 
MPX 
MPX 
MPX 
MPX 
LD CM Ρ 
MDX 
MP X 
MPX 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
DC 
MDX 
LP 
S 
S 
STO 
CALL 
PC 
PC 
.OC 
LP 
STO 
LR 
STO 
LP 
STO 
LR 
L I RF 
DC L I R F 
DC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
BSC 
DC 
L I B F 
DC 
DC 
DC 
L 
1 
L 
I 
L 
L 
1 
1 
1 
L 
1 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
A 6 9 
COMP­X 
Δ 7 1 
'fi A 7 2 
A 6 9 , 1 2 
Α Π Ο 
A 6 9 , ­ 3 
Λ69 A 6 6 + 1 
* Α Π Ο 
M E S I , 3 0 
MOVE 
MES3 
S P E C + 1 0 0 0 
14 
A H I 
Δ69 
A 6 6 
T H 9 8 4 ­ X 
M E S 1 ­ X 
MOVE 
MESI 
S P E C + 9 8 3 17 
A D T Y P + 6 ­ X 
Δ 1 7 
A U A P R + 6 ­ X 
A 1 8 
TM12 
TM132 
I D E N 
B INDC 
OUTPT 
HOLPR 
/OOOO 
UUTPT+4 
T M 1 3 1 
2 
A13 
* — * 
D I S K N 
/ 1 0 0 0 
S P E C ­ 2 
0 
CONTINUE 
END OF MESSAGE PREPARATION 
FOR ANALYSER 
PREPARE INTERRUPT E X I T 
PREPARE GRÜUP NO.AND B I T N O 
FÜR TYPEWRITER MESSAGE 
INTERRUPT E X I T 
READ TABLE 
01F9 20 04262495 
01FA 0 0100 A61 LIBF DC . DISKN /0100 TEST IF TABLE IS READ 
IDÜP2446 
IDÜP2447 
IDÜP2448 
ID0P2449 
IÜUP2450 
IUUP2451 
IUUP2452 
ID0P2453 
IÜÜP2454 
IUÜP2455 
IUÜP2456 
IDÜP2457 
IÜ0P2458 
IÜÜP2459 
IÜUP2460 
IUÜP2461 
IÜUP2462 
ID0P2463 
IU0P2464 
IÜUP2465 
IDUP2466 
IUÜP2467 
IDUP2468 
IUUP2469 
IÜÜP2470 
IUÜP2471 
IDUP2472 
ID0P2473 
IUÜP2474 
ID0P2475 
IUUP2476 
IUÜP2477 
IÜÜP2478 
I0ÜP2479 
ID0P2480 
ID0P2481 
IU0P2482 
IUUP2483 
IUÜP2484 
IU0P2485 
IDÜP2486 
IUÜP2487 
IDÜP2488 
ID0P2489 
IÜ0P2490 
IU0P2491 
IDÜP2492 
IUÜP2493 
IDÜP2494 
IDUP2495 
IÜÜP2496 
IÜUP2497 
ID0P2498 
IDÜP2499 
IUUP2500 
IUÜP2501 
I DO P2 5 02 
IÜÜP2503 
I DUP2504 
IUOP2505 
IUÜP2506 
Ol 
to 
SURROUTINE I P U P 2 PAGE 1­0 
OlFB 
OlFC 
0 1F0 
01FF 0201 
020? 
0203 
02 04 
0205 
0206 
0207 
02 08 
020Δ 
02 OC 
020P 
020E 020F 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0215 
0217 
0218 
0219 021Δ 021R 
021C 
02 IP 
021E 
021F 
02 2 0 
0221 
0222 
022 3 
0224 
0226 
02 2 7 
0228 
0229 
022Δ 
022B 
022 C 
022P 
022E 
0230 
02 31 
0232 
0233 
0235 
0236 
0237 
02 3 8 
0239 023Δ 
0 
0 
00 
00 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ol 
Ol 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ò 0 
30 
0 
0 
0 
Ol 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
PF F C 
70F C 
6500FE CO 
C500E13E 
180C 
B224 
7 00 0 
7001 
700R 
71Û2 
70F7 
65000207 
4C8001F4 
OFFE 
Ë3E6 
OOOO OOOO 
OOOA 
C224 
U234 
CP00E13E 
BD00E13C 
70Ü2 
7001 
70EC 188C 1010 
1084 
D235 
1010 
1084 
D236 
1010 
1088 
D237 
CP00E13E 
1084 
1010 
108 4 
D238 
1084 
1010 
1084 
P239 
03595271 
DFCE 
PR 14 
OOOO 
7401020E 
C0U8 
BOP 9 
7001 
7 00 E 
1010 
0003 
ASI 
Δ8 0 
Δ66 
COUNT 
A6 8 
END 
Δ65 
Al 12 
' 
PC 
MPX 
LPX 
LO SPA 
CM Ρ 
MUX 
MP X 
MDX 
MPX 
i­inx 
LPX 
BSC 
PC 
PC 
DC PC 
DC 
LP 
STO 
LRR 
DC M 
MDX 
MPX 
MPX SRT SLA 
SLT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STÜ 
L Ρ Ρ 
SLT 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
SLT 
SLA 
SLT 
S TCI 
CALL 
DC" 
DC 
PC 
MPX 
LP 
CMP 
MDX 
Μ Ρ Χ 
SLA 
STO 
LI 
LI 
? 
1 
LI 
I 
? 
? 
LI 
LI 
2 
2 
? 
LI 
? 
? 
L 
SPEC­2 
Ã61 
­320 
SPEC+320 12 
IPEN­'Y 
A 80 
A65 
2 
A81 
X 
A 60 
SPEC 
SP EC + 1000 
0 0 
io 
I PEN­Y 
SCAL­Y 
S ':C + 320 
SPEC+318 
* + 2 
* + l 
A 80 12 16 
4 
SCAL+l­Y 
16 
L· SCAL+2­Y 
16 
8 
SCAL+3­Y 
SPEC+320 
4 
16 
4 
SCAL+4­Y 
4 
16 
4 
SCA.L + 5­Y 
CONI 1 
S CAL 
BOF 
0 
COUNT,1 
COUNT 
ENI) 
*+l 
Δ 1 01 
16 
COUNT 
Ir TER. NU. AGREES WITH II) 
COUNTER FUR LINE FEED INDICATOR!1 FOK SPTK1,UTHE 
WISE ■)) 
EXPAND PACKED IU 
INTE«. i\'U 
IS T. E X PER. iNLl. 
2NP.EXPER. Ml. 
SERIAL hiUriBER 
GROUP NU.4K UK 1.BLOCK 
NO.OF BLOCKS 
CONVERSION OF EXPANDED ID 
TO CARD CODE IN RUF 
IMU LINE FEEL) 
LINE FEED 
[UUP2 50 7 
IUUP2508 
I DUP2509' 
I PUP 2510 
IUUP2511 IDÜP2512 
IDUP2513 
IDUP2514 
IUUP2515 
Ii)MP?5 16 H).IP'S17 
IDUP2518 
IUUP2519 
I UUP 25 2;J I DUP? 52 1 
IDUP2 5 22 
I UUP2523 
IDUP2524 IDUP2525 RIUUP2526 I OOP?527 
IDUP2528 
1DUP2529 
I DUP 2530 IDÜP2531 
I DUP 2532 
I DU Ρ?533 
I0UP2534 
IUUP2535 IDUP2536 IUUP2537 
IPUP2538 
LUUP2539 
I DUP 2540 
IUUP2 541' 
IPUP2542 
IUUP2543 
IPUP2544 
IDUP?545 
IUUP2546 
IUUP2547 
I UUP 2548 
IDUP2549 
IDUP2550 
IPUP2551 
IDUP2552 
IDUP2553 
I PUP 2554 IDUP2555 IDUP2556 
IUUP2 557 
IDUP2558 
IUUP2559 
IUUP2560 
IUUP2561 
IDUP2562 
IUUP2563 IPÜP2564 
IDUP2565 
IDUP2566 
IDUP2567 
o 
SUBROUTINE IPOP2 PAGE 11 
02 3R 02 3R 023E 0 2 4 0 0242 
01 0 01 0 0 0 
0 2 4 3 0 1 0 2 4 5 0 0 
0 2 4 7 01 0 2 4 9 0 024A Ol 024C 0 0 2 4 Ρ Ol 
0 2 4 F 3 0 0 2 5 1 O 02 5 2 O 
0 2 5 3 O 0 2 5 4 01 
7400020 F 
700 5 C40002C3 U400DD1R 7004 
C 4 0 0 0 2 C 3 D400DD1F 
7400020F 
7003 74080252 7002 
740C0252 
145A5 140 
DD14 OOOO 0 0 0 8 4 C 0 0 0 2 0 6 
0256 0258 025Δ 025R 025C 
025P 025E 025F 
0260 0261 
0263 0265 0266 
02 6 7 
0268 
0269 
02 6R 
026C 
026E 
0270 0?71 02 73 0274 02 75 02 76 
02 7 7 
0278 
00 30 1 0 0 
2 0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
30 
0 
1 
0 
1 
01 
0 
01 
01 
0 
30 0 0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
66000F9A 
145A514Q 
0 2Δ5 
DFBE 
0007 
024C1552 
DFCE 
2030 
C0F5 
P400E022 
14109892 
PFBE 
03 33 
UP 14 
0308 
74 000 33 3 
7012 
74010308 
7401030A 
6202 
225E2643 
PFBE 
PP14 
0 30 5 
02AC 
0 33 3 
0305 
0 2 7 9 O C 1 3 0 
MPX L A 6 8 , 0 IPUP2568 MPX Δ102 , IDUP2569 LR L L IFE IUUP2570 STO L BUF+7 IÜUP2571 MPX Δ101 IPUP2572 
Φ I DDP 2573 
Δ102 LP L L IFE IDUP2574 
STO L BUF+11 IDUP2575 
Φ ιDUP2576 
AlOl MPX L A68,0 IUUP2577 
MDX Δ103 SMALL SPECTRUM IPUP2578 
MPX L A69,8 4K SPECTRUM IU0P2579 
MRX A104 IU0P2580 
A103 MUX L A69,12 IDOP2581 
Φ ID0P2 582 
A104 CALL MOVE STORE CARD CODE ID INTO IDOP2583 
UC BUF SPEC+1000 IUUP2584 
Δ69 DC *­« IDUP2585 
DC 8 = 1 2 FUR SPTBl IDUP2586 
BSC L Δ80 GO TO NEXT ID IN TABLE I UUP 2587 
Φ IUUP2588 
* I DUP 2589 
* IUUP2590 
* ^ I UUP 2591 
? ', '.'. ', ', M FSS AGE J M S ' K ' R O O I V ' ' ' " Õ P I Ç Ú Õ È ' 18 ' ' ' ' ' ' * ID OP 2 5 93 
0PC18 L R X ' ' L 2 Y M Ë S S A G É ' Â B U U T AVAILABLE' IUUP2595 CALL MOVE DISK ROOM IDUP2596 DC ORIGI · IDOP2597 
DC IDEN IDUP2598 
DC 7 IDUP2599 
Φ I PUP2600 
LIBF RLANK IU0P2601 
PC SCAL IDUP2602 
DC 8 240 IDOP2603 
* I DOP2604 
L n 0PC18 CREATE 1 OVERFLOW CHANNEL IP0P2605 
STO L IDEN+100 IDUP26Ü6 
* I DOP 26 07 
CALL MDISK STORE SCRATCH SPECTRUM OM IUUP2608 
DC IDEN DISK IDUP2609 
DC ERRSW IUUP261U 
DC BUF IDUP2611 
DC OüTPT IUÜP2612 
* ,_ I DOP 26 13 
MDX L ERRSW ID0P2614 
MPX A560 I PUP?615 
MRX L UUTPT,1 IDIJP2616 
MPX L ÜUTPT+2,1 IDUP2617 
* IDÜP2618 
LPX 2 2 I OOP 26 19 
A552 CALL SPSRC DELETE SCRATCH SPECTRUM IDUP262 0 DC IPEN I DUP 2621 PC BUF IUUP2622 A551 PC UNE IDUP2623 
DC NRENT IDUP2624 
DC ERRSW IDUP2625 
DC ONE IDUP2626 
* I DUP 2627 
LP 1 AR3­X IU0P262 8 
ι 
CD 
SUBROUTINE I DOΡ2 PAGE 1­2 
027Λ 
027R 
027C 
027R 
027E 02 7F 
028 0 0282 
0283 
0284 
0285 
0287 
0288 
0289 
028A 
028C 
0280 
028E 
028F 
0290 0292 
0293 
0295 
0296 
0298 
029Δ 029R 
029C 
029R 
029F 
029F 
02A0 02 A 1 
02A2 
02Δ3 
02A5 02Δ6 02A7 02A8 
02A9 02ΛΑ 02AB 
02AC 02R8 
02R9 
02RA 02RR 02RC 
02RF 02RE 02C1 
02C0 
02C3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
30 1 1 
0 
3 0 
1 1 
0 
30 1 1 0 
0 01 
0 01 
0 
01 01 
0 20 0 1 
0 
20 
0 1 0 01 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 31 
31 
31 
POFA 
72FF 
70F4 
7002 
1010 1)131 
02243040 0308 
0407 
000 3 
02243040 
0309 
0410 
0003 
02243040 
030Δ 
041C 
0003 
C14A 
P4000143 C152 
P400014E 
C138 
D400047C 
4C00013C 
OOOO 040565CO 
1000 
0302 
OOOO 
040565 CO 
1000 
02F8 
OOOO 4C8 00 2 9A 
000 F 
0009 
000 9 
0063 
0 0 0 1 0010 0 0 0 1 
OOOC FFFF 
031)8 
OOOO OOOO 
225E3093 
225E3CP3 
225E30R1 
Δ560 
Δ550 
... 
| 
A600 
, 
if if if if if. 
OR IG I 
NRENT 
TH984 
ERIN 
BITNO 
F I L E I 
F I L E 2 
F I L E 3 
STO 
MPX 
MDX 
MPX 
SLA STO 
CALL 
PC 
PC 
PC 
CALL 
PC 
PC 
PC 
CALL 
PC PC PC 
LP STO LP STO 
LD S TU 
BSC 
PC LIBF 
PC 
PC DC 
LIBF 
DC 
DC 
DC BSC \:ifif if.fi, 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC D C BSS 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC Ρ SA 
ORG 
PSA 
ORG DSA 
ORG 
A551 
2 ­1 
Λ552 
A550 
16 1 ÜUTPT­X 
RICA OUTPT 
AM21 
3 
RICA 
OUTPT+1 
A M 2 2 
3 
BICA OUTPT+2 AM2 3 3 
1 A0TYP+7­X 
L A17 1 ADAPR+7­X 
L Δ18 
1 TM12­X 
L TM71 
L A13 
if — if 
DAOP / 1 0 0 0 RESET 
0 
DAOP 
/1000 
AREA3 
0 I A600 
'lo' 
9 
9 
99 
1 
Ì6 
12 
­ 1 
984 if— φ 
SPTBL 
F I L E 1 + 2 SPT3L F I L E 2 + 2 
SPTB1 
F I L E 3 + 2 
INT . EXIT 
COMMAND RESET 
INTER E ACE CO IM Μ A NO 
**** ;',: i'.z :|: ;¡: s¡! ;¡Í ;¡; :¡c ;¡; ;¡: 2¡Í ;¡;;¡; ;¡: ;¡; # j¡; ;¡; j¡; ; 
INTERRUPT NU. 
4K­
4K­
■SPECTRA, 1.TABLE 
SPECTRA, 2.TABLE 
SMALL SPECTRA 
IUUP2629 
IDUP2630 
IDUP2631 
IDUP2632 
IÜUP2634 IDUP2635 
IDUP2637 IUÜP2638 
IDUP2639 
IDUP2640 
IUUP2642 
IUUP2643 
IDUP2644 
IDUP2645 
IUUP2647 
IUUP2648 
IUUP2649 
IUUP2650 
IUUP2652 
IUUP2653 IUÛP2654 
IDUP2655 
IUUP2656 
IUUP2657 
ID0P2658 
ID0P2660 ID0P2661 
ID0P2662 
ID0P2663 
IDUP2664 
ID0P2666 
IDÜP2667 
IDÜP2668 
ID0P2669 
ID0P2670 
**** IDUP2671 
IDOP2672 IDÜP2673 IDUP2674 
IÜÜP2675 
ID0P2676 
ÎD0P2677 IU0P2678 
IÜ0P2679 
ID0P2680 
IÜÜP2681 IDÜP2682 
IUUP2683 IUUP2684 
IDUP26S5 IUUP2686 
IÜÜP26 8 7 
IDÜP2688 
IDÜP2689 
CTS co 
02 C 2 
02 C 3 
02C4 
02C5 
02 C 6 
02C7 
02 C 8 
02C9 02CA 
02CB 
02CC 
02CQ 02CE 02CF 
02D0 02D1 02D2 02D3 02 D4 02D5 02D6 
02D7 02D8 02 D9 02DA 02 PB 02 DC 02 PP 02PE 02 DF 02E0 02E1 02E2 02E3 02 E4 02E5 
02E6 
02E7 02E8 02E9 02ΕΛ 02EB 02EC 02ER 02EE 02EF 02FO 02F1 02F2 02F3 
02F4 02F5 02F6 02 F 7 
02F8 
02F9 02FA 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0140 0300 03E0 
oooo 
oooo 007B 8010 8200 OOOO 2400 9000 88 00 4400 8100 OOOO 8040 4010 8420 OOOO OOOO 0300 
2800 4200 9000 44 00 4400 OOOO 2800 4040 8100 8400 2400 4010 9000 OOOO 0300 
4100 
4080 OOOO 8010 8200 OOOO 4080 4100 OOOO 8200 8010 2800 4800 0300 
0002 007B OOOO 4200 0002 
007C OOOO 
WC320 LIFE TH992 COMP 
MESI 
MESH 
MES2 
MES3 
AREA2 
B8 AREA3 
SUBROUTINE ID0P2 
DC 
DC DC DC 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC PC DC PC DC DC DC DC DC PC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
DC 
DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC DC 
DC DC 
320 
/0300 992 
•V-» 'fi 
Ar _ Ar 
12 3 
/8010 
/8200 
/OOOO 
/2400 
/9000 
/8800 /4400 /8100 
/OOOO 
/8040 
/4010 
/8420 
Ί: —-V 
ri — S'S 
/0300 
/2800 /4200 /9000 /4400 /4400 /OOOO /2800 /4040 /8100 /84 00 /2400 /4010 /9000 /OOOO /0300 
/4100 
/4080 /OOOO /8010 /8200 /OOOO /4080 /4100 /OOOO /8200 /8010 /2800 /4800 /0300 
2 123 0 /4200 2 
124 
«-■f 
LINE 
I D 
Τ A Β L E 
G R • 
LINE 
S M A L L 
S Ρ E C Τ R A 
LINE 
Ν 
0 
I D 
ϋ Ν 
U Ι S 
κ LINE 
READ AREA 
FEED 
FEED 
FEED 
FEED 
WORDS ON DC FOR INTERFACE 
COMMAND 
PAGE 13 
IDÜP2690 
IUÜP2691 I00P2692 IDÜP2693 
IÜ0P2695 
IDÜP2696 IUUP2697 IÜÜP2698 IÜÜP2699 IÜUP2700 IUUP2701 IÜUP2702 ID0P2703 IUÛP2704 IDOP2705 IU0P2706 IU0P2707 IIJUP2708 IUUP2709 IDÜP2710 IUUP2711 
IÜ0P2713 IÜUP2714 ID0P2715 IDÜP2716 IUÜP2717 IU0P2718 ID0P2719 IDÜP2720 ID0P2721 IDUP2722 IU0P2723 IU0P2724 IDÜP2725 IUUP2726 ID0P2727 
IDÜP2729 
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0 0 5 F 
0 0 5 F 
0 0 6 0 
0 0 6 1 
0 
01 
0 
0 1 
0 
01 
0 1 
30 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
01 
0 
0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 
Q 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C l EO 
0 4 0 0 0 2 5 F 
C1ËA 
U 4 U 0 0 2 5 4 
C1D9 
D 4 0 0 0 4 0 3 
4 C 0 0 0 2 4 E 
0 4 2 6 2 4 9 4 
DFBE 0 2 B 0 DD 1 4 DFBE 0 2 B 3 
7 4 0 0 0 2 RO 
7 0 0 1 . 
7 0 0 2 
4 C 0 0 0 1 R 8 
7 4 0 0 0 2 R 4 
7 0 0 1 
7 0 2 6 
7 4 F E P F R 3 70 ΟΔ 
C U F 
D 00 9 
C O l i ) 
D 0 1 2 
COIC 
ÜOOC 
C 1 2 6 
D015 
C 1 0 8 
D 0 1 4 
0 06 2 0 0 660 00400 0064 00 65Ü0DFFE 0066 00 6700PFFE 
0 0 6 8 
0 0 6 9 
0 0 6 A 
0 0 6 B 
0 0 6 C 
0 0 6 0 
006 E 
0 0 6 F 
0 0 7 0 
0 0 7 1 
0 0 7 2 
0 0 7 4 
0 0 7 5 
0 0 7 6 
0 0 7 7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
2 0 
0 
0 
0 
C 9 0 0 
8 9 0 2 
7 0 0 0 
8 9 0 4 
8 9 0 6 
ÜROO 
7 1 0 8 
7 3 0 2 
7 2 F F 
7 0 F 6 
6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
0 2 4 C 1 5 5 2 
E7FE 
18G0 
7 0 3 4 
0078 7104 
Δ703 LP 1 ARAPR+6­X MESSAGE «CHECK PRESET* IDUP3076 
STO L A18 IÜ0P3077 A706 LD 1 ADTYP+6­X ID0P3078 STO L A17 . IUUP3079 LP 1 TM12­X IUUP3080 STO L TM131 IÜÜP3081 BSC L A13 IDOP3082 
if— IDUP3083 
Δ705 CALL UISKM READ SPECTRUM FROM DISK IDÜP3084 DC IDEN IDÜP3085 DC ERIN IU0P3086 DC BUF IUUP3087 DC IDEN IDUP3088 DC ZERÜ SPECTRUM SAVED IUUP3089 
if IUUP3090 
MPX L ER IN,0 IUUP3091 wPX Δ707 SPECTRUM NUT FUUNR. ID0P3092 MPX A708 SPECTRUi·, FUUNP IUUP3093 
if _ _ IUUP3 094 
A7Û7 BSC L A604 IDUP3095 
Φ ; IUUP3096 
A7 08 MRX L INP2,0 I UUP3097 MDX Δ710 CUMPRESSIUN IUÜP3098 MUX A720 EXTENSIUN IUUP3099 
if _ IUUP3100 
A710 MPX I wORPS+23,­2 IUOP3101 
MDX A712 FACTOR = 4 IDUP3102 
* I OOP 3 1 0 3 
Δ711 LP 1 C2048­X MODIFY PROGRAM FOR IÜ0P3104 STO A712+1 FACTOR = 2 IDOP3105 LP MDX ' ID0P3106 STO A713 IDOP3107 LR MDXX IÜÜP3108 STO A715 ID0P3109 LP 1 BSPEC­X ID0P3110 STO A735 ID0P3111 LP 1 C4096­X IDUP3112 STO A736 I D 0 P 3 H 3 
if . — _ j D 0 P 3 1 1 4 
Δ712 LPX L2 1024 I0ÜP3115 LPX L I SPEC IÜ0P3116 LPX L3 SPEC I P Ü P 3 H 7 
if I U O P 3 H 8 
A7 16 LRR 1 0 I UUP 3119 AP 1 2 ID0P3120 A7 15 MPX * IDOP3121 AP 1 4 IU0P3122 AP 1 6 ID0P3123 A714 STR 3 O IDÜP3124 
* _ I DUP3125 Δ713 MDX 1 8 IDUP3126 MPX 3 2 IÜÜP3127 MPX 2 ­1 IUUP3128 MPX A716 IUUP3129 LPX 13 103 IUUP3130 LIBF BLANK IÜUP3131 Δ735 DC SPEC+204S IÜUP3132 A736 DC 6144 IDÜP3133 MPX A750 STURE MUUIFIEU SPECTRUM I0UP3134 
if I UUP 3135 
MDX MRX 1 4 IU0P3136 
o 
SUBROUTINE IDUP3 PAGE 4 
MDXX MDX *+2 IDÜP3137 
MDXXX MDX 3­4 IDUP3138 
Φ I DUP3139 
A720 MDX I WORDS+23,­2 IDOP3140 
MDX A722 FACTOR = 4 ID0P3141 
if IDÜP3142 
A721 LD 1 C2048­X MODIFY PROGRAM FOR IÜOP3143 STO Λ723+1 FACTOR = 2 IDÜP3144 LD 1 ASPEC­X IDUP3145 STO Δ728+1 IUUP3146 LD MDXX IU0P3147 STO A729 ID0P3148 LD 1 ADFLU­X IUÜP3149 STO A730 I DOP3150 LP MDXXX ID0P3151 STO A725 IDOP3152 
Φ j D0P3153 
A722 CALL MFLT CONVERSION OF CHANNELS IDÜP3154 DC SPEC FROM BINARY TO FLOATING IDOP3155 DC C2048 POINT IÜÜP3156 
Φ . IDUP3157 
Λ723 LDX L2 1024 IDUP3158 A728 LDX LI SPEC+2046 ID0P3159 LDX L3 SPEC+8190 IDÜP3160 
Φ ID0P3161 
A726 STX L3 A731+1 IDÜP3162 LDX 13 103 IÜ0P3163 LIBF FLDX DIVIDE CHANNEL CONTENTS IÜ0P3164 DC 0 BY 2 OR 4 ID0P3165 ' LIBF FDIV IÜ0P3166 <i A730 DC FL0A1 IDÜP3167 LIBF FSTOX IDÜP3168 . DC O IUÜP3169 A731 LPX L3 *­* ID0P3170 
Φ . ID0P3171 
LPO 1 O IDÜP3172 
STD 3 O IÜ0P3173 
.-,-,„ SJP 3 ­2 IÜ0P3174 
A729 MDX « IDÜP3175 STD 3 ­4 IUÜP3176 STD 3 ­6 ID0P3177 
Δ ^ ? 4 [vír°c5 ­,1 ~ì IÜ0P3178 
A725 MDX 3 ­8 IDUP3179 
MDX 2­1 I DUP 3180 
MDX A726 ID0P3181 
;¡; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Τ Π rl ρ *3 "l o o 
00Δ8 30 142558C0 A727 CALL MINT CONVERSION OF CHANNELS IDÜP3183 
ΟΟΑΔ ρ DFFE DC SPEC FROM FLOATING POINT TO ID0P3184 
OOAB 1 02B2 DC__ __ _ 1 _ 0 9 _ _ _ DOUBLE WÜRD BINARY ID0P3185 
OOAC 00 67800067 A750 LDX 1 3 1 0 3 R I S T 0 R I ~ I N D Ë X ~ R Ë G 7 S T Ë R S IUUP^187 ΟΟΔΕ 01 650002ΔΑ LPX L I X IUUP3188 OOBO 00 6600DF9A LDX L2 Y IDUP3189 
00R2 30 04143244 CALL DECID C Ü N V E R S Í Ü Ñ ~ Ü F " 0 ~ F O R ~ M O ­ ~ ~ IDÜP3191 00R4 0 DFBO DC WURDS+20 U I F I E D SPECTRUM IUÜP3192 00B5 0 DD 14 DC BUF IUUP3193 00B6 1 02B0 DC ERIN IDUP3194 
Φ I DUP31Q5 
00R7 30 03595244 CALL CONID CONVERSION OF OLD ID TO IDUP3196 
00B9 0 DFBE DC IDEN CARD CUUE IUUP3197 
0 0 7 9 
0 0 7 A 
0 0 7 R 
007D 
007E 
0 0 7 F 
0 0 8 0 
0 0 8 1 
0 0 8 2 
0 0 8 3 
0 0 8 4 
0 0 8 5 
0 0 8 6 
0 08 7 
0 0 8 8 
008A 
0 0 8 R 
0 0 8 C 
008E 
0 0 9 0 
0 0 9 2 
0 0 9 4 
0 0 9 6 
0 0 9 7 
0 0 9 8 
0 0 9 9 
0 0 9 Δ 
009R 
0 0 9 C 
0 0 9 E 
0 0 9 F 
OOAO 
0 0 A 1 
0 0 A 2 
00 A 3 
0 0 A 4 
00A5 
0 0 Λ 6 
00 A 7 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 0 
0 
1 
0 0 
00 
0 0 
01 
00 
2 0 
0 
2 Γ­
Ι 
2 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 0 0 2 
73FC 
74FEDFR3 
7 0 0 A 
C U F 
DOOD 
C125 
DOOD 
C 0 F 6 
DOID 
C 1 2 4 
D 0 1 3 
C0F3 
Ü01D 
1 4 1 9 3 8 C 0 
DFFE 
0 2 C 9 
6 6 0 0 0 4 0 0 
6 5 0 0 E 7 F C 
6 7 0 0 F F F C 
6 F 0 0 0 0 9 D 
6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
0 6 4 C 4 9 C 0 
OOOO 
0 6 1 0 9 9 4 0 
02CA 
0 6 8 A 3 5 A 7 
OOOO 
6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 9 0 0 
DROO 
DBF E 
7 0 0 0 
DBFC 
DBFA 
71FE 
7 3 F 8 
7 2 F F 
70EA 
SUBROUTINE I PUP PAGE 
OOBA 1 0361) 
OOBR 30 145A5140 
OOBP O PP15 
OOBF 0 PFBF 
OOBF 0 0003 
OOCO 30 03595244 
00C2 0 UFBE 
0OC3 1 037F 
00C4 00C6 00C7 00C8 00C9 
OOCA 01 740002R0 
OOCC 0 7001 
OOCR O 700E 
DC 
CALL PC PC PC 
CALL 
PC 
PC 
ΛΜ91 
MOVE 
BUF + 1 
IPEN+1 
3 
C UN IP 
IREN 
AM93 
CUNVERSIUN UF NEW 
CARP CUDE 
IP TU 
30 
0 1 ί) 1 
14109892 
DFBE 02B0 DD 14 02A4 
OOCE OOCF OODO OODI 00D2 00D3 00R5 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
01 
01 
C106 
B11D 
7000 
7005 
C1E2 
D400025F 
4C000 0 3C 
Δ751 
00D7 O CÍE 3 
00D8 Ol Ü4G0025F 
000Λ 01 4C00003C 
A752 
OODC OODE OODF 00E1 00E2 00E3 
01 
O 
30 
1 
1 o 
00E4 O 
00E5 01 
00E7 01 
740002B4 
7005 
145Δ5140 
02D1 
0375 
0006 
C1E1 
D4.000 25F 
4C00003C 
A755 
Δ756 
00E9 30 04143244 
OOEB O DF9C 
OOEC 1 02B5 
OOEO 1 02BÜ 
ÜOEE O C91A 
OOEF 00 DCOODFRC 
00F1 20 04262495 
00F2 O 1000 
00F3 O DFBC 
UPC25 
CALL 
Bc 
DC­DC 
MDI SK 
I Ι) E N E R I N 
BUF OUTPT 
Μ R X 
MPX 
MPX 
L ER I N,0 
A751 
A755 NU ERRÜRS 
LP 
CMP 
MPX 
MPX LP 
STO 
BSC 
1 
1 
1 
L 
L 
ERIN­X 
FIVE­X 
A" -.2 APAPR+8­X 
A18 A 706 
MESSAGE * 
USER* 
INTERRUPT 
«SAME ID ALREADY 
EXIT 
LP 
STO 
BSC 
1 ADAPR+9­
L A18 
L A706 
MESSAGE *N0 MORE STORAGE* 
INTERRUPT EXIT 
MPX L 
MPX CALL 
PC 
PC 
PC 
IND2,0 
A756 
M UVE 
AM 94 
AM9 5 
6 
COMPRESS IUN EXTENSIUN 
LP 
STO 
BSC 
L 
L 
ADAPR+7­X 
A18 
A 7 06 INTERRUPT EXIT 
DELETE ORDERS OP.CODE 25 
CALL 
DC­
DC 
DC 
PECIO 
WORDS 
IDI 
ERIN 
CONVERSION OF ANALYSER 
TO BINARY WORDS I(i 
LPO 
STR FILE­X TABLE 
REAP ORDER FILE FROM DISK 
LIBF 
DC 
PC 
PISKN 
/1000 
TARLE 
ID0P3198 
ID0P3199 
IPOP3200 
IPOP3201 
IDÜP3202 
IDOP3203 
IDUP3204 
IDOP3205 
IDÜP3206 
IDOP3207 
IDOP3208 
IDÜP3209 
IDÛP3210 
IDOP3211 
ID0P3212 
ID0P3213 
IPÜP3214 
IDUP3215 
IDÜP3216 
IDUP3217 
ID0P3218 
IDÜP3219 
IDÜP3220 
ID0P3221 
ID0P3222 
IÜUP3223 
IP0P3224 
IP0P3225 
IP0P3226 
IDUP3227 
IDUP322 8 
IUUP3229 
IU0P3230 
IUUP3231 
IÜUP3232 
IDUP3233 
IUÜP3234 
IDOP3235 
ID0P3236 
IDÜP3237 
ID0P3238 
IDÜP3239 
IÜ0P3240 
IUÜP3241 
IDÜP3242 
IDUP3243 
IDUP3244 
IÜUP3245 
IU0P3246 
ID0P3247 
IDUP3248 
ID0P3249 
IDUP3250 
IDOP3251 
IDOP3252 
IP0P3253 
IU0P3254 
IDÜP3255 
IUÜP3256 
IDUP3257 
IUOP3258 
to 
00F4 O OOOO 
OOF5 20 04262495 00F6 O 0100 00F7 O DFBC 
00F8 O 70FC 
00F9 00 6680E0F4 OOFB 30 145A5140 OOFD O DFBE 
OOFE 1 02BA OOFF O OOOA 
A101 A102 
0100 0101 0102 0103 0104 0105 0106 0107 0108 0109 010Λ 01 OR O IOC 010D Ü10E 010F 
0110 0112 0113 0115 0117 0119 
O O O O o o o o o o o o o o o o 
01 
o 
01 01 01 
o 
C110 B10B 7000 7016 
BlÜC 7000 7012 C112 B10D 7000 700E C113 B10E 7000 700A 
740400FD 
1010 
D48000FD 
740102C6 
740600FD 
7002 Ο Π Α 01 4 A00FD 011C 0 72FF OllD O 70DÜ 
Ο Π Ε Ol 0120 O 
0121 0122 0124 0125 0127 0128 012Λ 
O 01 o 
01 o 
01 
01 
740002C6 700B 
C1DD P400025F C1E9 
D4000254 C1D9 D40003FC 4C00024 E 
A202 
012C 20 04262495 012D O 3000 012F O PFbC 012F O OOOO 
0 13 0 3 0 0132 1 0133 1 
0 35 95 2 44 
02B5 
035C 
SURROUTINE IPUP3 
PC O 
PAGE 
AlOO LIBF 
PC 
DC 
MPX 
PISKN 
/O 100 
TABLE 
AlOO 
TEST IF UROER FILE IS READ 
LPX 
CALL 
PC 
PC 
DC 
12 IPEN+310 
MOVE 
IPEN 
102 
10 
NO.OF ORDERS ΙΝ TU XR2 
READ UNE IL) FRUN ORDER 
FILE INTO ID2 
LP 
CM Ρ 
MPX 
MPX 
LP 
CM Ρ 
MPX 
MP X 
LP 
CM Ρ 
MPX 
MPX 
LP 
CM Ρ 
MPX 
MPX 
ID2­X 
ID1­X 
Δ200 
ID2+1­X 
ID1+1­X 
A 2 00 
ID2+2­X 
ID1+2­X 
Á200 
ID2+3­X 
ID1+3­X 
A200 
FIND IP IN ORDER FILE 
D
SLA 
STO 
MDX 
MDX 
MDX 
I 
L 
L 
A102,4 
16 
A102 
ΝODEL,1 
Δ102,6 
Α201 
DELETE ORDERS FOR THIS IP 
COUNT NU. UF DELETER 1RS 
A200 MPX 
Δ201 MRX 
MPX 
L A102,10 
2 ­1 
A101 
MPX MPX NOPEL,0 A203 
LP 
STO LR S TP 
LP STO 
1 
L 1 L 
1 L 
A0APR+3­X 
Δ18 ARTYP+5­X 
A17 
TM12­X TMI 11 
MESSAGE *IP NOT ON DISK* 
, 
A203 
BSC L 
LI BF 
PC­
PC 
PC 
CALL 
PC 
PC­
AIS 
PISKN 
/3000 
TABLE 
0 
CONIO 
I PI 
AM8 1 
INTERRUPT EXIT 
STORE URDER FILE ON DISK 
CONVERT ID FOR MESSAGE ON 
INTERFACE TYPEWRITER 
IÜÜP3259 
IDOP3260 
ID0P3261 
IDÜP3262 
IDÜP3263 
IUUP3264 
ID0P3265 
IDÜP3266 
ID0P3267 
IDOP3268 
ID0P3269 
IDUP3270 
IÜÜP3271 
ID0P3272 
IDÜP3273 
IUÜP3274 
ID0P3275 
IDÜP3276 
ID0P3277 
IDÜP3278 
IDÜP3279 
IUUP3280 
IUÜP3281 
IUOP3282 
IU0P3283 
ID0P3284 
IDÜP32 85 
ID0P3286 
IÜ0P3287 
IDÜP3288 
ID0P3289 
IÜÜP3290 
IDÜP3291 
ID0P3292 
IUUP3293 
IU0P3294 
ID0P3295 
IDUP3296 
IUÜP3297 
IÜÜP3298 
ID0P3299 
IÜÜP3300 
IDOP3301 
IÜUP3302 
IÜ0P3303 
IDUP3304 
IDOP3305 
IDÜP3306 
ID0P3307 
IÜUP3308 
ID0P3309 
ID0P3310 
ID0P3311 
IÜUP3312 
IU0P3313 
IDÜP3314 
IUUP3315 
IUUP3316 
IDÜP3317 
IU0P3318 
ID0P3319 
co 
SUBROUTINE I UUΡ3 PAGE 
0134 0 013 5 Ol 0137 O 
C 1 DF 1)4000 2 5F 70EC 
0138 00 6600DF9A 
8Bft 
013C 013D 
7015 7003 
013E O C902 013F O DA22 0 140 O 7005 
0141 
0142 0143 0144 0145 
0 
0 0 0 0 
B1F1 
700F 700E C 9 DO ÜA22 
0146 20 04262495 0147 O 1000 
0148 O DFBC 
0149 .0 OOOO 
014A 20 04262495 014B O 0100 014C O DFBC 014D O 70FC 
0 14E 0150 0151 
01 Ο­Ο 
74000282 
7003 
700Δ 
0152 01 4C000265 
0154 O C217 
0155 O D245 0156 O C219 0157 O D244 
0158 20 04262495 
0159 O 3000 015A O DFBC 015B O OOOO 
015C 30 02243040 015E O DFDF 015F 1 02FC 
0160 O 0002 
0161 
0163 
0164 
30 02243040 
0 DFDE 
1 0304 
LD 1 ADAPR+5­X MESSAGE * UROERS DELETED* IDUP3320 STO L Λ18 IUUP3321 MDX Λ202 IUUP3322 i,-. I UUP 33 23 Φ IUUP3324 * IDUP3325 * I DUP3326 
*". '. :'.PJ\\^i '. ï N/OUT ' ¿HECK | VALUES [ [ / ' U P . C O D E # ¿j * ID0P3328 
CIPC2Í "L'PX" 'L2 'Y IP0P3330 
* I DOP3331 
LP 1 BITNO­X IUUP3332 CMP 1 TWO­X IDUP3333 MDX A570 NO ACTIUN IUUP3334 
MPX A571 IUUP3335 
* . !DUP3336 
LRR 1 CUNSE­X BITNP=2 IUUP3337 STD 2 TABLE­Y IUÜP3338 MDX A572 IDUP3339 
* ! DU P3340 
A571 CMP 1 ONE­X BITN0=1 ID0P3341 MDX Δ570 ID0P3342 MDX A 570 I DOP 3343 LRR 1 CUSEC­X IPUP3344 STR 2 TABLE­Y ID0P3345 
* IDÜP3346 
Δ572 LIBF DISKN READ CONTROL SECTOR IDÜP3347 
DC /10 00 IÜUP3348 DC TABLE IDÜP3349 DC ΰ IDUP3350 
* I DUP 3351 
Δ560 LIBF DISKN CHECK IF CUNTRUL SECTOR IU0P3352 DC /0100 IS RFAU IDOP3353 DC TABLE ID0P3354 MPX A560 IDÜP3355 
Φ _ j DUP3356 
MPX L ΙΝϋ,Ο I DUP 3357 
MRX A564 CHANGE ANP PRINT IUUP3358 
MPX A565 PRINT UNLY ÎPUP3359 
if IUUP336 0 
A570 BSC L Δ273 ENO UF INTERRUPT IPUP3361 
if I DUP3362 
A564 LP 2 W0RRS+21­Y IU0P3363 STO 2 IDEN+33­Y (LIRAS) IÜ0P3364 LP 2 W0RDS+23­Y IPÜP3365 STO 2 IÜEN+32­Y (TWENT) IUÜP3366 
Φ IDOP3367 
LIBF PISKN STORE CONTROL SECTOR ID0P3368 PC /3000 ID0P3369 DC TABLE IDÛP3370 DC 0 ID0P3371 
if _ IDOP33 72 
Δ565 CALL BICA STORE 0/0 INTO MESSAGE ID0P3373 DC IDEN+33 (LIRAS) IDÜP3374 DC AM41 IDÜP3375 DC 2 ID0P3376 
if I OOP 3377 CALL BICA STORE NO.OF SE«.INTO MESS. P0 3 78 PC IPEN+32 (TWENT) 3 9AM4 2 DÜ  8 0
0166 
0167 0168 
0 
0 0 
C239 
1890 D9D6 
SUBROUTINE ID0P3 PAGE 8 
0165 0 0004 PC 4 IDÜP3381 
if I D O P 3 3 8 2 LP 2 IPEN+21­Y CALCULATE MEAN VALUE IPUP3383 SRT 16: ( IDEN+21=C) IDUP3384 STD 1 CFLOA­X ID0P3385 
if _ . IU0P3386 
0169 30 141938C0 CALL MFLT CONVERT C TO REAL ID0P3387 016R 1 0280 DC CFLOA ID0P3388 016C 1 029B DC ONE IÜ0P3389 * IÜÜP3390 016P 0 C237 LD 2 IDEN+19­Y STORE INÛUT AT IDUP3391 016E 0 D1FA STO 1 OUTPT­X EVEN ADDRESS ID0P3392 016F 0 C238 LP 2 IPEN+20­Y ID0P3393 0 1 7 0 0 Ü1FB STO 1 OUTPT+1­X IDUP3394 
if . j D 0 P 3 3 9 5 
LIBF FLD IU0P3396 
DC OUTPT ( INOUT) ID0P3397 
if I DOP 3398 
L IBF FDIV IDÜP3399 
DC CFLOA MEAN VALUE IN FLOA IU0P3400 
Φ IUÜP3401 
CALL FBTD CONVERSION OF Ν ΕΑΝ VALUE ID0P3402 
DC BUF TU CARD CODE IÜÜP3403 
* __ i DOP 3 4 0 4 
LDX 1 ­ 8 ID0P3405 
LDX 2 O IDUP3406 
T~~T 7 I DÜP3407 
Δ561 LP L2 BUF+1 IÜÜP3408 
SRT 8 IDUP3409 
LD L2 BUF IDÜP3410 
SLT 8 ID0P3411 
STO L I BUF+8 IU0P3412 
* ID0P3413 
MDX 2 2 IDUP3414 
MDX 1 1 I Ü 0 P 3 4 1 5 
MDX Ä561 ID0P3416 
* _ ID0P3417 
LDX L I X IÜUP3418 L IBF HOLEB ID0P3419 DC / 0 0 0 1 IDÛP3420 DC BUF IÜ0P3421 DC AM43 MEAN VALUE INTU MESSAGE IDÛP3422 DC 16 ID0P3423 LP 1 APTYP­X IDÜP3424 STO L A17 IDÛP3425 LP 1 ADAPR­X IÜ0P3426 STO L A l 8 ID0P342 7 LD 1 TM12­X IDÜP3428 STO L TM31 IDUP3429 BSC L A13 INTER. EXIT IDUP3430 
Φ IÜÜP3431 
f IDÜP3432 7 IDUP3433 Τ, , IU0P3434 
:,= ¥ :f >f =,: :f :f .f if .f φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ * * * * * * * φ -f φ φ φ φ φ φ ο. ......,..... ......%., * * * * $ $ Ι D Ο Ρ 3 4 3 5 
• * CHANGE IN/OUT CHECK VALUES OP.CODE 22 * ID0P3436 
if φ if if if if φ if if if if if if if φ φ φ φ if if if if φ φ φ if if if if φ φ if if if φ φ φ φ if if ψ ¡f * j|; if £ ·■■ íf if;·..·. I D Ο Ρ 3 4 3 7 
0 1 9 7 Ol 74010282 OPC22 MDX L I N D , 1 IDÜP3438 
* — τ D0P3439 
0 1 9 9 30 041430Δ8 CALL ÜECBY BCD­BINARY CONVERSION OF IDOP3440 
019B 0 DFBO DC WORDS+20 0 / 0 AND SE«.NO. IU0P3441 
0 1 7 1 
0 1 7 2 
0 1 7 3 
0 1 7 4 
0 175 
0 1 7 7 
0 1 7 8 
0 1 7 9 
017A 
017C 0 1 7 0 017F 0 1 8 0 
0 1 8 2 
0 1 8 3 
0 1 8 4 
0 185 
0 1 8 7 0 1 8 8 0 1 8 9 018Λ 018B 0 1 8 C 
0 1 8 P 
0 1 8 F 0 1 9 0 
0 1 9 2 
0 1 9 3 
0 1 9 5 
20 
1 
20 
1 
3 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
20 0 0 I 0 0 
0 1 
0 01 
0 
01 
01 
0 64C4 0 00 
02A4 
06 1 0 9 9 4 0 
0 2 8 0 
0 6 0 A 3 1 0 0 DD 14 
6 1 F 8 
6 2 0 0 
C600DD15 
1 8 8 8 C600DD14 1 0 8 8 
D500DD1C 
7 2 0 2 
7 1 0 1 
7 0 F 5 
6 5 0 0 0 2 Δ Α 
0 8 5 9 3 1 4 2 0 0 0 1 DP14 0 3 0 F 0 0 1 0 C1E4 
0 4 0 0 0 2 5 4 
CIPA D4 0 0 0 2 5 F 
C1D9 
D 4 0 0 0 3 E 2 4 C 0 0 0 2 4 E 
- J 
Ol 
SUBROUTINE ï PUP: PAGE 
019C 0 on υ? 
01 9 (") 0 7 09 A 
019!= 00 6600PF9A 
0 1Λ0 3 0 041432 44 
01A2 0 PF9C 0 1A3 0 DFht 01Λ4 l ü2BÜ 
01Λ5 Ol 740002B0 01 A 7 O 7001 ΟΙΑ« O 7002 
ΟΙΑ 9 
OlAR OÍA C OlAR 01AF 
01 
0 0 0 01 
4C000242 
C218 4810 700 2 740102R4 
OIRO 30 041430Δ8 
01B2 O UFb2 01R3 O 0001 
01R4 30 0 2 243040 01R6 O DFB3 01H7 1 033Δ O IR Ρ O 000 4 
0 1R9 
01RA 01BB 01RC 0 1Β D 
OIBE 
01BF 
01CO 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C219 
B107 
7005 
7000 
B1Ö9 
700E 
7001 
70OC 
01C1 O C1E6 01C2 01 D4000254 01C4 O CluC 
01C5 01 D400025F 
0 1C'7 01 C4000283 01C9 Ol D40003DO OlCB Ol 4C00G24E 
01CD 
01CF OÍDO OIDI 0 1D2 
01D3 
30 
0 1 Ο­Ο 1 
0426249^ 
DFBE 
02B0 
DD14 
PFBE 
029B 
01P4 01 740002R0 
DC ? I DO Ρ3442 
Φ Ι DOP 3443 
MPX IÍPC21 IDUP3444 
if I DUP 3445 
Φ ' IDUP3446 * I DUP 3447 * I DUΡ344 k 
*] SH I FT'­'LEFT '(IR ' RIGHT SPECTRUM UP.ÇOPE I 2 3 ;; I UUP34 50 
ί') Ρ ¿23 LPX ' 'L? Y SHIFT ' LEFT VlR ' KIGHT ' S PECT. I DU Ρ 34 52 
CALL DEC­ID CONVERSION UF ID IDUP3453 DC WORDS I DU Ρ34?4 DC IDEN IDUP3455 DC ERIN IDUP3456 
if I DUP 34 5 7 
MPX L ΕιΠΝ,Ο IDUP345 8 
MPX A600 I DUP 3459 
MPX Δ601 I0UP3460 
* . IPUP 346 1 
A600 BSC L A50 GROUP NU. I IM ERROR IUUP3462 A601 LR 2 WURÜS+22­Y SET INDICATOR FUR SHIFT IRUP3463 BSC ­ LEFT OR RIGHT IUÜP3464 MPX Δ602 SHIFT RIGHT IUUP3465 MPX L I 02,1 SHIFT LEFT IDUP3466 
* IUUP346 7 
A602 CALL DECBY BCD­BINARY CUN VERS I DIM OF IDUP3468 DC WURDS+22 SHIFT CUUNT IDUP3469 DC 1 IDUP­34 7 0 
* IDUP3471 
CALL BICA ÌUUP3472 DC WORDS+23 ID0P3473 DC AM 73 IDUP3474 DC 4 IDUP3475 * IUUP34 7 6 LP' 2 W0RPS+23­Y CHECK SHIFT COUNT (0­4096) IDUP3477 CMP 1 LIMIT­X IDUP3478 MDX Λ14 ERROR EXIT IDUP3479 MPX Δ15 IDUP3480 A15 CMP 1 ZERO­X IUUP3481 MPX Δ60 3 IDUP3482 
MPX A14 ERROR EXIT IUUP3483 
MPX A60 3 I DUP3484 
if I DUP 34 8 5 
A14 LR 1 ARTYP + 2­X PREPARE ERROR r­.ESSAGb IDUP3486 STO L A17 «SHIFT CUUNT I N ERROR* IPUP3487 LP 1 APAPR+2­X IUUP3488 STO L A18 IDUP3489 
if IUUP3490 
LP L ΤM12 IDUP3491 STO L TM311 IDUP3492 BSC L A13 IUUP3493 
if j υ ϋ Ρ 34 9Α A603 CALL DISKM REAR SPECTRUM FROM PISK IDUP3495 DC IDEN IPUP3496 DC ERIN IPUP3497 PC BUF IUUP3498 PC IREN IRUP3499 PC ONE SPECTRUM DELETED IDUP3500 if I DUP 35 01 MPX L ERIM,0 UU 3502 
en 
SUBROUTINE I DUΡ 3 PAGE 10 
01D6 0 
0107 0 
7001 
7 00 C 
MP Χ 
MPX 
Λ 6 04 
A605 
SPECTRUM NUT FUUNU 
SPECTRUM FUUNU 
0 1 0 8 
01D9 
0 1 DR 
01DC 
01DE 
0 1 E 0 
01E2 
0 1 E 4 
0 1 E 5 
0 1 E 6 
0 1E7 
0 1 E 9 
01EA 
O l FC 
O l ED 
O l E F 
0 1 F 1 
O I F ? 
0 1 F 3 
0 1 F 5 
0 1 F 7 
0 1 F 9 
O lFA 
0 1 F B 
01FC 
0 1 F Ρ 
OIF E 
O l F F 
02 0 0 02 02 
02 03 
02 04 
02 05 
02 07 
02 09 
02 0 A 
02 OB 
02 0D 
0 
0 1 
0 
0 1 
01 0 1 
0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
00 
0 
00 
01 0 
0 
00 
0 0 
00 
0 
η 
ó 0 
0 
1 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 1 
0 1 
'.") 
0 
00 
0 0 
C1E7 
D 4 0 0 0 2 5 4 
C l i ) D 
04 0 0 0 2 5 F 
C 4 0 0 0 2 8 3 
D 4 O 0 0 3 C 3 
4 C 0 0 0 2 4 E 
C 2 1 9 
1 0 0 1 
DOOI 
6 6 0 0 C 0 0 0 
C 1 0 8 
9 4 0 0 D F R 3 
DOOI 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 4 0 0 0 2 R 4 
7 0 0 1 
7 0 1 2 
6 7 0 0 E 0 0 0 
CEOODFFE 
ÜFOOFFFE 
7 2 0 2 
7 3 0 2 
7 0 ü l 
7 0 2 2 
71PF 
7 0 F 6 
1 0 Δ 0 
DFOOFFFE 7 3 0 2 
7OF C 
70 I A 
6 P 0 0 0 2B0 
C 4 0 0 0 2 « 0 
1 0 0 1 
Ρ Ou 1 
6 5 00 ü 00 0 
6 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 
A 6 0 4 
A 60 5 
Δ 6 0 6 
A6Û8 
A 6 0 9 
, 
A 6 1 1 
A6 20 
Δ 60 7 
LP 
STO 
LR 
STO 
LP 
STO 
BSC 
LR 
SLA 
STO 
LPX 
LP 
S 
STO 
LPX 
MPX 
MPX 
MPX 
LPX 
L PP 
STP 
M PX 
MPX 
MPX 
MRX 
MPX 
MPX 
SLT 
STP 
Μ η χ 
MPX 
MRX 
STX 
LH 
SLA 
STO 
LPX 
LUX 
1 
L 
1 L 
L 
L 
L 
2 
L2 
1 
L 
L l 
L 
L3 
L2 
L3 
? ■ï. 
1 
L3 3 
L I 
L 
L I 
L3 
A R T Y P + 3 ­ X 
A 1 7 
A P A P R + 3 ­ X 
A I R 
TH12 
TM51 
A l 3 
WÜRDS+23­Y 
1 * + l 
*—* 
C 4 0 9 6 ­ X 
W0RDS+23 
* + l 
* — * 
IND 2 , 0 
A 6 0 6 
A 6 07 
­ 8 1 9 2 
SPEC 
S P E C + 8 1 9 2 2 
2 
Δ6 39 
A 6 1 0 
­ 1 
A6 08 
32 
S P E C + 8 1 9 2 2 ' 
A6 2C 
A 6 1 0 
Ε Κ I ivi 
E RΙ Ν 
1 
* + l Φ — * 
8 1 9 2 
PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE « I D 
NOT ON D I S K 
INTERRUPT E X I T 
S H I F T CUUNT * 2 INTO XR2 
( 4 0 9 6 ­ S H I F T C U U N T J I N T U XR1 
S H I F T LEFT 
S H I F T R I G H T 
S H I F T LEFT 
END S H I F T LEFT 
F I L L I N ZEROS 
END S H I F T LEFT 
S H I F T R IGHT 
( 4 0 9 6 ­ S H I F T C U U N T ) * 2 I N T O 
XR1 
02 OF 
0 2 1 1 
0 2 1 3 
0 2 1 4 
0 2 1 5 
0 2 1 6 
02 17 
0 2 1 8 
0 0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
') 
0 
CPOOPFFC 
OF 0.0DFF C 
7 I F E 
7 0 0 1 
7 OD 3 
73FE 
7 0 F 7 
7 00 6 
A6 1 2 L PP 
STP 
MRX 
MPX 
MPX 
LI SPEC­2 
L3 SPEC­2 
1 ­2 
A613 
A614 
A613 MRX MPX 
MPX 
3 ­2 
A612 
A610 END SHIFT RIGHT 
0219 Ο 10Λ0 
02 IA 00 UFOODFFC 
A614 A.621 SLT STR 32 L3 SPEC­2 
I PU Ρ3503 IUUP3504 IUUP35D5 IOUP35Ü6 IDUP3507 IUUP3508 IUUP3509 I PDP3510 IPUP3511 I UUP 3512 IPUP3513 IUUP3514 IDOP3515 IUÜP35 16 IUUP3517 IUUP3518 IDUP3519 I UUP 3520 IDUP3521 IDUP3522 IUUP3523 lD0:­>3524 IDOP3525 IDUP3526 IDÜP3527 IDÜP3528 ID0P3529 IDOP3530 IDOP3531 ID0P3532 IÜÜP3533 IDÜP3534 ID0P3535 IDÜP3536 IDUP3537 IPUP3538 ID0P3539 I DOP 3540 IUÜP3541 IDUP3542 ID0P3543 I0UP3544 IDUP3545 IDÜP3546 IDUP3547 I PUP 3548 IUUP3549 IDUP3550 IDUP3551 IDUP3552 IUUP3553 IUUP3554 IUUP3555 IDÜP3556 IOUP3557 IDOP3558 IDUP3 55 9 ID0P3560 ID0P3561 I UUP 3562 IUUP3563 
SUBROUTINE ID0P3 PAGE H 
02 IC 0 02 ID 0 021F 0 
73FE 
7 OF C 70 00 
021F Ol 65Ü002AA 0221 00 6600DF9A 0223 00 67800067 
0225 0227 0228 0229 022A 
022B 0220 022E 
30 0 1 
0 
1 30 0 1 
14109892 DFBE 02 BO DD 14 0 2 A4 
03595244 DFBE 0326 
022F Ol 740002B4 
02 31 0 700 1 0232 0 7005 
0233 30 145A5140 0235 1 02AA 0236 1 0334 0237 0 0005 
0238 
0239 02 3 Β 023C 023E 023F 0241 
0242 
0243 0245 0246 0248 024A 024C 
024E 
02 4 F 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 0254 0255 
0 
Ol 0 Ol 0 Ol 0 
0 
Ol 0 Ol 01 Ol Ol 
0 
0 0 
0 
20 
0 0 0 
C1DE 
D400025F C1E8 D4000254 C1D9 D4 000 3P6 700C 
C1E5 
04000254 C1DB D4 00025F C4000283 D4 0003F4 4 C.O 00 2 4E 
C1F2 
8104 DIED 
401D 
23A17155 2001 
OOOO OOOO 
0256 30 23243595 
0258 1 03E6 
0259 20 23Δ17155 025A 0 2001 025R 1 03E3 025C 0 OOOO 
MPX 3 _? IDUP3564 MPX A621 IUUP3565 MUX A610 END SHIFT RIGHT IDUP3566 
* . I DUP 3567 
A610 LDX LI X RESTURE INDEX REGISTERS ' IUUP3568 LDX L? Y IDUP3569 LUX 13 103 IUUP3570 
* . IUUP 3571 
CALL MRISK STORE SHIFTED SPECTRUM ON IUÜP3572 DC IDEN PISK IDUP3573 DC ERIN NU CHECK IF SPECTRUM IS IUUP3574 PC BUF STUREP IUUP3575 DC UUT.PT IRÜP3576 
*. I PUP 35 77 
CALL CUNIP CONVERSION UF ID FOR INTER IUÜP3578 PC IPEN FACE MESSAGE IDUP3579 PC AM71 IUUP3580 
* I UUP 3581 
MDX L INU2,0 IÜUP35 82 MDX A615 IDÜP3583 MDX A616 IDÜP3584 
Φ IDOP3585 
A615 CALL MOVE INSERT *LEFT* IN INTERFACE ID0P3586 DC MESS MESSAGE IDÛP3587 DC AM72 ID0P3588 DC 5 ID0P3589 
if j D0P3590 
A616 LD 1 ADAPR+4­X IDÜP3591 STO L A18 IDOP3592 LD 1 ADTYP+4­X .ID0P3593 STO L A17 IDUP3594 LD 1 TM12­X ID0P3595 STO L TM71 IÜ0P3596 MDX A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IDUP3597 
if _ j DUP3598 
A50 LP 1 APTYP+1­X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE IUUP3599 STO L Δ17 *CHECK INTER. NU.* IUUP3600 LD 1 A.DAPR + 1­X IDÜP36Ö1 STO L A18 ID0P3602 LD L TM12 IDOP3603 STO L TM91 IP0P3604 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IDÜP3605 
Φ ; _ j DUP3606 
A13 LD 1 Bl­X PREPARE COMMAND «PRINT ID0P3607 A 1 BITNO­X ALPHAMERIC« IDUP3608 STO 1 AREA3+2­X I00P3609 
Φ j D0P3610 
BSI A310 COMMAND «PRINT ALPHAMERIC* IDOP3611 
if . IDOP3612 
LIBF TYPEN TYPEWRITER ERROR MESSAGE IÜ0P3613 
DC /2001 IÜUP3614 Λ17 DC­ *­* IDÜP3615 DC 0 ID0P3616 
Φ _ i DOP3617 
CALL ΤI CON IDÜP3618 DC TM102 ID0P3619 * ID0P3620 LIRF TYPEN I0ÜP3621 DC /2001 ID0P3622 DC TMlOO­l IÜ0P3623 O DÜ 4
<i 
CO 
SUBROUTINE I OOP 3 PAGE 12 
02 51) 20 040565 CO 025E 0 1310 025F 0 OOOO 026 0 0 OOOO 
0261 30 0263 1 0264 1 
0265 0 02 66 0 0267 0 
19162163 0283 0265 
C1F3 8 ID 4 DIED 
0268 0 4006 
0269 20 040565C0 026 A 0 1000 026R 1 0298 026C 0 OOOO 
0261) 30 09563167 
026 F 0 OOOO 0270 20 040565C0 02 71 0 100 0 0272 1 0298 02 73 0 OOOO 
0274 20 040565C0 0275 0 1000 0276 1 0295 0277 0 OOOO 0278 01 4C80026F 
027Δ 
027A 0270 027A 027R 
02 7C 
02 7C 
02 7F 02 7C 0270 
027E 
02 80 0282 0283 0284 02 85 0286 02 8 7 0288 
0289 028A 028R 02 RC 0280 
31 
0 
31 
0 
0 
00 0 0 1 1 1 1 I 
1 1 1 1 1 
oooo 03595883 
0023 
OOOO 
035958R1 
00 23 
OOOO 
00000000 OOOO OOOO 02FA 02E9 033E 02 07 0324 
0353 0386 036B 0395 03Λ8 
if ID0P362 5 
LIRF DAOP INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGE IDOP3626 PC / 1 3 1 0 SINGLE ADDR.,EXTER.SYNCH. IDOP3627 Λ18 DC * ­ * ID0P3628 PC O IP0P3629 
if IΡ UP 36 30 
CALL RESET IUUP3631 OC TM12 IUUP3632 DC A273 GO TO A273 IÜUP3633 
if I OOP 3634 
A273 LP 1 B15­X PREPARE COMMAND *ENP OF ID0P3635 A 1 BITNO­X INTERRUPT* IUUP3636 STO 1 AREA3+2­X ID0P3637 
Φ IDÜP3638 
BSI A310 COMMAND *END OF INTERRUPT* IUUP3639 
if I DUP 3 640 
LIRF DAUP IUUP3641 PC /1003 IUUP3642 PC RESET IUUP3643 PC 0 I PUP 3644 
Φ IUUP364 5 
CALL INTEX IDÜP3646 
Φ IUUP3647 
A310 DC *­* I DUP 3648 LIBF DAOP COMMAND RESET IDUP3649 DC /IODO IDUP3650 DC RESET IDUP3651 PC O IPUP3652 
if . j DUP3653 
LIRF PÄOP INTERFACE COMMAND ID0P3654 DC /1000 IUUP3655 DC AREA.3 IDÜP3656 DC O ID0P365 7 BSC^ t I iA310 IDUP3658 BSS E O IUÜP3663 COSEC DSA CONSC DEFINE SECTOR ADDR.FUR ID0P3661 ORG COSEC CONTROL SECTUR CONSC IPUP3662 PC 35 WORP CUUNT FUR CUNSC IUUP3663 ORG CUSEC+2 IU0P3664 
* IUUP366 5 
BSS E O IDUP3666 
CONSE PSA C0NS1 IUUP3667 
ORG CONSE IU0P3668 
PC 35 IPÜP3669 
ORG CONSE+2 IPUP367P 
* IUUP3671 
BITNO PC *­* INTERRUPT NU. IUUP3672 CFLOA DEC O IUUP3673 INL) PC O 0 = PRINT,l=ChANGE+PRlMT IPUP3674 TM12 PC «­* IUUP3675 APAPR PC AM4 IUUP3676 PC AH5 IU0P3677 DC AM6 ΙΡ0ΡλΛ7Η DC ΔΓ·ι3 IDUP3679 DC AM7 I PUP 36 8:; PC . AM8 IUUP36B1 PC ΛΜ10 IDUP3682 PC ΛΜ9 ΙΡ0Ρ~·Λ83 PC AM11 IPUP36P4 PC AM12 IDUP3685 
co 
SOBRI l U T I NF I DI IP 3 PAGE 1­3 
02 8F 
Ü 2 8 F 
0 2 9 0 
0 2 9 1 
0 2 9 ? 
02 93 
0 2 9 4 
0 2 9 5 
0 2 9 6 
0 2 9 7 
0 2 9 8 
0 2 99 
029Λ 
02 9B 
029C 
02 90 
0 2 9 E 
02 9 F 
0 2 A 0 02Δ1 
Û2A2 
0 2 Δ 4 
02ΑΔ 
02ΔΒ 
02AC 
02AR 
0 2 Δ Ε 
02 A F 
02 Β O 02 Β1 02 Ρ 2 
02 R 3 
0 2 R 4 
02 Β 5 
02ΒΔ 
02C4 
0 2 C 4 
02C7 
0 2 C 4 
02C5 
0 2 C 6 
02C7 
0 2 C 8 
02C9 
02 C Λ 
02 C C 
02 C F 
02CF 
02 0 0 
3 1 
031)7 
0 3 E 9 
03 C4 
03I­.6 
0 3 D 1 
0 3 F 5 
03FD 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 7C 
OOOO 
0 0 02 
0 0 7 C 
0 0 0 1 14 00 
BOOO 0138 0197 019E 0015 00E9 00 06 4400 8100 808 0 24 00 OOOO 0002 OOOO OFFF 100 O OOOO OOOO 00 05 OOOA OOOO I6644C40 
O 0140 
O O O O 00 00 1 o o 
oooo 
00Ό5 0004 08 00 400 00083 40000082 02CC EFFC EFFE 
ADTYP 
ARE A3 
RESET 
(INF Bl" 
B15 
PRG21 PRG.22 PRG23 PRG24 
RRG25 
OUTPT 
M E SS 
TWO ERIN LIMIT C409 6 ZERO IΝ I) 2 101 IP2 
FILE 
MODEL FIVE FOUR C 2048 FL0A1 FL0A2 ADFLO ASP EC 
BSPEC 
DC DC DC DC PC PC DC PC PC PC PC PC 
PC. I)C PC 
P C ' 
PC 
PC 
DC-
DC 
DC 
BSS 
DC 
DC 
PC · 
PC 
'DC-
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC' 
RC 
8J?s 
BSS 
RS S 
OSA 
ORG 
DC 
ORG 
DC 
DC-
DC 
DC 
DFC 
DEC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
T H 3 - 1 
TM9-1 
T M 3 1 2 - 1 
Τ M 5 - 1 
TM 7 - 1 
M l l - 1 
11 3 - 1 
ΤΙ 
Τι 
? 
124 
2 
124 
1 . ■ 
/ Ι 400 
/BOOO 
0 P C 2 1 
PPC22 
UPC23 
UPC24 
OPC25 
6 
M 4 0 " ) 
/ ". 00 / 8 O 30 / 2 4 00 /OOOO 2 
4 0 9 5 
4 0 9 6 
O 
η 5 10 o 
URDÍ 
F I L E 
3 20 ' ■ 
F I L E + 2 
O 
5 
a 2 0 4 8 4 . 2 . 
F L 0 A 2 
S P E C + 4 0 9 4 
SPEC+409 6 
AREA FUR INTERFACE COMMANO 
COMMAND ι 
RESET CUHMANU OUTPUT 
CU M M AN I) = 0 
NT' A L P H A M E R I C U N I N T E R ­E T Y P E W R I T E R OF I N T E R R U P T 
MT i M / O U T C H E C K V A L U E S IMGE IN/UUT CHECK VALUFS FT LEFT OR RIGHT SPECT. 
ORREUiv 
ETE UROERS 
PR F A C E ivi.) PR I CHA SHI 
ACC DEL 
L 
Ë 
Ρ Τ' 
INDICATOR SHIFT LEFT,RIGHT ID TO HE DELETED UROER FILE ID 
COUNTER FUR DELETED IDS 
0 2 0 1 0 
0 2 0 2 . 0 
0 2 D3 0 
02 D4 Q 
0 2 0 5 0 
0 2 P 6 0 
8 1 0 0 
2 0 4 0 
2 4 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
4 1 0 0 
8 4 2 0 
AM 9 4 
v . 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC. 
/ 8 1 0 0 
/ 2 0 4 Û 
/ 2 4 0 3 
/ 81.00 
M l 00 
/ 8 4 2Ό 
£ 
X 
Τ 
E 
lv 
• 
DF9A 
02ΑΔ Y Χ 
EOU EOU WCOUT MESS 
IUUP3686 
I DUP 3687 IUUP3688 IDUP3689 IUUP369Ü IUUP3691 IUUP3692 IUUP 3693 IUUP3694 IDUP3695 IDUP3696 IDUP3697 IUUP3698 IDUP3699 IDUP3700 I DUP37 Dl I0UP3702 I UUP 3703 IUUP3704 I DUP 3705 IU0P3706 ID0P3707 ID0P3708 IDOP 3709 IP0P3710 IP0P3711 IUUP3712 I POP 3713 ID0P3714 IDÜP3715 IP0P3716 IPL1P3717 IP0P3718 ID0P3719 IDÜP3720 I DOP 3721 IÜ0P3722 IDÜP3723 IDUP3724 I DOP 3725 IDÜP372 6 IDÜP3727 I DO Ρ3728 IDÜP3729 ID0P3730 IDUP3731 IDUP3732 IUUP3733 IUUP3734 IUUP3735 IUUP3736 IUUP3737 IUUP3738 IDUP3739 IDUP3740 IÜUP3741 
IDÛP3742 IDOP3743 IDUP3744 
ID0P3745 
ID0P3746 
co o 
SUBROUTINE .IDOP3 PAGE 14 
02P7 0 0011 AM3 PC 17 IDÜP3747 
0208 0 007B. PC 123 ID0P3748 0209 0 0900 PC / 0 9 0 0 REP IDÜP3749 02 PA 0 . 8010 DC / 8 0 1 0 I IÜÜP.37 50 02PB 0 ' 8 2 0 0 ' . ­ ' PC / 8 2 0 0 Ü I D O P ? · : ! 02PC 0 OOOO PC /OOOO IPÜP3752 02DP 0 4100 DC M l 00 N IÜÜP3753 02PE 0 4080 PC / 4 0 8 0 O IO0P3754 02PF 0 2400 PC / 2 4 0 0 Τ IÜ0P3755 02E0 0 OOOO PC /OOOO IDÜP3756 Ö2E1­0 4080 DC M '080 U IÜ0P3757 02E2 0 4100 DC M 1 0 0 Ν IÛ0P3758 02E3 0 OOOO DC /OOOO ID0P3759 02E4 0 8200 DC / 8 2 0 0 D IDÜP3760 Ü2E5 0 8010 DC / 8 0 1 0 I IÜ0P3761 02E6 0 2800 DC 72800 S IÜ0P3762 02E7 0 4800 · DC / 4 8 0 0 Κ I 0 0 P 3 7 6 3 
02Έ8 0 0 5 0 0 DC / 0 5 0 0 BLACK IDUP3764 
* _ , _ . _ IDÜP3765 
02E9 0 0010 AM5 DC 16 ID0P3766 02ΕΔ 0 007B DC 1 2 3 ' ID0P3767 02ER 0 0900 DC /09QQ RED IDUP3768 02EC 0 8400 DC / 8 4 0 0 C ID0P3769 02EP 0 8020 DC / 8 0 2 0 Η IDÜP3770 02FE 0 8100 DC / 8 1 0 0 E ID0P3771 02EF 0 8400 DC / 8 4 0 0 C IDUP3772 02F0 0 4800 DC M 8 0 0 Κ IDÜP3773 0 2 F 1 0 OOOO DC. / 0 0 0 3 ID0P3774 Ü2F2 0 8040 DC / 8 0 4 0 G IUÜP3775 ' 02F3 0 4010· DC M0.10 R IDUP3776 οο 02F4 0 8420 DC / 8 4 2 0 . IDUP3777 ·"■ 02F5 0 OOOO DC /OOOO ID0P3778 ι 02.F6 0 4100 DC /4­100. Ν IÜÜP3779 02F7 0 4 0 8 0 DC. ' / 4 0 8 0 O ID0P3780 
02F8 0 8420 DC / 8 4 2 0 . . . IÜÜP3781 
02E9 0 ­ 0500 DC /0.500 BLACK IDÜP3782 
if . _ _ — _ _ IDUP3783 
02 FA 0 0029 AM4 PC 41 IDÜP3784 02FB 0 007B " DC 123 · : · IDÜP3785 02FC 0 OOOO ΔΜ41 DC « ­ * PERCENT VALUE IU0P3786 02FP 0 OOOO PC * ­ * ID0P3787 .02 FE 0 OOOO PC / 0 0 0 3 ID0P3788 02FF 0 2OÜ0 DC / 2 0 0 0 ' 0 ­ ­, · IDÜP3789 0 3 0 0 0 3000 PC / 3 0 0 0 / IU0P3790 0301 0 2000 DC / 2 0 0 0 O IDÜP3791 0302 0 24'20 DC / 2 4 2 0 COMMA ID0P3792 Ü.303 0 OOOO DC /OOOO IUÜP3793 0304 o OOOO ΔΜ42 DC * ­ * N O . OF SEQUENCES I U U P 3 7 9 4 0305 0 OOOO DC * ­ * IU0P3795 03 06 0 OOOO DC . * ­ ­ IDOP3796 0307 0 OOOO DC « ­ « ID0P3797 0308 0 OOOO DC /OOOO IDÜP3798 0309 0 2800 DC / 2 8 Ö 0 S IÜ0P3799 030A 0 8100 HC / 8 1 0 0 E IDUP3800 030B O 4020 ' D C / 4 0 2 0 U IDUP3801 030C O 8420 ' . , · DC / 8 4 2 0 . IDÜP3802 0300 O 2420 PC ". / 2 4 2 0 ' C O M M A IDÜP3803 030E 0 OOOO . DC /OOOO. IDUP3804 030F 0010 AM43 BSS 16 MEAN VALUÉ IDUP3805 031F 0 OOOO DC /OOOO IUÜP3806 0320 0 4200 ■ ­■ ·■ ·■ DC 7 4 2 0 0 ι·ι IÜUP3807 
S U B R O U T I N E IROI-: \· Γ- ιΐ: ι· 
0 3 2 1 
0 3 2 2 
0 3 2 3 
0 3 2 4 
03 2 5 
0 3 2 6 
0 3 2 R 
032Ε 
0 3 2 F 
0 3 3 0 
0 3 3 1 
0 3 3 ? 
0 3 3 3 
0 3 3 4 
0 3 3 5 
0 3 3 6 
0 3 3 7 
0 3 3 8 
0 3 3 9 
033A 
033E 
0 3 3 F 
0 3 4 0 
0 3 4 1 
0 3 4 2 
0 3 4 3 
0 3 4 4 
0 3 4 5 
0 3 4 6 
0 3 4 7 
0 3 4 8 
0 3 4 9 
034A 
0 3 4 B 
034C 
0 3 4 R 
034E 
0 3 4 F 
0 3 5 0 
0 3 5 1 
0 3 5 2 
0 3 5 3 
0 3 5 4 
0 3 5 5 
0 3 5 6 
0 3 5 7 
0 3 5 8 
0 3 5 9 
0 3 5 A 
035R 
0 3 5C 
0 3 6 3 
0 3 6 4 
0 3 6 5 
0 3 6 6 
036 7 
0 3 6 8 
0 3 6 9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
84 20 
2 1 0 0 
8 4 2 0 
0 0 1 9 
0 0 7 R 
0 0 07 
0 0 0 0 
28 00 
8 0 2 0 
8 0 1 0 
8 08 0 
24 0 0 
OOOO 
4 0 1 0 
8 0 1 0 
8 0 4 0 
8 0 2 0 
24 00 
OOOO 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 1 4 
0 0 7 B 
0 9 0 0 
2 8 0 0 
8 0 2 0 
8 0 1 0 
8 0 8 0 
2 4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
8 4 0 0 
4 0 8 0 
2 2 0 0 
4 1 0 0 
2 4 0 0 
OOOO 
8 1 0 0 
4 0 1 0 
4 0 1 0 
4 0 8 0 
4 0 1 0 
0 5 Ό 0 
0 0 1 7 
0 0 7 B 
4 0 8 0 
4 0 1 0 
8 2 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
4 0 1 0 
2 8 0 0 
OOOO 
0 0 0 7 
ÜOO0 
8 2 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
4 4 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
2 4 0 0 
8 1 0 0 
PC 
PC 
PC 
/8420 
/2103 
/8420 
Aw 7 
A,­i71 
AM72 
AN 7 3 
ΔΜ6 
A 06 
AM 8 1 
DC 
PC 
HS S 
PC­
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
BSS 
PC 
Ρ C 
ΟΡ­
Ο c 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
RC 
PC 
RC 
PC 
PC. 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC­
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
PC. 
BSS 
PC­
PC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
25 
123 
7 
/OOOO 
/ 2 8 00 
/8 02Ü 
/8010 /8080 
/ 240­0 /OOOO MOIO /8010 /8040 
/HO 20 /2400 
/OOOO 4 
20 
123 
/0900 
/28 00 
/80 20 
/8010 
/8080 
/24O0 
/OOOO 
/84ÛJ M080 /2200 M1Û0 
/2400 /OOOO /81O0 M O 10 M O 10 M080 M O 10 /05 00 
23 123 M030 MOIO /82 00 /8100 M O 10 /28 00 /OOOO 7 /OOOO / a 203 
/ 81 00 M400 
/ 81 00 
/2400 
/a 100 
ID 
h 
I 
V 
T 
R 
I 
G 
-1 
Τ 
(ι ) 
( E) 
(Η ) ( I ) 
( ) 
R E P S H I F Τ 
C o υ 
Ν 
τ 
Ε 
R 
υ 
R BLACK 
U 
R 
D 
Ε 
Κ 
S 
L 
E 
Τ 
E 
ι JO Ρ 3 8') Η 
DUP 3n 09 
DiliJ38] 'J 
DOP 3 f­, 11 
DU Ρ3«I 2 
DOP 38 13 
RUP3P­14 
DUP 3«15 
00P38J.6 
DUP 38 17 
UUP381 ri 
DUP3«19 
DOP3S2 0 
DUP 3821 
UUΡ3822 
DUP3823 
DUP3824 
DUP 3825 
DUP3826 
PUP 3827 
UUP382 8 
DUP 3829 
DUP3830 
UUP 3831 
DUP3 83? 
UUP3833 
DUP3834 
DUP 3835 
DUP3R36 
DOP3837 
PUP3 83 8 
DOP383­Ì 
PUP3 84.) 
1) UP 3 841 
DU Ρ3842 
DUP 3843 
DU Ρ3844 
U0P3845 
PUP3846 
UUP3847 
DUP3R4 8 
DUP3849 
DUP3 850 
UUP 3851 
DUP3852 
DUP 3853 
UUP3854 
UUP3855 
UUP3856 
UUP 3857 
UUP385 8 
UUP 3859 
UUP38 6 0 
DUP 3861 
DUP3862 
UUP3863 
PUP3864 
DUP3865 
UUP3866 
DUP3867 
DUP386 8 
co to 
036A O 8200 
SUBROUTINE I00P3 
OC /8200 
036B 
03 6C 
036D 0374 0375 
0376 0377 0378 0379 03 7A 
037B 03 7C 
0370 03 7E 037F 
0386 
0387 
0388 0389 038Δ 038B 
038C 038D 038E 038F 
0390 0 3 9 1 0392 
03 93 
0394 
0395 
0396 
0397 0398 0399 039A 039R 03 9C 03 90 
039E 
039F 03 A 0 03A1 
03 A 2 
03A3 03A4 03A5 
03A6 
03A7 
03A 8 
03Δ9 
03ΛΑ 03AR 03AC 03AR 03ΛΕ 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
001A 
007B 
0007 oooo 8400 
4080 4200 4040 4010 8420 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
0007 
OOOE 
0076 
09 00 8400 8020 8100 
8400 4800 OOOO 
4040 
4010 8100 28 00 
8100 
2400 
0012 
007 Β 
0900 8010 8200 OOOO 
9000 4400 4010 
8100 
9000 8200 2020 
OOOO 
2200 2800 8100 
8200 
0500 
00 OP 
007 Β 
09 00 4100 4080 
OOOO 
2800 
AM9 
ΔΜ91 
AM95 
ΔΜ92 
ΔΜ9 3 
AM10 
AM11 
AMI 2 
OC DC BSS DC DC DC PC PC PC 
PC DC DC DC DC BSS 
DC DC DC DC DC 
DC­
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC­
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
DC 
PC 
PC 
DC 
26 
123 
7 
/OOOO /8400 M080 M200 M040 MOIO /8420 /OOOO 
•Ar — Ar 
/OOOO 
/OOOO 
7 
14 123 /0900 /8400 /8020 /8100 /84 00 M 8 00 /OOOO M040 MOIO /8100 728 00 /8lOO /2400 
18 
123 /0900 /8010 /8200 /OOOO /9000 M400 /4010 /8100 /9000 /8200 
/2020 
/OOOO /2200 /2800 /8100 /8200 /0500 
13 123 /0900 M100 M080 /OOOO /2800 
ID OLD 
C 0 M Ρ R 
(E) (Χ) (Τ) (Ε) (Ν) 
ID NEW 
RED C Η E C Κ 
Ρ R E S E Τ 
RED I D 
A L R E A D Y 
U S E D BLACK 
RED Ν 
Ü 
PAGE 16 
ID0P3869 IDÜP3870 ID0P3871 IDUP3872 IÜÜP3873 IDUP3874 IÜ0P3875 IÜUP3876 ID0P3877 IDOP3878 IÜÜP3879 ID0P3880 IÜ0P3881 ID0P3882 IDÜP3883 ID0P3884 IÜ0P3885 IUÛP3886 IÜÜP3887 IDÜP3888 ID0P3889 ID0P3890 IUÜP3891 IDÜP3892 IDUP3893 ID0P3894 ID0P3895 ID0P3896 IÜÜP3897 IDÜP3898 ID0P3899 IDÛP3900 IDÜP3901 IDÜP3902 IDÜP3903 IÜÜP3904 ID0P3905 IDÜP3906 ID0P3907 ID0P3908 IÜÜP3909 IDÜP3910 ID0P3911 IÜÜP3912 ID0P3913 IDÜP3914 ID0P3915 ID0P3916 ID0P3917 IÜÜP3918 ID0P3919 IÜ0P3920 IÜÜP3921 IÜOP3922 ID0P3923 ID0P3924 IÜ0P3925 IDÜP3926 IÜ0P3927 IDÜP3928 ID0P3929 
00 00 
SUBROUTINE IDOP3 PAGE 17 
03AF 0 2400 DC /2400 Τ IDUP3930 
03R0 0 4080 PC M080 U IPUP3931 03i'l 0 4010 PC M010 R IPUP3932 03B2 0 9000 PC /9000 A IUUP3933 03B3 0 8040 DC /8040 G IP0P3934 03R4 0 8100 PC /8100 E IP0P3935 03B5 0 0500 PC /0500 BLACK IPUP3936 
if if Φ if if * if i,, .f i,-, i,-, if if i.-, if * * * if if if if if if if * if if if if if * if if if Φ if if if if if * * * * * * * Φ * Φ ι D U Ρ 3 9 3 7 
03R6 Ο ΟΟΟΡ PC ΤΜ6­ΤΜ5 IUUP3938 03R7 0018 ΤΜ5 OMES. 'R'AIP NUT UN RI SK, SH I FT, A ' E IUUP3939 03C3 0 OOOO TM51 DC «­« BITNO IDUP3940 Ü3C­4 OOOO TM6 BFS O IDUP3941 * IUUP3942 03C4 0 OOOC PC TM41­TM312 IUUP3943 03C5 0016 TM312 Ri'· ES 'R'ASHIFT CUUNT EKKUR ,A'b IPUP3944 03R0 0 OOOO TM311 PC «­« BITNO IUUP3945 03P1 OOOO TM41 BES O IDÜP3946 
if I UUP 3947 
03P1 0 0005 PC TM8­TM7 IDUP3948 0302 0008 TM7 OMES 'RSFIFTjA'E IP0P3949 03R6 0 ­ OOOO TM71 PC *­* BITNO IDUP3950 03R7 OOOO TM8 BES O IPUP3951 
* IUUP39 5 2 
03P7 O ÜOOB DC TM4­TM3 IDUP3953 0308 0014 . TM3 UMES ' '.IST IN/OUT CHECK,A'E IÜ0P3954 03E2 0 OOOO TM31 DC *­* BITNO IUUP3955 03E3 OOOO TM4 BES O IDUP3956 
if . IDUP3957 
03E3 O 0005 DC TMIOI­TMIOO ID0P3958 
03 E4 0004 TM 100 DMES ·B'2X'E IDÜP3959 03E6 0003 TM102 BSS 3 TIME IUUP3960 03FÇ OOOO TM101 BES 0 I0UP^961 
* : . j D0P3962 
03F9 0 OOOB DC TM10­TM9 ID0P3963 03EA 0014 TH9 DMES 'R'AERROR GROUP NU.,A't IU0P3964 03F4 0· OOOO TM91 DC *­* BITNO IPOP3965 03F5 OOOO TM10 BES O IPUP3966 
* I PUP 3967 
03F5 0 0007 PC TM122­TM11 IPUP3968 03F6 OOOC TM11 PMES 'RORP. PEL.,A'E I0UP3969 03FC 0 OOOO ΤΜΠ1 PC *­* BITNO IP0P3970 
03FP OOOO TM122 BES O I00P3971 
if I DUP3972 
03 FR 0 0006 PC­ TM14­TM13 IPUP3973 03FE OOOA TM13 OMES ·RACCORR.,A'E IP0P3974 0403 0 OOOO TM131 PC *­* BITNO IP0P3975 0404 OOOO TM14 Β E; S 0 IÛUP3976 
0404 END ID0P397 8 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. ÏDUP3 UUP . FUNCTION COMPLETED 
CO 
I RM 18O0 SUBROUTINE I P 0 P 4 PAGE 
OOP.) 
UFFE 
DFCE 
OFRE 
PFRC 
ÜF9C 
f) F 9 A 
UP 14 
HP 14 
BCE4 
BCP4 
PCR? 
0 9 1 1 6 5 F 4 ENT 
* ARRRESS 
.1, Ar At .Ir At .Ir Ar Ar Ar ^t . · , .It At 
't- 'C 't- Ί- f -f 'C 't* '1* '1* '(· 'Ι- Ί-
SPEC EOU 
SCAL EOU 
IDEN EOU 
TABLE EOU 
WORRS EOU 
WCÜUT EOU 
RUF H O U 
SPEC i E PU 
SCALI EOU 
I D E N Ï EOU 
TABLl EOU 
I D Ü P 4 
A S S I G N 
- 8 1 9 4 
- 8 2 4 2 
- 8 2 5 8 
- 8 2 6 0 
- 8 2 9 2 
- 8 2 9 4 
- 8 9 4 0 
- 1 7 1 3 2 
- 1 7 1 8 0 
- 1 7 1 9 6 
- 1 7 1 9 8 
I D U P 4 0 0 2 
I D U P 4 0 0 3 
I U Ü P 4 0 0 4 
I U 0 P 4 0 0 5 
I Ü Ü P 4 0 0 6 
I D 0 P 4 0 0 7 
I D Ü P 4 0 0 8 
I Ü 0 P 4 0 0 9 
I D Ü P 4 0 1 0 
I D U P 4 0 1 1 
I Ü U P 4 0 1 2 
I D O P 4 0 1 3 
I D 0 P 4 0 1 4 
I D Ü P 4 0 1 5 
I Ü 0 P 4 0 1 6 
I D Ü P 4 0 1 7 
00 
Ol 
SUBROUTINE IUUP4 PAGE 
OOOO OOOl 0003 0004 0005 0007 0009 OOOR 
OOOC OOOD OOOE OOOF 0010 0011 0012 
0013 
0015 0017 0019 001A 
00 IR 001C 001E 001F 002 0 0021 0022 0023 0024 0025 0026 
0027 0029 
0 02 A 
002C 
002P 
002E 
002F 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 0035 
0036 003 7 
0 01 0 0 00 00 01 0 
20 1 20 0 1 1 0 
01 
00 30 0 0 
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
oooo 65800000 
C100 
POOI 
66800000 
C5800001 
65000242 
P1FP 
02255103 
0238 
085935R9 
OOOO 
023C 
0265 
000 2 
4E80024P 
6600PFBE 
041430Δ8 
PFBO 
0002 
6202 
C400DFB1 
B106 
701B 
7000 
B107 
7001 
7017 
72FF 
7001 
7003 
7402001D 
70F2 
6600DFRE 
C2F3 
B2F5 
7002 
7006 
700A 
C2F3 
Ρ 109 
C2F5 
Ρ10 8 
7011 
C2F3 
D108 
* * * * * 
IDUP4 
• 
* * if if if if if 
if 
V 
C1PC3Ó 
1 
A16 
A15 
A19 
A 20 
( 
A21 
... 
A22 
Or 
A23 
*****: 
DC LDX LR STL) 
LPX LP LPX STO 
LIBF 
PC LIBF 
PC-PC PC PC 
BSC 
>;-.i\:ififif: 
;: * * : 
I 1 
1 
12 I 1 
LI 1 
12 
;: φ φ : 
fif if if if if if if if if if. 
if — if 
ID0P4 
0 *+l * — Φ 
1 X BITNO-X 
BINDC 
OUTPT 
HOLPR 
/OOOO 
OUTPT+4 
TM12 
2 
PRG26-26 
'f * * Φ Φ Φ * if Φ if if ·■ 
INTEGRATION OP. 
*****: 
LPX CALL 
DC DC 
LDX LD CMP Μ Γ) Χ 
MPX CMP MPX MPX MPX MPX MRX 
MRX MRX 
LPX LP CMP MR X 
MPX MRX 
LD S TO 
LD STO MDX 
LD STO 
ί: φ if : 
L2 
2 L 1 
1 
2 
L 
L2 2 2 
2 1 2 1 
2 1 
BY 
Y DECBY WORDS+20 
2 
2 WORDS+21 LIMIT-X 
A14 A15 ZERO-X 
A19 A14 -1 A2 0 
Δ21 A16+l,2 
A16 
Y W0RDS+21-Y 
WORDS+2 3-Y 
A22 A23 A14 
WÜR0S+21­Y 
UCN­X 
WORDS+23­Y 
LCN­X 
A24 
W0RDS+21­Y 
LCN­X 
¡: * if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if φ φ φ φ φ 
OP­CODE INTO XR2 
STORE BITNO 
BRANCH TO DIFFER. OP­CODES 
'f if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if if 
.CODE 12 (CHANGED TO 30 * 
PROGRAM ) * 
Í N T É G R Á T Í Ü N BÉTW.CHANNELS 
BCD­BINARY CONVERSION OF 
CHANNEL LIMITS FOR INTEGRA 
TION 
CHECK CHANNEL NUMBERS 
ERROR EXIT 
ERROR EXIT 
CONTINUE 
ERROR EXIT 
STORE CHANNEL NUMBERS IN 
INCREASING URDER 
CONTINUE 
IUUP4019 
IDUP4020 
IUUP4021 
IU0P4022 
IUUP4023 
IUUP4024 
IUUP4025 
IUUP4026 
IUUP4027 
IUUP4028 
IU0P4029 
IDUP4030 
IUUP4031 
IUUP4032 
IUUP4033 
IÜUP4034 
IUUP4035 
IU0P4036 
IUUP4037 
IUÛP4038 
IUUP4039 
IUUP4040 
IUUP4041 
ID0P4042 
IDUP4043 IDUP4044 
ID0P4045 
ID0P4046 
ID0P4047 
IÜÜP4048 
ID0P4049 
IÜ0P4050 
IÜ0P4051 
IUUP4052 
IUUP4053 
IU0P4054 
IDÜP4055 
IÜ0P4056 
ID0P4057 
IDÜP4058 
ID0P4059 
IÜ0P4060 
ID0P4061 
IDÜP4062 
ID0P4063 
IÜ0P4064 
ID0P4065 
IDÜP4066 
IUUP4067 
IÜUP4068 
IUUP4069 
IÜUP4070 
IU0P4071 
IUÜP4072 
IDÜP4073 
IÜ0P4074 
ID0P4075 
IÜ0P4076 
IDUP4077 
ID0P4078 
IUUP4079 
00 
a. 
SUBROUTINE IÜ0P4 PAGE 3 
0038 0 C2F5 LD 2 W0RDS+23­Y IDÜP4080 
0039 0 D109 STO 1 UCN­X IPUP4081 003Δ 0 700C MPX Δ24 CONTINUE IÜUP4082 
if I U 0 P 4 0 8 3 
003B 0 C110 A14 LD 1 ADTYP+1­X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE IÜ0P4084 003C 01 D400020B STO L A17 ­«CHANNEL NUMBERS IN ERROR* IÜ0P4085 003E O C H A LD 1 AÜAPR + 1­X ID0P4086 003F 01 D4000216 STO L A18 ID0P4087 
if ID UP 4 0 8 8 
0041 01 C4000265 LD L TM12 IU0P4089 
0043 01 D40003EF STO L TM31 IDÜP4090 
0045 01 4C000205 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IU0P4091 * IDUP4092 0047 30 04143244 A24 CALL DECID CONVERSION OF ANALYSER ID IUÜP4093 0049 0 UF9C DC WORDS TO BINARY WURDS ID0P4094 004Δ 0 DFBE DC IDEN ID0P4095 004B 1 0250 DC ERIN IDUP4096 
* ιD0P4097 
004C Ol 74000250 MDX L ERIN,O IDÜP4098 004E O 7001 MDX A50 IÜ0P4099 004F O 700C MDX A52 IDUP4100 
Φ I D 0 P 4 1 0 1 
0 0 5 0 O C113 A50 LD 1 ADTYP+4­X PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE ID0P4102 0051 Ol D400020B STO L A17 *CHECK INTER. N O . * IÜ0P4103 0053 0 ­ C U D LR 1 ADAPR+4­X I0ÜP4104 
0054 Ol D4000216 STO L A18 IÜ0P4105 
if IDÜP4106 
0056 Ol C4000265 LD L TM12 IÜÜP4107 0058 Ol D4000410 STO L TM91 ID0P4108 005A O l 4C000205 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IÜ0P4109 
if _ IDUP4110 ^ 
A52 CALL DISKM READ SPECTRUM FROM DISK IÜUP4111 
IDUP4112 IDÛP4113 ID0P4114 IÜÜP4115 SPECTRUM NOT DELETED ID0P4116 
* !D0P4117 
0063 01 74000250 MDX L ERIN,0 I0ÜP4118 0065 0 7001 MDX A26 SPECTRUM NOT FOUND ID0P4119 0066 0 700C MDX A27 SPECTRUM FOUND IDÜP4120 
* j D 0 P 4 1 2 1 
0067 0 C l l l A26 LD 1 ΑϋΤΥΡ+2-Χ PREPARE ERROR MESSAGE * I 0 ID0P4122 
0068 01 D400020B STO L A17 NOT ON DISK* IDÜP4123 
006A 0 C11B LD 1 ADAPR+2-X I0UP4124 
006R 01 D4000216 STO L A18 ID0P4125 
0060 01 C4000265 LD L TM12 ID0P4127 
006F 01 D40003FE STO L TM51 ID0P4128 
0071 01 4C000205 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IUUP4129 
if- I DOP 4130 
A27 LD 1 UCN-X ID0P4131 S 1 LCN-X ID0P4132 A 1 ONE-X IDÜP4133 STO *+l ID0P4134 0077 00 65000000 LDX LI *-* (UCN-LCN+1) INTO XR1 ID0P4135 
* IDÜP4136 
0079 01 C400024A LD L LCN IÜUP4137 
007B 0 1001 SLA 1 IDÜP4138 
007C O DOOI STO * + l IDUP4139 
007D 00 66000000 LDX L2 * - * LCN*2 INTO XR2 IDUP4140 
005C 
E 
005F 
0 0 6 0 
0061 
0062 
30 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
04262494 
DFBE 
0250 
DD14 
DFBE 
0249 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DISKM 
IDEN 
ERIN 
BUF 
IDEN 
ZERO 
0073 
74
5 
0076 
0 
 
 
0 
109 
91 8 
81 5 
Ü001 
00 
SUBROUTINE ID0P4 PAGE 
007F 
0 0 8 0 
008 2 
0 0 8 3 
0 0 8 4 
0 0 8 5 
0 0 8 7 
0 0 8 8 
0 0 8 A 
00 8 Β 
0 0 8 C 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
O l 
0 
30 
1 
1 
0 
lOAO 
8E00DFFE 
7 2 0 2 
7 1 F F 
7 0 F B 
6 5 0 0 0 2 4 2 
D90A 
0 2 2 4 3 0 4 0 
0 2 4 A 
02BC 
0 0 0 4 
008D 30 02243040 008F 1 024B 0090 1 02C6 0091 O 0004 
0092 30 03595244 
0094 O DFBE 
0095 1 02AF 
0096 O 6209 
0097 30 14645053 0099 O DF9E 009A 1 02EF 009B 01 74020099 009D 01 740C009A 009F O 72FF OOAO O 70F6 
0 0 A 1 
00A2 
0 0 A 4 
00Δ5 
0 0 A 6 
0 0 A 7 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
62EE 
CEOOÜFBO 
B90C 
7 0 0 2 
7 0 0 0 
7 0 1 0 00A8 20 064C4000 
00A9 1 0242 
OOAA 01 6E000244 
OOAC O C Ï02 OOAD O ΟΟΔΕ O OOAF O OOBO O 
8104 7002 7000 7003 
00B1 20 06109940 0OB2 O ÜF9E 00B3 O 7002 
00B4 20 065 17A00 
00B5 O ÜF9E 
00B6 20 068A3580 
00B7 1 0242 
00B8 01 740200B2 
ΟΟΒΔ 01 740200B5 
* IDOP4141 
SLT 32 ID0P4142 A28 AD L2 SPEC SUMMING UF CHANNELS IUUP4143 MRX 2 2 BETWEEN LCN AND UCN IUUP4144 MPX 1 ­1 ' IU0P4145 MPX Δ28 IPÜP4146 LPX LI X IU0P4147 STD 1 SUM­X RESULT IiMTU SUM IUÜP4148 
if ID OP 4 149 
CALL BICA CONVERSION UF LCN TO IÜÜP4150 DC LCN CARP CODE ID0P4151 DC AM42 IDÛP4152 'DC 4 IDÜP4153 
* j DÜP4154 
CALL BICA CONVERSION OF UCN TO IÜ0P4155 DC UCN CARD CUUE IDÜP4156 DC AM43 IDÜP4157 DC 4 IÜ0P4158 
Φ _ I0ÛP4159 
CALL CONID CONVERSION OF ID TO CARD ID0P4160 DC IDEM CODE I0UP4161 DC ΔΜ41 IDUP4162 
Φ I DOP4163 
LDX 2 9 ID0P4164 A300 CALL M EAL CONVERT FACTORS TO FLOA­ ID0P4165 A301 DC WURDS+2 TING POINT NUMBERS IU0P4166 A302 DC AM45+12 IDUP4167 MDX L A 3 0 1 , + 2 ID0P4168 MDX L A 3 0 2 , 1 2 ID0P4169 
MDX 2 ­ 1 .IDÜP4170 
MDX A300 IDÜP4171 
Φ j D0P4172 LDX 2 ­18 CALCULATE UNE FACTOR FROM IDUP4173 A305 LDD L2 WORDS+20 SCALER VALUES IU0P4174 DCM 1 NULL­X ID0P4175 MDX A303 ID0P4176 MDX * IDÜP4177 MDX A304 SKIP MULTIPLICATION OR IUUP4178 
A303 LIBF FLD DIVISION IDUP4179 
DC FACT ID0P4180 
* IDUP4181 
STX L2 INDEX IÜÜP4182 LD 1 INDEX­X ID0P4183 CMP 1 MTEN­X IÜÜP4184 MDX A306 IDÜP4185 MDX * IDÜP4186 MDX A307 ID0P4187 
if ID0P418 8 
A306 LIBF FDIV DIVISION IÜ0P4189 A308 DC WORDS+2 ID0P4190 MDX A309 I00P4191 
if ι D0P4192 
A307 LIBF FMPY MULTIPLICATION IU0P4193 
Δ310 DC WORDS+2 IÜ0P4194 
Φ I DOP4195 
A309 LIBF FSTO IÜ0P4196 
DC FACT IDÜP4197 
if I DOP4198 A304 MDX L A308,+2 ID0P4199 10 200if  OO  4201 
00 CO 
SUBROUTINE ID0P4 PAGE 
OOBC O 7202 OOBD O 70E4 OOBE 30 141938C0 OOCO 1 024C 00C1 1 0247 
00C2 20 064C4000 00C3 1 024C 
00C4 20 06517A00 00C5 1 0242 
00C6 30 060A3100 00C8 0 DFCE 
00C9 0 
OOCA 0 61F8 6200 
OOCB 00 C600DFCF OOCD 0 1888 OOCE 00 C600DFCE OODO 0 1088 OODI 00 D500DFD6 
00D3 0 7202 00D4 0 7101 00D5 O 70F5 
00D6 01 65000242 00D8 20 08593142 00D9 0 0 0 0 1 OODA 0 DFCE OODB 1 02D2 OOPC 0 0010 
OODD O 62EE OODE 00 CEOODFBO OOEO O B90C 00E1 0 7002 00E2 0 7000 00E3 0 7009 
00E4 30 145A5140 00E6 1 02EF 00E7 1 02E3 00E8 0 OOOC 
00E9 01 740C02AA 
OOEB 01 740C00E7 
OOED 01 740C00E6 OOEF 01 6E000244 0 0 F 1 O C102 00F2 O B104 00F3 0 7000 00F4 0 7007 
00F5 01 74FF00E7 
00F7 O C1FF 
00F8 01 D48000E7 
OOFA 01 740100E7 
MDX 2 2 IDÜP4202 
MDX A305 IDÜP4203 CALL MFLT CONVERT SUM TO REAL ID0P4204 DC SUM IDOP4205 DC ONE ID0P4206 
Φ _ ID0P4207 
LIBF FLU MULTIPLY SUM BY FACTOR ID0P4208 
DC SUM IÜ0P4209 
Φ . , IDÜP4210 
LIBF FMPY IDÜP4211 
DC FACT RESULT IN FAC IDÜP4212 
Φ ID0P4213 
CALL FBTD CONVERT REAL SUM TO EBCDIC ID0P4214 
DC SCAL CHARACTERS ID0P4215 
if I DOP 4216 
LDX 1 ­ 8 PACK EBCDIC CHARACTERS IÜ0P4217 
LDX 2 0 TWO PER WORD ID0P4218 
if i DUP4219 
Α 3 Π LD L2 SCAL + 1 ID0P4220 SRT 8 IÜ0P4221 LD L2 SCAL ID0P4222 SLT 8 ID0P4223 STO L I SCAL+8 ID0P4224 
Φ ID0P4225 
MDX 2 2 ID0P4226 
MDX 1 1 ID0P4227 
MDX A311 ID0P4228 
Φ !D0P4229 
LDX LI X ID0P4230 LIBF HOLEB CONVERT EBCDIC CHARACTERS ID0P4231 DC /0001 TO CARD CODE FOR MESSAGE ID0P4232 DC SCAL ID0P4233 DC AM44 ID0P4234 DC 16 ID0P4235 
if ID0P4236 
LDX 2 ­18 PREPARE MESSAGE FOR MULTI­ ID0P4237 A317 LDD L2 WORDS+20 PLIERS AND DIVISORS ID0P4238 DCM 1 NULL­X IÜÜP4239 MDX A312 IDÜP4240 MDX * ID0P4241 MDX A313 IDÜP4242 
if j D0P4243 
A312 CALL MOVE ID0P4244 A314 DC ΔΜ45+12 IDÜP4245 A315 DC AM45 ID0P4246 DC 12 IÜÜP4247 
if _ I DOP 4248 
MDX L AM4,12 ID0P4249 
MDX L A315,12 ID0P4250 
if j D0P425 1 
A313 MDX L A314,12 I00P4252 STX L2 INDEX ID0P4253 LD 1 INDEX­X IDÜP4254 CMP 1 MTEN­X IÜÜP4255 MDX * ID0P4256 MDX A316 ID0P4257 if .__  O  58I 3 1 5 , ­ l LINE FEED TO SEPARATE MUL­ I 9LP 1 L I F E ­ X T IPL IERS AND DIVISORS IN 60STO 5 MESSAG  1L , + Ü 42 2
00 
CD 
SUBROUTINE I U 0 P 4 PAGE 
88FFU Wl 
OOFE O C 1 1 2 
OOFF O l U 4 0 0 0 2 0 B 0 1 0 1 0 C11C 0102 01 U4000216 
0104 01 C4000265 0106 Ol Ü4000405 0108 01 4C000205 
010 A 
010C 
010E 010F 0110 
00 
3 0 
0 1 1 
6600DFBE 
04143244 
DF9C 026E 0250 
O l l i Ol 74000250 0113 O 7001 0114 O 7002 0115 Ol 4C000050 
0117 0118 O U ? ΟΠΑ O l l B OllC O l l P 
ΟΠΕ 011F 0 1 2 0 0121 0122 
0 1 2 3 0125 0126 0127 
0128 0129 012Δ 012B 012C 0 12 Ρ 012E 012F 
0 1 3 0 0131 0132 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
30 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
C2F2 E136 1888 P130 1010 1084 D131 
C130 A137 1090 8131 D130 
02243040 0272 03B8 0002 
C2F3 1888 1010 1084 D131 1010 10 84 Ρ 132 
C131 Α137 1090 
if Ι DUP 4 2 6 3 
A 3 1 6 MPX 2 2 I D U P 4 2 6 4 
MPX Ä 3 1 7 I U U P 4 2 6 5 
* I I J U P 4 2 6 6 LR 1 ADTYP+3­X PREPARE MESSAGES FUR NUR­ IUUP4267 STO L Λ17 MAL INTERRUPT EXIT IUUP­26 8 LR 1 ADAPR+3­X IDUP4269 STO L A18 IUUP4270 
if I UUP 4 271 
LD L TM12 IDOP4272 STO L TM71 I DOP 4273 BSC L A13 INTERRUPT EXIT IUUP4274 
* I DUP 4275 
* IDUP42 76 * IUUP4277 * IIJUP42 78 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * if φ i,-. * * φ φ * * * φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ φ * * * * * * φ * * * * * * φ φ ι D ( J Ρ 4 2 7 9 
* _,_ __ OR D ER S Ο Ρ . C O D E _,_ 2 6 _ _ ^ ^ « I D Ο Ρ 4 2 8 0 
0PC26 LDX L2 'Y ' ' ID0P4282 
CALL DECID CONVERSION OF ANALYSER IP IP0P4283 
DC WORDS TO BINARY WORDS IDÜP4284 DC ORDER IP0P4285 PC ERIN ID0P42 86 
if I DUP 4287 
MDX L ERIN,0 IUUP4288 MPX A700 IPÜP4289 MPX A701 I00P4290 A700 BSC L Δ50 IPÜP4291 
i,-. j DUP4292 
Δ701 LP 2 W0RPS + 20­Y PECORE 1.BLOCK ANO NO.OF IPÜP4293 
AMR 1 ANP1­X BLOCKS IUUP4294 
SRT 8 IUUP4295 
STO 1 ÜRDER+4­X ID0P4296 
SLA 16 ID0P4297 
SLT 4 ID0P4298 
STO 1 0RDER+5­X ID0P4299 
if . IDUP4300 
LD 1 0 R D E R + 4 ­ X I D 0 P 4 3 0 1 
M 1 T E N ­ X I D O P 4 3 0 2 
SLT 16 I D U P 4 3 0 3 
A 1 Ü R D E R + 5 ­ X I D Ü P 4 3 0 4 
STO 1 0 R D E R + 4 ­ X NUMBER ÜF BLOCKS I U U P 4 3 0 5 
if I 0 U P 4 3 0 6 
CALL B ICA CONVERT NO.OF BLOCKS TO I U U P 4 3 0 7 
DC­ ORDER + 4 CARP CODE I D O P 4 3 0 8 
DC AM129 I D U P 4 3 0 9 
DC 2 I Ü U P 4 3 1 0 
if IDOP 4 3 11 
LD 2 W 0 R D S + 2 1 ­ Y I D 0 P 4 3 1 2 
SRT 8 I D 0 P 4 3 1 3 
SLA 16 I D U P 4 3 1 4 
SLT 4 I D U P 4 3 1 5 
STO 1 0 R U E R + 5 ­ X 1 S T . D I G . U F NÜ.UF 1 S T . B L U C K I U U P 4 3 1 6 
SLA 16 I D 0 P 4 3 1 7 
SLT 4 I U 0 P 4 3 1 8 
STO 1 0 R D E R + 6 ­ X 2 N D . D I G . Ü F IMU.ÜF 1 S T . B L O C K I Û 0 P 4 3 1 9 
« I D Ü P 4 3 2 0 LD 1 0RDER+5­X ID0P4321 M 1 TEN­X IDÜP4322 SLT 16 ID0P4323 
CO 
o 
SUBROUTINE ID0P4 PAGE 
0133 0 
0134 0 
8132 D131 A STO 1 0RDER+6­X 1 0RDÈR+5­X NO.OF 1ST.BLOCK 
0135 30 0 1 3 7 1 0138 1 0139 0 
013A 0 013B 0 013C 0 013D 0 mi 8i 
0 1 4 1 0 
0142 01 
0144 0 
0145 0 
0 1 4 6 0 
0147 0 0148 0 0149 0 Q14A 0 014B 0 
014C 0 014D 01 0 I 4 F 0 0 1 5 0 01 
0152 0 0 1 5 3 01 0155 01 
0157 0 0 1 5 8 0 
0159 0 0 1 5 A 0 
0 1 SB 0 
015C 0 
015D 0 
015E 0 
015F 30 0 1 6 1 0 
0162 0 
0163 0 0 1 6 4 0 0165 0 
0166 0 
016 7 0. 0168 0 
0 1 6 9 0 0 I6A 0 016B 0 
02243040 0273 03BB 0002 
C130 B142 700 F 7000 7^0,00273 
700A 
74000272 
7001 
7006 
G138 9 1 3 1 Β130 7000 7 0 0 1 700B 
C l 14 D40002CB C H E Ü4000216 C123 D4000423 4C000205 
C l 3 0 8131 9105 D130 
Ç131 1008 8130 0131 
041430A8 DF9E 0003 
C2E1 
Β13 9 
7010 
7000 
Β107 7003 7000 C13C Ü2E1 
Α601 
Ar 
Α602 
Α603 
A 500 
#____. A502 
A504 
CALL DC DC DC 
LD 
CM Ρ MDX MDX MDX 
MDX 
MDX 
MDX MDX MDX 
LD 
S CMP MDX 
MDX 
MDX 
LD 
STO 
LD 
STO 
LD 
STO 
BSC _-_ __-... LD 
A 
S 
STO 
LD SLA A STO 
"CALL" 
DC DC 
LD 
CMP 
MDX 
MDX 
CMP MDX 
MDX LD STO 
1 
1 
L 
L 
1 1 1 
1 L 1 L 1 L L 
___. 1 1 1 1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 2 
BICA ORDER+5 AM 130 2 
0RDER+4­X HEXDE­X Δ500 
A 6 0 1 ORDER+5,0 
Ä602 
A500 
ORDER+4,0 
A603 A500 
C17­X ÜRDER+5­X 0RDER+4­X A 5 02 A500 
A 5 02 
ADTYP+5­X 
A17 
ADAPR+5­X A18 TM12­X TM111 A l 3 ___________ 0RÜER+4­X QRDER+5­X ONE­X 0RDER+4­X 
0RÜER+5­X 8 
0RDER+4­X 0RDER+5­X 
DECBY 
WOROS+2 3 
W0RDS+3­Y C32.0­X A503 A504 
ZERO­X 
A 50 5 
C512­X W0RDS+3­Y 
CONVERT NO.OF 1ST. BLOCK TO CARD CODE 
CHECK OF BLOCK NUMBERS 
NÜ.OF B L . GREATER 16 NO.OF B L . SMALLER 16 NQ.OF B L . ËÜUAL 16 1ST. B L . UNEQUAL 0 1ST. B L . EQUAL 0 
NO.OF B L . UNEQUAL 0 NO.OF B L . EQUAL 0 
17­1ST.BL.GREATER NO.OF BL 17­1ST.BL.SMALLER NO.OF BL 17.­­1ST.­BL.EQUAL NO.OF BL 
MESSAGE «BLOCK NO.ERROR* 
————·—--—-—________ _________ __ CALCULATE NÜ.OF LAST BLOCK 
SL8 MO. OF 1 S T . B L . 
1ST.BL.AND LAST B L . 
'cÖNVERf'scALlR'rT^Ti'TO""­BINARY 
TEST FÜR MAX. LENGTH OF X ­AXIS 
ERROR X­AXIS 
TEST IF 0 IS SPECIFIED FOR LENGTH OF X ­AX IS 
STANDARD LENGTH IS USED 
FOR X­AXIS 
016C O C2E3 Δ505 LD 2 W0RDS+5­Y TEST FUR MAX. LENGTH OF Y­
ID0P4324 
IÜ0P4325 ID0P4326 IÜ0P4327 ID0P4328 IDÜP4329 IÜ0P4330 ID0P4331 IDÜP4332 IÜ0P4333 I DOP 4334' IUÜP4335 IÜ0P4336 IÜ0P4337 IU0P4338 ID0P4339 IDÜP4340 ID0P4341 IDOP4342 ID0P4343 I DOP4344 ID0P4345 ID0P4346 ID0P4347 ID0P4348 ID0P4349 IÜ0P4350 ID0P4351 IÜ0P4352 IÜÜP4353 IDOP4354 ID0P4355 ID0P4356 ID0P4357 ID0P4358 ID0P4359 IDOP4360 ID0P4361 IÜUP4362 IÜ0P4363 ID0P4364 ID0P4365 ID0P4366 ID0P4367 ID0P4368 ID0P4369 IDÜP4370 IDUP4371 IDDP4372 ID0P4373 IÜ0P4374 ID0P4375 ID0P4376 ID0P4377 ID0P4378 ID0P4379 ID0P4380 IDÜP4381 IÜ0P4382 
IÜ0P4383 
ID0P4384 
CD 
I­» 
I 
SUBROUTINE ID0P4 PAGE 
Ol 6 0 
016F 0 1 6 F 
0 1 7 0 
0 1 7 1 0 1 7 2 0 1 7 3 0 1 7 4 0 1 7 5 
0 1 7 6 
0 1 7 7 0 1 7 9 0 1 7 Δ 
017C 0 1 7 D 017F 
0 1 8 1 
0 1 8 2 0 1 8 3 0 1 8 4 0 1 8 5 0 1 8 6 0 1 8 7 0 1 8 8 
0 1 8 9 018A 
0 18B 
018C 
0 1 8 D 
0 1 8 E 
018F 
0 1 9 0 0 1 9 1 0 1 9 2 0 1 9 3 0 1 9 4 0 1 9 5 0 1 9 6 
0 1 9 7 0 1 9 8 0 1 9 9 
019A 
0 1 9 R 019D 
0 1 9 E 019F 0 1 A 0 01A1 0 1 A 2 01Δ3 0 1 A 4 
01A6 OÍA l 01A8 0 1 A 9 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
01 0 01 
0 01 0 1 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 
0 0 0 0 1 
B13A 
7 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 
B107 
7 0 0 F 7 0 0 0 C13D D2E3 7 0 0 B 
C115 
D 4 0 0 0 2 0 B C U F D 4 0 0 0 2 1 6 
C 1 2 3 U 4 0 0 0 4 3 0 4 C 0 0 0 2 0 5 
C2E1 
0 1 3 2 C2E3 D 1 3 3 CAE4 D934 1 0 1 0 D130 
C2F4 
1 8 8 4 1 0 1 0 
10 84 
. 4 0 0 C 
C2F5 
188C 
1 0 1 0 1 0 8 4 4 0 0 7 1 0 1 0 1 0 8 4 4 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 
1 0 8 4 
4 0 0 1 7 0 1 1 
OOOO 
7 4 0 2 0 2 6 6 B105 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 3 C 1 3 0 8 1 0 5 7 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 D 4 8 0 0 2 6 6 
Ç 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 
D130 4 C 8 0 0 1 9 A 
Δ506 
A510 
A511 
A512 
CMP MDX MPX 
1 C70­X Λ503 A506 
A X I S 
ERROR Y ­ A X I S 
CMP MPX MPX LP STO 
MPX 
1 ZERO­X A50 7 
1 C250­X 
2 W0RDS+5­Y A507 
TEST IF 0 IS SPECIFIED FOR LENGTH UF Y­AXIS 
STANDARD LENGTH IS USED FOR Y­AXIS 
A503 LD 1 ADTYP+6­X STO L A17 LD 1 ADAPR+6­X 
STO L Δ18 LD 1 TM12­X STO L TM131 BSC L Al 3 
MESSAGE *ERRÜR AXIS LENGTH PLOT* 
A507 LD 2 W0RDS+3­Y STO 1 URDER+6­X LP 2 WORDS+5­Y STO 1 0RDER+7­X LDD 2 W0RDS+6­Y STD 1 p­'DER+e­X SLA 16 STO 1 0RDER+4­X 
STORE AXIS LENGTHS AND TOTAL COUNT 
LD 2 W0RDS+22­Y 
SRT 4 SLA 16 SLT 4 BSI A510 
DECODE UP.CODES FOR PLOT, INT.LIST,CARDS,LIST. 
LD 2 WORDS+23­Y SRT 12 SLA 16 SLT 4 BSI Δ510 SLA 16 SLT 4 BSI A510 SLA 16 SLT 4 
BSI A510 MDX A515 
DC MDX CM Ρ MDX MDX LD A MPX SLA STO 
LD SLA STO BSC 
ADDR,2 1 ONE­X A511 A511 1 0RDER+4­X 1 ONE­X 
A512 
16 
ADDR 
1 0RDER+4­X 
1 0RDER+4­X 
A510 
PREPARÉ FILE OP.CODES FOR ORDER 
=00000000 LOCATION 0RÜER+4 OOOOLCIP 1 FOR L,C,I,P =LIST,CARDS, INTEGRAL LIST,PLOT RESP. L,C, I,P=0 IMU OPERATION 
IDÛP4385 ID0P4386 IDUP4387 ID0P4388 IDÜP4389 IÜÜP4390 IDUP4391 ID0P4392 ID0P4393 ID0P4394 ID0P4395 ID0P4396 ID0P4397 ID0P4398 IÜÜP4399 IÜÜP4400 ID0P4401 IÜ0P4402 IÛ0P4403 IUUP4404 IDOP4405 ID0P4406 ID0P4407 IÜ0P4408 ID0P4409 ID0P4410 ID0P4411 IDUP4412 ID0P4413 ID0P4414 IDÜP4415 IÜ0P4416 IDÜP4417 IÜÜP4418 IDÜP4419 ID0P4420 ID0P4421 ID0P4422 IDÜP4423 IÜ0P4424 ID0P4425 ID0P4426 ID0P4427 IÜÜP4428 ID0P4429 IU0P4430 IDUP4431 I00P4432 ID0P4433 IU0P4434 IÜ0P4435 ID0P4436 ID0P4437 ID0P4438 ID0P4439 IÜUP4440 IDÜP4441 ID0P4442 IÜUP4443 IÜ0P4444 ID0P4445 
CD 
SUBROUTINE ID0P4 PAGE 
OlAB O C130 
OlAC O 1801 
01ΔΡ 0 0130 
01AE O B107 01AF O 700C 01B0 0 7000 
01B1 O C116 0182 01 D400020B 01B4 O C120 01B5 01 D4000216 0IB7 0 CI 23 01B8 01 D400043C 01BA 01 4C000205 
01BC O C940 
01BD 00 DCOODFBC 
01BF 20 04262495 
01C0 0 1000 01C1 0 DFBC 01C2 0 OOOO 
01C3 20 04262495 01C4 0 0100 01C5 0 DFBC 01C6 O 70FC 
0 1C7 00 C400E0F4 01C9 O B13B 
01CA 0 7032 OlCB 0 7001 OICC 0 7030 
01CD O A137 01CE 0 1090 01CF O 813E 
OÍDO O D003 
O ID I 30 145A5140 
01D3 1 026E 
01D4 O OOOO 
01D5 O OOOA 
01D6 00 7401E0F4 
01D8 20 04262495 01D9 O 3000 OÍDA O DFBC 01DB O OOOO 
01DC 30 03595244 
01DE 1 026E 010F 1 03A8 
01E0 01 740003B6 
01E2 O 7 0 0 1 
01E3 O 700E 
Φ IDOP4446 
A515 LD 1 0RDER+4­X ID0P4447 SRA 1 ID0P4448 STO 1 0RDER+4­X ID0P4449 * . ID0P4450 CMP 1 ZERO­X IÜÜP4451 MDX A516 ORDER WILL BE STORED IÜÜP4452 
MDX A514 ORDER WILL NOT BE STORED I00P4453 
* . I DOP 44 54 
A514 LD 1 ADTYP+7­X MESSAGE «NO URDER STORED.« IÜ0P4455 STO L A17 IÜ0P4456 LD 1 ADAPR+7­X ID0P4457 STO L A18 IÜ0P4458 LP 1 TM12­X IÜ0P4459 STO L TM151 ID0P4460 BSC L A13 IÜÜP4461 * ID0P4462 A516 LDD 1 FILE­X ID0P4463 STD L TABLE IÜ0P4464 *­ : IÜUP4465 LIBF DISKN READ ORDER FILE FROM DISK ID0P4466 DC /1000 IÜ0P4467 DC TABLE ID0P4468 DC O ID0P4469 
Φ IDÜP4470 
A517 LIBF DISKN TEST IF ORDER FILE IS READ IU0P4471 DC /0100 ID0P4472 DC TABLE IDÜP4473 MDX A517 ID0P4474 
*__ j D0P4475 
LP L IDEN+310 ID0P4476 
CMP 1 C31­X ID0P4477 MDX A518 ORDER F ILE FILLED UP ID0P4478 MDX A519 ORDER F ILE NOT F ILLED UP ID0P4479 MDX A518 ORDER F I L E FILLED UP IUÜP4480 
* — . IÜ0P4481 
A519 M 1 TEN­X CALCULATE ADDRESS IN ORDER ID0P4482 SLT 16 . F I LE ID0P4483 A 1 ADRID­X IDOP4484 STO A520 ID0P4485 
*­, . ID OP 44 86 
CALL MOVE STORE ORDER IN ORDER FILE ID0P4487 
Λ ^ „ P£ ORDER I00P4488 
A520 DC *­* ID0P4489 
DC 10 ID0P4490 « ID0P4491 MDX L IDEN+310,1 COUNT NU. OF ORDERS ID0P4492 
* ιD0P4493 
LIBF DISKN STORE ORDER FILE ON DISK ID0P4494 DC /3000 IÜ0P4495 DC TABLE IÜ0P4496 
DC O ID0P4497 
* I DOP4498 
CALL CÜNID CONVERT ID FOR MESSAGE ON ID0P4499 DC ORDER INTERFACE TYPEWRITER ID0P4500 DC AM121 ID0P4501 
* IDOP4502 
MDX L AM125,0 CHECK IF PLOT URDERED IU0P4503 
MPX Δ521 IÜ0P4504 
MPX A522 ID0P4505 
Φ IDOP4506 
CD 
00 
SUBROUTINE IDUP4 PAGE 1­0 
01E4 30 
01E6 1 OIE 7 1 01E8 0 
01E9 30 OlEB 1 01EC 1 
oí en o 
01EE 30 Ö1F0 1 0 1 F 1 1 
01F2 01F3 01F5 01F6 01F8 01F9 01FB 
0 01 0 01 0 01 01 
01FD 0 Ó1FE 01 02 00 0 0201 01 0203 01 
0205 0 0206 0 0207 0 
02243040 0274 03BE 0004 
02243040 0275 03C3 0003 
035 95 0C1 0276 03C7 
C 117 
D4 00020B 
C121 04000216 C123 D4000442 4CO00205 
C118 
D400020B C122 „ Ü4000216 4C000205 
C IF C 81FD DlFl 
02 08 O 401D 
0209 20 23A17155 020Δ O 2001 020B O OOOO 020C O OOOO 
0200 30 23243595 020F 1 0414 
0 2 1 0 20 23A17155 0211 O 2001 0212 1 0411 0213 O OOOO 
0214 20 040565C0 0215 O 1310 0216 O OOOO 0217 O OOOO 
0218 30 021Δ 1 021B 1 
19162163 
0265 
021C 
021C O C1FE 0210 O 81FD 021E O D l F l 
021F O 4006 
A521 CALL BICA CONVERT LENGTH UF X­AXIS IDÜP4507 
PC ORDER+6 TO CARU CODE IÜÜP4508 
PC ΛΜ126 ID0P4509 
DC 4 ID0P4510 
if . _ _ — _ __ ID0P4511 CALL BICA CONVERT LENGTH UF Y­AXIS IÜUP4512 DC ORDER+7 TO CARD CODE IDÜP4513 DC ΔΜ127 IDÜP4514 DC 3 ID0P4515 
Φ !D0P4516 
CALL CONCA CONVERT MAX.COUNT TO 1UÜP4517 DC OROER+8 CARD CODE IÜÜP4518 DC AM128 IÜ0P4519 
Φ . . ! D0P4520 
Δ522 LD 1 ADTYP+8­X IDÜP4521 STO L Δ17 IÜ0P4522 LP 1 ADAPR+8­X ID0P4523 STO L A18 IDÜP4524 LD 1 TM12­X I0ÜP4525 STO L TM171 ID0P4526 BSC L A13 NORMAL EXIT ID0P4527 * TD0P452 8 A518 LD 1 ADTYP+9­X MESSAGE *REPEAT LATER* IDÜP4529 STO L Δ17 IDOP4530 LP 1 ADAPR+9­X I 0 0 P 4 5 3 1 STO L A l 8 ID0P4532 BSC L A13 IÜÜP4533 
Φ , !D0P4534 
Α13 LD 1 B l ­ X PREPARE COMMAND «PRINT ID0P4535 A 1 BITNO­X ALPHAMERIC« 1D0P4536 STO 1 AREA3+2­X IU0P4537 * ■ ■ IU0P4538 BSI A400 COMMAND.«PRINT ALPHAMERIC* ID0P4539 
Φ—. . . ι D0P4540 
LIBF TYPEN TYPEWRITER ERROR MESSAGE IDUP4541 DC /2001 ID0P4542 A17 DC *­* ID0P4543 DC O ID0P4544 
if . IDÜP4545 
CALL ΤI CON IÜÜP4546 
DC TM102 ID0P4547 
* i DÜP454 8 
LIBF TYPEN IDÜP4549 
DC / 2 0 0 1 IÜÜP4550 
DC TM100­1 ID0P4551 
DC O IÜ0P4552 
Ζ. . I DOP 45 53 
LIBF DAOP INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGE ID0P4554 
DC /1310 SINGLE AUDR. ,EXTER.SYNCH . IU0P4555 A18 DC * ­ * IUÜP4556 DC O IDUP4557 
Φ__ . _ . γ D0P4558 
CALL RESET ID0P4559 DC TM12 IDÜP4560 DC A273 GO TO A273 IDÜP4561 « ID0P4562 A273 LD 1 B15­X PREPARE COMMAND «END OF ID0P4563 A 1 BITNO­X INTERRUPT* ID0P4564 
STO 1 AREA3+2­X ΙΌ0Ρ4565 
* ; iD0P4566 BSI A400 COMMAND *END OF INTERRUPT* ID 7
CD 
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0220 
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0241 
0242 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
0249 
024A 
024B 
024C 
024E 0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 
0254 
02 5 5 
0256 
02 5 7 
0258 
0259 
025A 
025B 
025C 
02 5Ρ 
025E 
025F 
0260 
0261 
20 
0 
1 
0 
30 
0 
20 
0 
1 
0 
20 
0 
1 
0 01 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
0 0 0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 ] 
1 
1 
1 
040565CO 
1000 
0234 
oooo 
09563167 
OOOO 
040565C0 
1000 
0234 
OOOO 
040565C0 
1000 
0231 
OOOO 4C800226 
0002 
007C 
OOOO 0002 
007C 
OOOO 0006 1400 
OOOO 
BOOO 
0300 
40000081 
OOOO 
02E3 
FFF6 
0001 
OFFF 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
00000000 00000000 
oooo oooo 03 E2 
03F0 
03FF 
0406 
0417 
0424 
0431 
0430 
0443 
OOOO 
0285 
0298 
02AA 
0 35 Β 
036C 
037E 
* I PUP 4568 
LIBF RAUP IU0P4569 OC /lOOO IUÜP4570 DC RESET ID0P4571 DC O IÜ0P4572 
Φ ιDÜP4573 
CALL INTEX IDÜP4574 
Φ iD0P4575 
A400 DC *­* IDÜP4576 LIBF DAOP COMMAND RESET IÜ0P4577 DC /1000 IDÜP4578 DC RESET ID0P4579 DC 0 IDÛP4580 
if- I ÜÜP4581 
LIBF DAOP INTERFACE COMMAND ID0P4582 DC /1000 ID0P4583 DC. AREA3 IÜ0P4584 DC O IDÜP4585 BSC I A400 IÜ0P4586 if if if Φ Φ Φ Φ * * if Φ if if if Φ * * * * * φ φ φ * * φ ** * * * * * φ φ * * * * ** Φ φ Φ Φ Φ .f.f.f.f^ Ι ϋ Ο Ρ 4 5 8 7 A R E A 3 DC 2 AREA FOR INTERFACE COMMAND ID0P4588 DC 124 IDDP4589 DC *-* COMMAND ID0P4590 RESET DC 2 RESET COMMAND OUTPUT IUÛP4591 DC 124 ID0P4592 DC 0 COMMANDED IÜ0P4593 
OUTPT BSS E 6 IÛ0P4594 
Bl DC /1400 PRINT ALPHAMERIC ON INTER- ID0P4595 * FACE TYPEWRITER IDÛP4596 BITNO DC *-* PISW BIT NUMBER IUUP4597 B15 DC /BOOO END OF INTERRUPT IU0P4598 LIFE DC /0300 LINE FEED ID0P4599 FACT DEC 1.0 ID0P4600 
INDEX DC *-* IDOP4601 
MESCA DC AM45 ID0P4602 MTEN DC -10 ID0P4603 ONE DC 1 ID0P4604 LIMIT DC. 4095 ID0P4605 ZERO DC O ID0P4606 LCN DC «-* LOWER CHANNEL NUMBER ID0P4607 UCN DC «-« UPPER CHANNEL NUMBER IDÜP4608 
aHÏ1, R£Ç S IDUP4609 
NULL DEC 0. IDÜP4610 ERIN DC «-« IÜ0P4611 ADTYP DC 0 ADDRESSES OF TYPEWRITER ID0P4612 DC TM3-1 MESSAGES IÜ0P4613 DC TM5-1 IÛ0P4614 DC TM7-1 ID0P4615 DC TM9-1 IÜ0P4616 DC TM11-1 ID0P4617 DC TM13-1 ID0P4618 DC TM15-1 IDUP4619 DC TM17-1 IDOP4620 DC TM19-1 IDÜP4621 ADAPR DC 0 ADDRESSES OF INTERFACE IDÜP4622 DC AM2 MESSAGES IDÜP4623 DC AM3 IOOP4624 DC AM4 IDUP4625 DC AM5 IÜ0P4626 DC AM 8 IÜ0P462 7 DC AM10 ID0P4628 
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0262 
0263 0264 
0265 0266 
0267 0268 0269 026A 026B 026C 
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0280 
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0010 
■ 
0012 007B 0900 8400 8020 8100 8400 4800 OOOO 8400 8020 9000 4100 8420 OOOO 4100 4080 8420 
IMI 2 ADDR 
­ι­
PRG26 PRG27 PRG28 PRG29 PRG30 JUMP 
ORDER 
1 
AND1 TEN C17 C320 C70 C31 C512 C250 ADRIÜ 
FILE 
HEXDE X Y 
AM2 
DC 
DC­DC 
DC­DC 
DC DC . DC PC PC MPX 
AM11 
AM 12 
AM13 
if—if 
AM122­2 
0PC26 JUMP JUMP JUMP 0PC30 A273 
BSS E . 0 DC OC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC DC 
DC­DC DC­DC DC DC DC DC DC BES 1 DS A 
ORG 
DC ORG DC EOU EOU 
DC DC­DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC­DC DC DC DC DC PC­PC .DC 
if ­ * 
* — * * — * 
* —* if — if 
if — if 
if—if 
if — if 
if — if 
/OFFF 10 17 3200 70 0 31 512 250 IPEN E 0 ORDÌ FILE 
320 FILE+2 16 FACT IPEN 
18 123 /09 00 /8400 /8020 / 81­03 /8400 
M 8 00 /OOOO /8400 /8020 /9003 M100 /8420 /OOOO M100 M080 /8420 
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DC /OOOO ID0P4856 DC /OOOO IUÜP4857 DC /OOOO IDÜP4858 DC /OOOO IÜ0P4859 
if IDOP4860 
AMI 3 DC 15 IÜ0P4861 DC 123 IÜ0P4862 DC /0900 RED I00P4863 DC MOIO R IDÜP4864 DC /8100 E IÜ0P4865 PC­ M040 Ρ ID0P4866 DC /81Ö0 E ID0P486 7 DC /9000 A ID0P4868 DC /2400 Τ IÜ0P4869 DC /OOOO ID0P4870 DC /4400 L ID0P4871 DC /9000 A IDÜP4872 
SURRIIUTINE IDUP4 PAGE 1­6 
03DE O 2400 DC /2400 Τ IDUP4873 03DF O 8100 DC /8100 E IDUP4874 
03E0 O 4010 DC MOIO R IDUP4875 03F1 O 0500 PC /0500 LILACK ( IDUP4876 
03E? O OOOD PC TM4­TM3" "' ' "'"'"" IP0P4878 03E3 0018 TM3 PMES 'R'ACH. NO. E RR.,I NT EG.,A·Ε IPÜP4879 03FF 0 OOOO TM31 PC *­* BITNO IP0P4880 03F0 OOOO JM4 BFS Ο IP0P4881 
03F0 0 OOOE OC TM6­TM5 IPÜP4883 03F1 001A TM5 OMES 'R'AIP NOT ON ΡISK, INTEG.,A'E ID0P4884 03 FE 0 OOOO TM51 PC *­* BITNO IPÜP4885 03FF OOOO TM6 BES O IP0P4886 
Φ I D O P 4 8 8 7 
03FF O 0 0 0 6 DC T M 8 ­ T M 7 I D 0 P 4 8 8 8 
0 4 0 0 OOOA TM7 DMES ' R ' R I N T E G A ' E I D 0 P 4 8 8 9 
0 4 0 5 0 OOOO TM71 DC * ­ * B ITNO I Ü 0 P 4 8 9 0 
0 4 0 6 OOOO TM8 BES O I D 0 P 4 8 9 1 
Φ j DUP4 892 
0406 0 OOOA DC TM10­TM9 IDUP4893 0407 0012 TM9 DMES 'R'AERR. INT. NO.,A'E I00P4894 0410 0 OOOO TM91 DC *­* BITNO IDUP4895 0411 OOOO TM10 BES O ID0P4896 
0411 0 0005 DC TM101­TM100 "~ IUÜP4898 
0412 0004 TM100 DMES 'B'2X'E IDÜP4899 0414 0003 TM102 BSS 3 TIME IDÜP4900 0417 OOOO TM101 BES O IUÜP4901 
Φ τ D0P4902 
0417 0 OOOC DC TM121­TM11 IUUP4903 0418 0016 TM11 DOES 'RBL. NU. ERR.,ORDER, A'E I0UP4904 0423 0 OOOO TM111 DC *­* BITNO ID0P4905 0424 OOOO TM121 BES O IDUP4906 * I DUP4907 
0 4 2 4 0 OOOC DC T M 1 4 ­ T M 1 3 I D U P 4 9 0 8 
0 4 2 5 0 0 1 6 TM13 DMES ' R E R R . PLOT S P E C I F . , A ' E I D Ü P 4 9 0 9 
0 4 3 0 0 OOOO TM131 DC * ­ * BITNO I D Ü P 4 9 1 0 
0 4 3 1 OOOO TM14 BFS O I D 0 P 4 9 1 1 
if- j D 0 P 4 9 1 2 
0 4 3 1 0 OOOB DC T M 1 6 ­ T M 1 5 I D 0 P 4 9 1 3 
0 4 3 2 00.14 TM15 DMES 'RNO ORDER S P E C I F . , A ' E I D Ü P 4 9 1 4 
0 4 3 C 0 OOOO T M 1 5 1 DC * ­ * B I T N O I D 0 P 4 9 1 5 
043R OOOO TM16 BES Ω I D U P 4 9 1 6 
i,-. I DOP 4 9 17 
043P 0 0 0 0 5 PC T M 1 8 ­ T M 1 7 I P Ü P 4 9 1 8 
0 4 3 E 0 0 0 8 TM17 PMES ' R O R D E R , A ' E I D 0 P 4 9 1 9 
0 4 4 2 0 OOOO TM171 DC * ­ * B I T N P I P 0 P 4 9 2 0 
0 4 4 3 OOOO TM18 R­S O I P 0 P 4 9 2 1 
* — i DÍ1P4.Q7? 
0443 0 0014 DC TM20­TM19 IDUP4923 
0444 0028 TM19 DMES '5R'10XSTART ANALYSER WÜRK'SR'E IÜÜP4924 045 8 OOOO TM20 BFS O I DOP 4925 
****;;;::!********************************************* I D0P4926 
0458 END IDÜP4927 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. IDÜP4 UUP FUNCTION COMPLETED // END OF ALL JOBS 
o o 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE BICA PAGE 
OOOO 0 2 2 4 3 0 4 0 0000 0 OOOO 0 0 0 1 01 60000022 0003 01 6E000024 0005 01 6F000026 0007 00 6 7 8 0 0 0 6 7 
0009 
OOOB OOOC OOOD OOOE OOOF 
0 0 1 1 
0012 
01 
0 0 0 0 00 
0 
0 
6 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 
C102 A01E 1090 DOOI 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C100 
D005 
0013 O C101 
0014 O DOOI 
0015 00 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0017 00 0019 20 001A 1 001B 01 001D 0 001E 0 001F 0 
0020 0 
0 0 2 1 00 0023 00 0025 00 
0 0 2 7 01 0029 01 
002B 0 002C 
0032 
C4000000 
02255103 00 2C C6000032 D100 7101 7201 70FA 
65000000 66 000000 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
74030000 4C800000 
FFFF 0006 
Or .Ir At Or At Or Or At Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or At Or Or At Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or· Or Of Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Q T /** Α Λ Λ O 
tf tf i,, tf rf tf ,f tf rf tf tf tf rf tf tf tf tf rf tf -« tf tf r,. 3 f tf tf rf rf tf rf tf rf rf tf rf rfi rfi rfi r,. Jf tf rf tf r,. r^. tf rf tf tf rf rf £j _ {_, /\ Vj\J__ 
* Ν « BICA 003 
* CONVERSION OF A SINGLE WORD BINARY NUMBER * BICA 004 
« TO CARD CODE DIGITS « BICA 005 
* « BICA 006 
* CALL BICA « BICA 007 « DC ADDR. OF BINARY NUMBER « BICA 008 * DC ADDR. OF CARD CODE D I G I T S , Ν POS. * BICA 009 * DC N.NUMBER OF LEAST SIGNIFICANT CARD « BICA 010 
* CODE D IG ITS TO BE USED * BICA 0 1 1 * * BICA 012 ΦΦΦ***Φ***Φ*Φ*Φ*ΦΦ****ΦΦ*ΦΦΦ*Φ***ΦΦ**Φ*Φ***ΦΦΦΦΦΦ*Φ B I C A 013 ENT BICA BICA 014 BICA DC * ­ « BICA 015 STX L I XR1+1 SAVE INDEX REGISTERS BICA 016 STX L2 XR2+1 BICA 017 STX L3 XR3+1 BICA 018 LDX 13 103 BICA 019 
Φ B I C A 020 
LDX I I BICA BICA 0 2 1 
LD 1 2 BICA 022 
M MONE BICA 023 SLT 16 BICA 024 STO * + l BICA 025 LDX L2 * ­ * ­ N I N XR2 BICA 026 
* B I C A 027 
LD 1 0 BICA 028 STO A l + 1 ADDR. OF BINARY NO.TO A l + 1 BICA 029 * B I C A ögo LD 1 1 BICA 031 
STO «+1 BICA 032 
LDX L I « ­ * ADDR.OF CARD CODE DIGITS BICA 033 
Φ B I C A 034 A l LD L * ­ * BICA 035 L IBF BINDC BICA 036 DC OUTPT BICA 037 A2 LD L2 OUTPT+6 BICA 038 STO 1 0 BICA 039 MDX 1 1 BICA 040 MDX 2 1 BICA 0 4 1 MDX A2 BICA 042 
Φ . B j c A 043 XR1 LDX L I * ­ * BICA 044 XR2 LDX L2 * ­ * BICA 045 XR3 LDX L3 « ­ * BICA 046 
* B I C A 047 
MDX L Β I C A , 3 BICA 048 
BSC I BICA BICA 049 
uñ^~~Xñ Γ * BICA 050 
MONE DC ­ 1 BICA 0 5 1 
OUTPT BSS 6 BICA 052 
* * * * Φ * * * * * * * * * Φ Ψ * * Φ * Φ * Φ * Φ Φ Ψ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Ψ Φ Φ Φ Φ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Φ Φ Ψ Φ Φ Φ Φ BICA 053 
END BICA 054 
NO ERRORS I N ABOVE ASSEMBLY. BICA DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE CONCA PAGE 
oooo oooo 0001 0003 0005 0007 
0009 
000 Β OOOC OÓOD OOOE OOOF 0010 0011 0012 
0013 
0015 0016 
0017 
0018 001A 001B 001C 001D 001E 
001F 0020 0021 
0022 
0024 0025 0026 0027 0028 0029 002A 002 Β 
002C 
0 01 01 01 00 
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 
0 01 0 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 
035950C1 OOOO 6D000051 6E000053 6F000055 67800067 
65800000 C100 D008 C101 D007 0023 D01D 8051 DOlC 
02244143 OOOO OOOO 
620A 65800016 C10 9 02255103 005A C041 D109 71FF 72FF 70F8 
65800016 C10A 48 20 7003 C039 D039 7002 C035 D036 
145A5140 
ΦΦΦΦΦ 
Φ 
φ 
* 
Or Φ 
* * * Φ 
Φ 
Φ 
*¥» 
Φ 
Φ 
Φ 
Φ φφφφφ 
CONCA 
Α27 Α28 
Α29 
Α101 
Α30 
Α31 
φ*******: ΕΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
CONVERSION OF ONE DOUBLE BINARY WORD TO TEN 
DECIMAL 
CALL 
DC DC 
rf Ιψ 7ft- f-
ENT DC STX STX STX LDX 
LDX 
LD STO LD STO STO STO A STO 
CALL 
DC DC 
LDX 
LDX LD LIBF DC LD STO MDX MDX MDX 
LDX 
LD BSC MDX LD STO MDX LD STO 
CALL 
DIGITS AND SIGN IN CARD CODE 
CONCA 
ADDR. OF ADDR. OF DOUBLE BINARY WORD (EVEN) 
^ 
* 'fi 'Φ # 
Φ 
BSS 11 TO STORE THE TEN CRD* CODE DIGITS AND THE CARD CODE SIGN. LEADING SIGN IS ZEROS ARE SUPPRESSED. THE IN THE MEMORY LOCAT.BEFORE 
* Φ 
Ar 
­Ι» 
THE FIRST NON­ZERO DIGIT. IN CASE OF* NO NON­ZERO DIGITS ONLY ONE ZERO IS PUT INTO THE LAST LOCATION OF THE BSS­11­ZONE.ALL OTHER LOCATIONS CONTAIN CARD CODE BLANKS. 
t -
* Φ 
Φ 
Ar ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΨΦΦΦ 
LI L2 L3 13 
11 
1 
1 
2 
11 1 
1 1 2 
11 
1 
CONCA Φ­* 
XR1 + 1 XR2+1 XR3+1 103 
CONCA 
0 A27 1 A28 A36+2 A31 + 2 ONE A31+3 
BIDEC 
*­* *­* 
10 A28 9 BINDC OUTPT OUTPT+5 9 ­1 ­1 A101 
A28 
10 Ζ A30 POS SIGN A31 NEG SIGN 
MOVE 
SAVE INDEX REGISTERS 
ADDR.OF BSS 11 
ADDR.OF DOUBLE BIN. WORD ADDR.OF BSS 11 
CONVERSION OF TEN BCD'S TO TEN CARD CODE DIGITS 
CARD CODE SIGN TO FIRST 
LOCATION OF BSS 11 
CONCA002 C0NCA003 C0NCA004 C0NCA005 C0NCA006 C0NCA007 C0NCA008 CONCA009 CONCAOIO CONCAOll CONCA012 C0NCA013 C0NCA014 CONCA015 C0NCA016 C0NCA017 C0NCA018 C0NCA019 C0NCA020 C0NCA021 CONCA022 C0NCA023 C0NCA024 CONCA025 C0NCA026 C0NCA027 C0NCA028 C0NCA029 C0NCA030 C0NCA031 C0NCA032 C0NCA033 C0NCA034 C0NCA035 C0NCA036 C0NCA037 C0NCA038 C0NCA039 C0NCA040 C0NCA041 C0NCA042 C0NCA043 C0NCA044 C0NCA045 C0NCA046 C0NCA047 C0NCA048 C0NCA049 C0NCA050 C0NCA051 CONCA052 C0NCA053 C0NCA054 CONCA055 C0NCA056 C0NCA057 C0NCA058 CONCA059 C0NCA060 C0NCA061 C0NCA062 
o co 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE CONCA PAGE 2 
002E 0 OOOO DC * - * ADDR.OF BSS 11 C0NCA063 
002F 0 OOOO DC * - * ADDR.OF BSS 11 PLUS 1 C0NCA064 
0030 0 OOOA DC 10 C0NCA065 
0 0 3 1 0 C030 A36 LD SIGN C0NCA066 
0032 00 D4000000 STO L * - * ADDR.OF BSS 11 CONCA067 
* C0NCA068 
0034 0 620A LDX 2 10 SUPPRESS LEADING ZEROS C0NCA069 
0 0 3 5 0 C101 A34 LD 1 1 C0NCA070 
0036 0 B02F CMP ZERO C0NCA071 
0 0 3 7 0 7007 MDX A32 C0NCA072 
0038 0 7006 MDX A32 C0NCA073 
0 0 3 9 0 C02A LD BLANC C0NCA074 
003A 0 D101 STO 1 1 C0NCA075 
003B 0 7101 MDX 1 1 C0NCA076 
003C 0 72FF MDX 2 - 1 C0NCA077 
003D 0 70F7 MDX A34 C0NCA078 
003E 0 700D MDX A33 ALL D I G I T S ZERO C0NCA079 
* C0NCA080 
003F 0 6A1A A32 STX 2 OUTPT C0NCA081 0040 0 C019 LD OUTPT C0NCA082 0041 0 B023 CMP TEN CONCA083 0042 0 7002 MDX A35 C0NCA084 0043 0 7001 MDX A35 CONCA085 0044 0 700B MDX XR1 EXIT C0NCA086 0045 0 C01C A35 LD SIGN C0NCA087 0046 0 D100 STO 1 O C0NCA088 0047 01 65800016 A37 LDX II A28 CONCA089 0049 0 C01A LD BLANC C0NCA090 004A 0 D100 STO 1 0 C0NCA091 004B 0 7004 MDX XR1 EXIT C0NCA092 004C 0 C019 A33 LD ZERO CONCA093 004D 0 71FF MDX 1 -1 C0NCA094 004E 0 D101 STO 1 1 CONCA095 004F 0 70F7 MDX A37 C0NCA096 
* CONfΔ097 
0050 00 65000000 XR1 LDX LI *-« C0NCA098 0052 00 66000000 XR2 LDX L2 *-* C0NCA099 0054 00 67000000 XR3 LDX L3 *-« C0NCA100 
* CONCAlOl 
0056 01 74020000 MDX L CONCA,+2 CONCA102 
0058 01 4C800000 BSC I CONCA C0NCA103 
* — — — ______ _ _ ΓΠΝΓΔΙ 04 
005A 0006 OUTPT BSS E 6 CONCAI05 
0060 O 4000 NEG DC MOOO NEG.SIGN IN CARD CODE C0NCA106 0061 0 80A0 POS DC /80A0 POS.SIGN IN CARD CODE C0NCA107 0062 0 OOOO SIGN DC «-« C0NCA108 0063 0 0001 ONE DC 1 CONCA109 S°£? J? °J?SP BLANC DC /OOOO CARD CODE BLANC CONCAHO 
0065 0 OOOA TEN DC 10 C0NCA111 
0066 0 2000 ZERO DC /2000 CARD CODE ZERO C0NCA112 
********ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ C0NCA113 
0068 END C0NCA114 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. CONCA DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
o 
CO 
IRM 1800 SUBROUTINE CONID PAGE 
OOOO 03595244 0000 O OOOO 0001 01 6D000023 
0003 01 0005 O 0006 O 0007 O 0008 O 0009 O OOOA O OOOB O 
OOOC 01 000 E O OOOF 01 
0011 01 0013 01 0015 O 
0016 01 0018 01 001A O 001B O 001C O 
65800000 C100 D024 C101 D023 C027 DO 22 401C 
7402002C C023 D480002C 
7403002C 7403002B 4012 
74FF002C 74FF002B C015 D011 400B 
001D 01 74FF002C 001F 01 74FF002B 0021 O 4006 
0022 00 65000000 0024 01 74020000 0026 01 4C800000 
0028 O OOOO 
0029 30 0 2 2 4 3 0 4 0 
002B O OOOO 
002C O OOOO 
002D O OOOO 
002E 0 1 4C800028 
0030 O 0031 O 0032 O 
0001 0002 8420 
0034 
********ΦΦΦΦΦΦ*ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
* CONVERSION OF FOUR-WORD IDENTIFICATION NO. * « TO CARD CODE DIGITS (XX.XXXX) * * · * * CALL CONID * * DC ADDR. OF ID (4 WORDS) * « DC ADDR. OF BSS 7 FOR 6 CARD CODE DIGIT* * WITH PERIOD (XX.XXXX) * * * *************ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ******ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
ENT CONID CONID DC *-* STX LI XR1+1 SAVE INDEX REGISTER 
LDX 
LD 
STO 
LD 
STO 
LD 
STO 
BSI 
11 CONID 
1 0 
AIO 
1 1 
A l l 
TWO 
A12 
CONV CONVERT INTER.NO. 
MDX 
LD 
STO 
MDX 
MDX 
BSI 
L 
I 
L 
L 
1 ,2 
PERID 
A l l 
A l l , 3 
A I O , 3 
CONV 
CARD CODE PERIOD 
CONVERT SERIAL NO. 
MDX 
MDX 
LD 
STO 
BSI 
I 
I 
A l l t - 1 
A 1 0 , - l 
ONE 
A12 
CONV 2ND. EXPER. NO. 
Φ 
MDX I A l l , - 1 
MDX I A 1 0 , - l 
BSI CONV 1 S T . EXPER. NO. 
Φ 
XR1 LDX L I * - * MDX L CONID,2 BSC I CONID 
Φ CONV DC *-* CALL BICA AIO DC *-* ADDR.OF BINARY NO. All DC *-* ADDR.OF CARD CODE DIGITS A12 DC *-* NO.OF CARD CODE DIGITS BSC I CONV 
* ONE DC 1 TWO DC 2 PERID DC /8420 CARD CODE PERIOD 
*******ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ 
END 
CONID002 CONI0003 CONID004 C0NID005 C0NID006 C0NID007 C0NID008 C0NID009 C0NID010 C0NID011 C0NID012 C0NID013 C0NID014 CONID015 C0NID016 C0NID017 C0NID018 C0NID019 C0NID020 CONID021 C0NID022 CONID023 C0NID024 CONID025 C0NID026 C0NID027 C0NID028 C0NID029 C0NID030 C0NID031 C0NID032 C0NID033 C0NID034 C0NID035 C0NID036 C0NID037 C0NID038 C0NID039 C0NID040 C0NID041 C0NID042 C0NID043 C0NID044 C0NID045 C0NID046 C0NID047 C0NID048 C0NID049 C0NID050 C0NID051 CONID052 C0NID053 C0NID054 C0NID055 C0NID056 CONID057 C0NID058 CONID059 
o 
CONID NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE C0NI1 PAGE 1 
*************************************************** CONI 002 * \ * CONI 003 * CONVERSION OF SIX-WORD IDENTIFICATION NO. * CONI 004 * TO CARD CODE DIGITS * CONI 005 * * CONI 006 * CALL C0NI1 * CONI 007 * DC ADDR. OF ID (6 WORDS) * CONI 008 * DC ADDR.OF BSS 12 FOR CARD CODE DIGITS * CONI 009 * DC 0 OR 1 0= XXXXBBBB, B=BLANK * CONI 010 * 1= XXXXBXXBXXBB * CONI Oil * * CONI 012 *************************************************** CONI 013 OOOO 03595271 ENT COMI CONI 014 0000 0 OOOO COMI DC *-* CONI 015 0001 01 6D00004F STX LI XR1+1 SAVE INDEX REGISTER CONI 016 
* CONI 017 0003 01 65800000 LDX II COMI CONI 018 0005 O C100 LD 1 0 CONI 019 0006 O D050 STO AIO CONI 020 0007 O C101 LD 1 1 CONI 021 0008 O D04F STO AH CONI 022 0009 O C102 LD 1 2 CONI 023 OOOA O D053 STO IND CONI 024 OOOB O C051 LD TWO CONI 025 OOOC 0 D04C STO A12 CONI 026 
* CONI 027 OOOD 01 74020058 MDX L Ali,2 CONI 028 OOOF 01 74030057 MDX L AIO,3 CONI 029 0011 0 4042 BSI CONV CONVERT SERIAL NO. CONI 030 
* CONI 031 0012 01 74FF0058 MDX I All,-1 CONI 032 0014 01 74FF0057 MDX I A10,-l CONI 033 0016 O C045 LD ONE CONI 034 0017 0 D041 STO A12 CONI 035 0018 O 403B BSI CONV 2ND. EXPER. NO. CONI 036 
*—————————_———_________________—_______ _ CONI 037 0019 01 74FF0058 MDX I All,-1 CONI 038 001B 01 74FF0057 MDX I A10,-l CONI 039 001D 0 4036 BSI CONV 1ST. EXPER. NO. CONI 040 
*_—_—___————_—__—______—_—__—____________________ CONI 041 001E 01 74040058 MDX L AH,4 CONI 042 0020 0 1010 SLA 16 CONI 043 0021 01 D4800058 STO I AH CONI 044 
*_——__—______ __________________ ___ ___ CONI 045 
0023 01 7400005E MDX L IND,0 CONI 046 
0025 0 700E MDX A13 CONI 047 
*—__________—___—____—___________________________ CONI 048 0026 01 74010058 MDX L All,l CONI 049 0028 0 1010 SLA 16 · COM 050 0029 01 D4800058 STO I Ali CONI 051 002B 01 74010058 MDX L Aliti CONI 052 002D 01 D4800058 STO I A H CONI 053 002F 01 74010058 MDX L All.l CONI 054 0031 01 D4800058 STO I Ali CONI 055 0033 0 701A MDX XR1 CONI 056 
*_———_—______ ______ ________ _______________________ rniuf 057 
0034 0 C028 A13 LD TWO CONI 058 
0035 0 D023 STO A12 CONI 059 
* ; CONI 060 0036 01 74010058 MDX L Aliti CONI 061 0038 01 74030057 MDX L A10Ì3 CONI 062 
o 
Ol 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE C0NI1 PAGE 
003A 0 4019 BSI CONV 1.BLOCK 
003B 01 003D 0 003E 01 0040 01 0042 01 
0044 0 
0045 01 
0047 0 0048 01 004A 01 004C 01 
004E 00 0050 01 0052 01 
0054 0 
0055 30 
005 7 0 
0058 0 
0059 0 
005A 01 
005C 0 005D 0 005E 0 
74020058 1010 D4800058 74010058 74010057 400F 
74020058 1010 D4800058 74010058 D4800058 
65000000 74030000 4C800000 
OOOO 02243040 OOOO OOOO OOOO 4C800054 
0001 0002 OOOO 
* 
XR1 
* 
CONV 
AIO All A12 
MDX SLA STO MDX MDX BSI 
I L L 
All,2 16 All Alltl ΑΙΟ,Ι CONV NO.OF BLOCKS 
MDX SLA STO MDX STO 
All,2 16 All Alltl All 
LDX LI MDX L BSC I 
*-* 
C0NI1,3 
C0NI1 DC 
CALL 
DC DC DC BSC I 
*-* 
BICA 
*-* *_* *_* 
CONV 
ADDR.OF BINARY NO. ADDR.OF CARD CODE DIGITS NO.OF CARD CODE DIGITS 
ONE 
TWO IND 
DC 
DC DC 
1 
2 *_* 
0060 END 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. CON Π DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
CONI 
CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI CONI 
063 064 06 5 066 06 7 068 069 070 071 072 073 074 075 076 077 078 079 080 081 082 083 084 085 086 087 088 089 090 091 092 093 o 
IBM 1800 SUBROUTINE DECID PAGE 
Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
Φ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Φ 
* 
* 
CONVERSION OF ANALYSER ID TO 5 BINARY COMPU-* 
TER WORDS (GROUP NO.OF 4K I S SET TO 1) * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
CALL 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DECID 
ADDR. OF ANALYSER ID 
ADDR. OF BSS 5 FOR BINARY I D 
ADDR. OF ERROR INDICATOR WHICH IS 1 
IF INTER.NO. NOT 1-15»OTHERWISE 0 . 
OOOO 04143244 
0000 0 OOOO 
0 0 0 1 0 1 6D000045 
0003 0 1 6E000047 
ENT DECID 
DECID DC * - * 
STX L I X R l + 1 
STX L2 XR2+1 
0005 
0 0 0 7 
0008 
0 0 0 9 
OOOB 
OOOC 
OOOD 
OOOF 
0 0 1 0 
0011 
0 0 1 2 
0013 
0 0 1 4 
0015 
0016 
0 0 1 7 
0018 
0019 
001A 
001B 
001C 
001D 
001E 
001F 
0020 
0 0 2 1 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0 0 2 7 
0028 
0029 
002A 
002B 
002C 
002D 
01 
0 
0 
00 
0 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
65800000 
C101 
DOOI 
66000000 
ClOO 
DOOI 
6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ClOO 
E039 
1888 
D202 
1010 
1084 
D200 
1010 
1084 
D201 
C202 
A030 
1090 
8200 
D200 
C101 
E02A 
1888 
D202 
1010 
1084 
D204 
1010 
1084 
D203 
C204 
A021 
1090 
8203 
D203 
C01E 
-r 
LDX 
LD 
STO 
LDX 
LD 
STO 
LDX 
LD 
AMD 
SRT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
LD 
M 
SLT 
A 
STO 
LD 
AND 
SRT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
SLA 
SLT 
STO 
LD 
M 
SLT 
A 
STO 
LD 
11 
1 
L2 
1 
L l 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DECID 
1 
* + l Or oy 
rf —rf 
0 
* + l Or Or 
0 
AND1 
8 
2 
16 
4 
0 
16 
4 
1 
2 
TEN 
16 
0 
0 
1 
AND1 
8 
2 
16 
4 
4 
16 
4 
3 
4 
TEN 
16 
3 
3 
ONE 
ADDR. OF BSS5 I N XR2 
ADDR.OF ANALYSER I D I N XR1 
1ST. EXPER. NO. 
INTERRUPT NO. ( P I S W - B I T ) 
2ND. EXPER. NO. 
SERIAL NO. 
GROUP NO. OF 4K IS 1 
DECID002 
DECID003 
DECID004 
DECID005 
DECID006 
DECID007 
DECID008 
DECID009 
DECID010 
DECIDOH 
DECID012 
DECID013 
DECID014 
DECID015 
DECID016 
DECID017 
DECID018 
DECID019 
DECID020 
DECID021 
DECID022 
DECID023 
DECID024 
DECID025 
DECID026 
DECID027 
DECID028 
DECID029 
DECID030 
DECID031 
DECID032 
DECID033 
DECID034 
DECID035 
DECID036 
DECID037 
DECID038 
DECID039 
DECID040 
DECID041 
DECID042 
DECID043 
DECID044 
DECID045 
DECID046 
DECID047 
DECID048 
DECID049 
DECID05O 
DECID051 
DECID052 
DECID053 
DECID054 
DECID055 
DECID056 
DECID057 
DECID058 
DECID059 
DECID060 
DECID061 
DECID062 
o 
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002E 0 D204 STO 2 4 DECID063 
Φ D E C ID064 
002F Ol 65800000 LDX I I DECID DECID065 
0031 O C102 LD 1 2 DECID066 
0032 O DOOI STO * + l DECID067 
0033 00 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 LDX L I * - * ADDR.OF ERROR IND. IN XRl DECID068 
Φ DECID069 
0035 O C018 LD ZERO RESET ERROR INDICATOR DECID070 
0036 O DlOO STO 1 O DECID071 
Φ DEC 10072 
0037 0 C200 LD 2 0 DECID073 0038 0 B014 CMP C15 DECID074 0039 0 7006 MDX Al SET ERROR INDICATOR TO 1 DECID075 003A 0 7001 MDX A2 DECID076 003B 0 7006 MDX A3 ERROR INDICATOR - O DECID077 003C 0 BOOF A2 CMP ONE DECID078 003D 0 7004 MDX A3 DECID079 003E 0 7001 MDX Al DECID080 003F 0 7002 MDX A3 DECID081 
Φ D E C j 0082 
0 0 4 0 0 COOB A l LD ONE DECID083 
0041 0 DlOO STO 1 O DECID084 
Φ . DECID085 0042 Ol 74030000 A3 MDX L DFCID,3 DECID086 0044 00 65000000 XRl LDX LI * * DECID087 0046 00 66000000 XR2 LDX L2 *-* DECID088 
Φ DECID089 
0048 Ol 4C800000 BSC I DECID DECID090 
Φ DECID091 
004A 0 OFFF ANDl DC /OFFF DECID092 004B 0 OOOA TEN DC 10 DECID093 004C 0 0001 ONE DC 1 DECID094 004D 0 OOOF C15 DC 15 DECID095 004E 0 OOOO ZERO DC O DECID096 
Φ DECID097 
0050 END DECID098 
NO ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY. 
DECID 
DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED 
o 
co 
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OOOO 
OOOO 
0 0 0 1 
0003 
0005 
0007 
0008 
0009 
OOOA 
OOOC 
OOOD 
OOOE 
OOOF 
0 0 1 1 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0 0 1 5 
0 
01 
01 
30 
1 
1 
0 
01 
0 
0 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0016 01 
0018 0 
0 0 1 9 0 
001A 0 
001B 0 
001C 0 
001D 
001E 
001F 0 
0020 0 
0 0 2 1 
0022 
0 0 2 3 
0024 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0025 00 
0 0 2 7 0 
0028 
0029 
002A 
002B 
002C 
002D 
002 E 
002F 
0030 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14645053 
OOOO 
6D000051 
6E000053 
145A5140 
0065 
0058 
OOOD 
C4800000 
D003 
D018 
D029 
C4000000 
4810 
7001 
7002 
C043 
D04A 
C4800010 
188C 
1010 
1084 
8048 
D03D 
1010 
1084 
8044 
D03A 
1010 
1084 
8040 
D037 
CCOOOOOO 
1084 
1010 
1084 
8039 
D031 
1010 
1084 
8035 
D02E 
1010 
* * * * * * * * Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* CONVERSION OF ANALYSER WORD (+-XXXXXY,X=MAN * 
* TISSA,Y-EXPONENT OF BASE 10 ,S IGN BELONGING * 
* TO EXPONENT) TO STANDARD PRECISION FLOATING * 
* POINT NUMBER.ANALYSER WORD I S ALSO CONVERTED* 
* TO CARD CODE (+.XXXXXE+-OY) * 
* * 
* CALL MREAL * * DC EVEN ADDRESS OF ANALYSER WORD * * (FLOATING POINT NUMBER IS STORED * * AT SAME LOCATION) * 
* DC ADDR.OF CARD CODE CHARACTERS«BSS12) * * * *************ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ************************** MREAL 
AO *— 
Al 
*— 
A2 
*— 
A3 
ENT DC STX STX CALL DC DC DC LD STO STO STO LD 
MREAL 
LI XR1+1 L2 XR2+1 MOVE AB EBCDC 13 I MREAL AO + 1 A3+1 A4 L *-* 
BSC MDX MDX LD STO 
Al A2 EBCDC EBCDC+8 
SIGN OF EXPONENT 
LD SRT SLA SLT A STO SLA SLT A STO SLA SLT A STO 
AO+1 12 16 4 AD EBCDC+2 16 4 AD EBCDC+3 16 4 AD EBCDC+4 
1ST. HALF WORD 
LDD SLT SLA SLT A STO SLA SLT A STO SLA 
*_* 
4 16 4 AD EBCDC+5 16 4 AD EBCDC+6 16 
2ND. HALF WORD 
MREAL002 MREAL003 MREAL004 MREAL005 MREAL006 MREAL007 MREAL008 MREAL009 MREAL010 MREAL011 MREAL012 MREAL013 MREAL014 MREAL015 MREAL016 MREAL017 MREAL018 MREAL019 MREAL020 MREAL021 MREAL022 MREAL023 MREAL024 MREAL025 MREAL026 MREAL027 MREAL028 MREAL029 MREAL030 MREAL031 MREAL032 MREAL033 MREAL034 MREAL035 MREAL036 MREAL037 MREAL038 MREAL039 MREAL040 MREAL041 MREAL042 MREAL043 MREAL044 MREAL045 MREAL046 MREAL047 MREAL048 MREAL049 MREAL050 MREAL051 MREAL052 MREAL053 MREAL054 MREAL055 MREAL056 MREAL057 MREAL058 MREAL059 MREAL060 MREAL061 MREAL062 
o 
CD 
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0031 
0032 0033 0034 0036 
0037 0038 
0 0 3 9 003B 003C 
003D 003F 
0 0 4 0 0042 0043 
0045 0046 0 0 4 7 
0048 004A 
004B 004C 004D 004E 004F 
0050 0052 
0054 0056 
0058 
0059 005Δ 005B 005C 
005D 005E 005F 0060 
0 0 6 1 
0062 0063 
0064 
0065 0066 
0067 0068 0069 006A 006B 
006C 006D 
0 
0 0 30 1 
20 0 
01 0 0 
01 0 
01 0 01 
0 0 0 
01 0 
20 0 1 0 0 
00 00 
01 01 
0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
1084 
8031 D02E 06123080 0058 
068A3580 OOOO 
74010000 61FA 6200 
C6000059 1888 
C6000058 1088 D500005E 
7202 7101 70F5 
C4800000 D003 
08593142 0 0 0 1 0058 OOOO 
OOOC 
65000000 66000000 
74010000 4C800000 
004E 
004B OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
00C5 
0060 
OOFO 
OOOO 
0040 
OOFO 
004E 004B OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
OOOO 
00C5 
0060 
A4 
A6 
Or 
A5 
Or 
XR1 XR2 
Or .. 
EBCDC 
AD 
AB 
SLT 
A STO CALL DC 
L IBF DC 
MDX LDX LDX 
LD SRT 
LD SLT STO 
MDX MDX MDX 
LD STO 
LIBF DC DC DC DC 
LDX LDX 
MDX BSC 
DC 
DC DC DC DC 
DC DC DC DC 
DC 
DC DC 
DC 
DC DC 
DC DC DC DC DC 
DC DC 
L 1 2 
L2 
L2 
L I 
2 1 
I 
L I L2 
L I 
4 
AD EBCDC+10 FDTB EBCDC 
FSTO ■^--r 
MREAL,1 ­ 6 0 
EBCDC+1 8 
EBCDC 8 EBCDC+6 
2 1 A6 
MREAL A5 
HOLEB / 0 0 0 1 EBCDC 
tf — rf 
12 
Or _ Or 
t f — i f 
MREAL,1 MREAL 
/ 0 0 4 E 
/ 0 0 4 B 
Or -Ar 
Φ - Φ 
Or Or 
Or Or rf—»rf 
* _ * / 00C5 / 0 0 6 0 
/OOFO 
* - * / 0 0 4 0 
/OOFO 
/ 0 0 4 E / 0 0 4 B 
Or mi Or 
Or Or <_. — rfi 
* _ * Ar Or 
■f -—■·»¥* 
Φ - Φ 
/ 00C5 / 0 0 60 
REAL DECIMAL TO BINARY 
STORE REAL NUMBER IN LOCA TION OF ANALYSER WORD 
CONVERSION OF EBCDIC TO CARD CODE 
PLUS 
PERIOD 
) MANTISSA 
E MINUS 
0 
EXPONENT BLANK 
PLUS PERIOD 
) MANTISSA 
E MINUS 
MREAL063 
MREAL064 MREAL065 MREAL066 MREAL067 MREAL068 
MREAL069 MREAL070 MREAL071 
MREAL072 MREAL073 MREAL074 MREAL075 
MREAL076 MREAL077 
MREAL078 MREAL079 MREAL080 
MREAL081 
MREAL082 MREAL083 MREAL084 
MREAL085 
MREAL086 MREAL087 MREAL088 
MREAL089 MREAL090 MREAL091 MREAL092 MREAL093 MREAL094 
MREAL095 MREAL096 
MREAL097 
MREAL098 MREAL099 MREAL100 
MREAL101 
MREAL102 MREAL103 MREAL104 MREAL105 
MREAL106 MREAL107 MREAL108 MREAL109 
MREAL110 
MREAL111 MREAL112 MREAL113 MREAL114 
MREAL115 MREAL116 
MREAL117 MREAL118 MREAL119 MREAL120 MREAL121 
MREAL122 MREAL123 
o 
ι 
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grig SSK & œ BLANK "JIM! 
n n 7 ? *************************************************** MREAL128 
E N D MREAL129 
MREAL N° E R R 0 R S IN AB0VE ASSEMBLY. DUP FUNCTION COMPLETED // END OF ALL JOBS 
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